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Abstract 

This project examines how to write a play about the “real-life” of young 

people within a secondary education framework. I have developed an 

approach that blends text drawn upon the “verbatim” theatre style of 

word-for-word sources in combination with creative writing informed by 

my pedagogical methods as a high school drama teacher and active 

practitioner within the South Australian secondary education system. The 

rationale for this new form is to understand the perspectives of young 

students, and to consolidate these perspectives by teacher-led responses 

that can shape the learning processes for the student cast and crew of the 

play, as well as the subsequent audience.  I have named this hybrid form of 

playwriting “educational verbatim theatre”.    

The creative work produced in this project is a play script called An Image 

of Grace, performed by a student drama group in October 2016. I selected 

the topic of the play  to connect to the “everyday life” of a secondary 

school-aged female Australian student, and hence to explore a topical issue 

that might not have found a place in the traditional classroom. The play 

examined the ongoing popularity of social media technologies, and in 

particular legal notions of consent in relation to image sharing on social 

media. I developed the script from verbatim interviews with a range of 

stakeholders – including students and teachers – and ethnographic 

methods. The play was workshopped with the student actors who would 

perform the play.  My findings suggest that bringing a dual approach of 

verbatim technique and teacher-led creative writing becomes a valuable 
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approach within the context of high school teaching, and ensures that 

discussions of topical issues to students can take place within the 

appropriate ethical frameworks established by the secondary school 

education system. 
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Introduction 

This project examines how to write a play about an authentic “real-life” of 

young people within a secondary educational framework that assists in a 

learning experience. In the context of my work role as a high school drama 

teacher and active teacher-practitioner within the South Australian 

secondary education system, I set out to create a play script that could 

draw not only upon the real voices of students, but could also operate as a 

learning device about a pertinent real-world and cutting-edge issue that 

was not being addressed in traditional classrooms1.   

To do this, I wanted to see how established verbatim theatre techniques – 

especially in relation to research and data acquisition, as well as for 

subsequent play writing – could be utilised in a secondary educational 

context for the preparation of an educational play. Verbatim theatre has 

developed as a form of documentary theatre, and generally draws scripts 

from the spoken words of real life people. It has the potential to voice the 

concerns of marginalised and forgotten members of a society or culture, 

with the ability to focus on stories that might not reach the real media. 

Verbatim theatre is often thought to be akin to a form of investigative 

journalism, where words drawn from courtroom testimonies, crime 

investigations or an archive of letters (as some examples) are able to 

provide a refreshed perspective on a significant issue.  Verbatim theatre 

may also provide an ethnographic lens onto a specific community, group 

                                                 
1 The work that is presented in this Masters Research project entirely aligns with the 
teaching and learning regulations and guidelines of the South Australian Certificate of 
Education (SACE).  
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or even historical era through ethnodramas or ethnotheatre (Brown and 

Wake, 2010; Garton, 2005; Hobson, 2012; Saldaña, 2011). While verbatim 

theatre often has an educational or didactic function – often informing or 

teaching its audience about real life issues or historical facts – there has 

been little research to apply such methods in the educational framework of 

secondary school education programs.  

My Masters by Research project was connected with the South Australian 

Certificate of Education (SACE), through the latter’s focus on student 

capabilities and learning requirements. The capabilities connect student 

learning within and across subjects in a range of contexts. They include 

essential knowledge and skills that enable people to act in effective and 

successful ways.  The specific capabilities I focused this project upon were 

citizenship, personal development and learning. In Drama, students 

develop their capability for “citizenship” by nurturing their ability to 

empathise with others as they explore a variety of stories through dramatic 

texts and workshops (such as the workshop on consent and the law) as 

well as understanding contemporary issues and ideas by exploring 

contemporary dramatic forms (such as verbatim theatre). Students also 

explore social issues (such as text messaging, social media, illegal image 

sharing), and interpreting these through drama and build their awareness 

of cultural identity by exploring ideas, thoughts, feelings, values, and 

beliefs in dramatic works2. 

 

                                                 
2 Modified from (SACE, 2016, pp. 2-4) 
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Through undertaking this project, the students developed their capability 

for “personal development” by building skills and strategies to increase 

resolve and resilience and to accomplish personal goals.  In drama studies, 

students develop their capabilities for “learning” by experiencing a range 

of dramatic styles, or interpretations arising from specific cultural, 

political, or social contexts.  They work through the phases of the creative 

process, which includes conceptualisation, exploration, experimentation, 

refinement, creation, evaluation, and resolution. The students also 

responded creatively to the ideas, themes, feelings, values, beliefs, and 

opinions of dramatic practitioners, their teacher and each other as well as 

developing skills and abilities associated with the use of both traditional 

and contemporary performing arts practices, techniques, and technologies. 

Finally, students participate in the planning, rehearsal, and performance 

of a dramatic work. This is done with the intention of providing students 

with an overview of the process of creating and presenting a dramatic work 

with other people3. The dramatic work can be an original work, as it was 

with the students presenting An Image of Grace, or a complete, 

established work.4 

In line with its rising popularity, I have observed in the last decade an 

increase in the appearance of the verbatim theatre form in educational 

drama textbooks. Although verbatim theatre is as a technique utilised by 

some drama teachers - often to create verbatim monologues with their 

                                                 
3 Modified from (SACE, 2016, pp. 2-4) 
 
4 Modified from (SACE, 2016, p. 9) 
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students (Rowsell & Pahl, 2015) - I seek to explore whether the additional 

influence of experts (a counsellor, a police officer and legal advice) will add 

to the overall educational experience for the students. I hoped the students 

would explore play creation and playwriting through a multilayered and 

scaffolded pedagogy informed by The New London Group’s’5 

“Multiliteracies” (Cazden, Courtney; Cope, Bill; Fairclough, Norman; Gee, 

Jim; et al, 1996). This approach utilises the key concepts, such as critical 

framing, where new text types (such as blogs, websites and social media 

writing) are utilised in situated practice, where the teachers and other 

experts work with students. Overt instruction is incorporated, where the 

teacher and other experts that scaffold learning activities allow the student 

to gain explicit information. Finally, with transformed practice students 

can demonstrate how they can design and carry out, in a reflective 

manner, new practices embedded in their own goals and values (ibid, 

pp.82-89).  The usage of experts combined with process drama 

methodologies and ethnological theatre practice aims to produce a well-

rounded educational experience that moves beyond verbatim dialogue 

                                                 
5 The New London Group(1996): ten authors / educators who met for a week in 
September 1994 in New London, New Hampshire, in the United States, to discuss the 
state of literacy pedagogy .  Courtney Cazden, Harvard University, Graduate School of 
Education, USA; Bill Cope, National Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia, Centre 
for Workplace Communication and Culture, University of Technology, Sydney, and James 
Cook University of North Queensland, Australia; Norman Fairclough, Centre for 
Language in Social Life, Lancaster University, UK;Jim Gee, Hiatt Center for Urban 
Education, Clark University, USA; Mary Kalantzis, Institute of Interdisciplinary 
Studies,James Cook University of North Queensland, Australia; Gunther Kress, Institute 
of Education, University of London, UK; Allan Luke, Graduate School of Education, 
University of Queensland, Australia; Carmen Luke, Graduate School of Education, 
University of Queensland, Australia; Sarah Michaels, Hiatt Center for Urban Education, 
Clark University, USA; Martin Nakata, School of Education, James Cook University of 
North Queensland, Australia. 
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acquisition into the realm of collaborative creative writing, improvisation 

and playbuilding6 with the students. 

At the same time, I was aware that in a secondary educational context it 

would be very difficult and potentially counter-productive as an educator 

to create a “pure” verbatim play that only drew from interviews and word-

for-word sources.  Despite the intensive use of verbatim research 

techniques, the play that has resulted is approximately 25 per cent 

verbatim, and 75 per cent invented and devised.  

Hence, in this project I have developed an approach that blends texts 

drawn from the “verbatim” theatre-style of word-for-word sources in 

combination with creative writing informed by my pedagogical methods as 

a high school drama teacher. Teachers might find such forms of drama 

useful in the classroom, because “verbatim” speaking of a role can permit 

students to understand their own perspectives better which may shape 

learning processes for the student cast and crew of the play, as well as the 

subsequent audience who will watch the final play. While verbatim 

techniques would put real dialogue from students into the play script, I 

wanted to utilise methods that would also provide entertainment: a 

deliberate choice to aid in the enjoyment of the play, which would enhance 

the overall learning experience.  I have named this hybrid form of play 

                                                 
6 Playbuilding is a means of creating original plays with young people or with adults. The 
focus is on the fact that anyone can do this kind of work, and all of the participants have 
something valuable to contribute to the process. Errol Bray says that, "The term 
playbuilding is used to describe the creative process of assembling a dramatic 
performance or presentation from the building blocks of drama and theatre, through 
improvisation, discussion and rehearsal" (Terry, 2003, p. 40). 
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writing “educational verbatim theatre”, as it draws from these two 

significant concerns of creating an educational experience but also aims to 

represent a truth or a reality. 

Therefore, my key research questions for this project are twofold. Firstly, I 

ask: to what level should I draw upon verbatim-techniques to create 

theatre for the attention and educational benefit of secondary-level 

audiences?  Secondly: what kind of educational benefits might exist in the 

creation of a collaborative verbatim theatre project held with secondary-

level students?  

The creative work produced in this project is a play script called An Image 

of Grace, developed across a four-month period and performed by a Year 

11 student drama group at St Aloysius College (a Catholic high school) in 

Adelaide in October 20167. I deliberately selected the topic of An Image of 

Grace to connect to the “everyday life” of a secondary school-aged female 

Australian student at a Catholic school8, and hence to explore a topical 

issue that might not have found a place in the traditional classroom. The 

exact topic examined the ongoing popularity of social media technologies, 

                                                 
7 This is the location of my position as Drama Teacher. The class consisted of ten female 
students (the College is a single-sex institution), who were studying Stage 1 Drama, as 
part of SACE. The development and performance of their work consisted of one semester 
of work, using SACE Drama Learning Requirement 2 (“students are expected to work 
both independently and collaboratively to conceive, create, develop, interpret, and 
express dramatic works”) and SACE Assessment Type 1 {“students participate in the 
planning, rehearsal, and performance of a dramatic work. This area of study is intended 
to provide students with an overview of the process of creating and presenting a dramatic 
work with other people. The dramatic work can be an original work, or excerpts from, or a 
complete, established work” (Drama 2018 Subject Outline, SACE, 2018). 
8 The decision about gender, of course, rested with the context of the students I was 
working with, as well as the majority of students who would be audience members for the 
two performances. The students cast reflected the demographic of the College which is 
female, predominantly middle class and mostly Anglo-Saxon.  
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and in particular smart phone usage and legal notions of consent in 

relation to non-consensual image sharing.   Multiple themes were co-

developed with student actors around issues of contemporary 

communications media, as well as the impact upon contemporary 

relationships, including parents and peers.  

While issues pertaining to smart phone social media technologies are 

being researched in the field of Media and Communication Studies, the 

constant evolution of such technologies means that there is often a gap 

between new developments in how the technologies are used and the 

understanding of the legal and ethical consequences.  The creation of 

legislation often occurs some years after the introduction of a potentially 

damaging media format due to the slowness of legislative procedures and 

policy development. I selected the initial topic area, and through verbatim 

research techniques - through student interviews and workshopping of 

ideas with the student-actor group -  the scope and context of the topic was 

realised. 

I designed, developed and wrote An Image of Grace for the technological-

cultural moment of media communication technologies in Australia in 

2016, and hence the play’s content is intended for a contemporary 

audience. Importantly, this highlights an important aspect behind the 

philosophy of educational verbatim theatre as I have developed it here: as 

in the creation of content for secondary education, in the creation of 

educational verbatim theatre, plays might be developed with short-range 

significance in terms of their intrinsic educational value. Their use value 
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lasts for as long as the educational message and content remains current 

and is valid for the intended stakeholders and audiences. 

To speak of my own practice as a drama teacher in the secondary 

education system: I have come to this project with a formal qualification in 

secondary education teaching and long experience in drama teaching.  I 

am a registered secondary school teacher with the Teachers Registration 

Board of South Australia. I completed a Bachelor of Arts in Educational 

Theatre in 1993, and I completed my Graduate Diploma of Education in 

1995, before entering the teaching profession in 1996.  Hence, I have over 

two decades of experience as a high school drama teacher – in both 

Australia and the United Kingdom – delivering classes from years 6-129. In 

this time, I have directed over 400 plays and musicals (shorts and full-

length plays) with student casts, and I have worked with published and 

student-written scripts.   

All the research completed for this Masters Research project took place 

within pedagogical and ethical frameworks formally approved by St 

Aloysius College and Charles Darwin University10. All interactions and the 

interview questions posed in the collection of verbatim data were carefully 

checked and approved through the Charles Darwin University human 

ethics committee before proceeding, which included parental consent for 

                                                 
9 I have also worked as a drama teacher with primary school-aged (Prep-5) and special 
needs students. 
10 The preparation and the performance of the play was developed into class teaching as 
an assessable part of the drama curriculum for Year 11 secondary students involved in this 
project. 
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interviewees under the age of 18 years11. Finally, the script features themes 

that address real-life issues about online bullying and non-consensual use 

of photos of a sexual nature: topics that are difficult or could be triggering 

to victims, which might include student-actors or the audience.  It is 

important to note that I consulted with a school counsellor across all 

stages of the project, so that the issues would not prove harmful to 

students or the audience. To the best of my ability, I have worked to create 

a useful, instructive, and ethically-sound text. 

The idea of working with students on a collaborative educational verbatim 

theatre project connects my work with active learning and participatory 

models of education that centre on a student’s ability to learn rather than 

the passive notion of being taught by a teacher (Cook, 1917; Freire, 1993; 

Lang, 2006).  Contemporary constructivist teaching and learning 

epistemologies in the discipline of educational studies emphasise the 

importance of encouraging learning techniques that provide agency and a 

level of autonomy to the learner12. The collaborative aspect of this 

development of educational verbatim theatre works with students – both 

through prior student interviews and through student actor workshops – 

                                                 
11 As per human ethical guidelines approved by Charles Darwin University, all 
interviewees received the questions in advance of the interviews and all interviews took 
place in public meeting places. Each interviewee received a plain language statement 
about the project as well as an agreement for participating in an audio interview, stating 
they were free to withdraw from the project at any point, and they did not have to answer 
any questions they were uncomfortable with.  The statement also noted that there would 
be no discussion of personal or intimate relationships during the audio interview. 
12 Active learning models of education have grown in popularity in recent decades. For 
example, Paulo Freire (1993) critiques what he calls a ‘banking’ model, in which he 
imagines information “deposited” into student minds as in a bank account. Like the 
‘magic bullet theory’ concept (about the ways by which audiences are simply influenced 
by media communications), according to Freire’s imaginary in the old models the 
students were likened to an empty vessels waiting to be ‘filled’ with knowledge through 
rote learning and passive listening exercises. 
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as a source of primary data for the collection of curated and devised 

verbatim language in the final play script. My script utilises contemporary 

language gained through formal interviews (with students and experts) 

and student-actor rehearsals, conducted in the research-informed belief 

that “the key to learning is personal meaning and connectedness: to 

individual interests, to previous knowledge, to the real world” (Muir, 

2000, p .41). Therefore, educational verbatim theatre is not theatre for 

young people but theatre with young people, where student lived 

experiences, language and ideas provide the primary material that will also 

aid in the overall educational experience (Woodson, 2010). An essential 

aspect of the learning project is the enmeshing of the student’s ideas and 

these also became key to the subsequent educational insights 

(Schweninger, 1968; Kirkton, 1971).  

Recent research indicates the practical application of the use of verbatim 

theatre may assistance learning with student groups.  In an important 

study that underpins the rationale for my own project, Charlie Cooper 

discusses the adoption of verbatim playwriting workshops as a classroom 

activity for social science students at university level (2015, p. 53). 

Undergraduate students in the study created personal narratives about 

their “youth”, and also to use pre-existing media texts about that same era 

in order to create a basic narrative or script. The narratives were then 

shared or “performed” with the rest of the class group.  The student 

feedback at the end of the study suggested that the exercise had enabled 

the group to:  
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…reflect critically on their own experiences, and how these had 

shaped and limited their own understandings and perspectives; 

reflect critically on the experiences of others and become more 

empathetic with alternative perspectives; gain a sense of 

empowerment through interactions with peers and speaking openly 

within a large group; experience a more democratic, participatory 

and inclusive style of learning, where everyone was encouraged to 

air their opinions in a safe and trusting environment; and develop 

their critical understanding and become more equipped to 

challenge mainstream representations (Cooper 2015, p. 57).  

I draw from such theories about verbatim theatre as a participatory and 

useful learning strategy in the creation of my play for this project. Overall, 

the students are placed at the centre of a collaborative creative process in 

educational verbatim theatre; which strives to create an authentic script 

about a real-life issue that the student cast and audience will find 

informative and entertaining.  

This thesis describes the research process and development of methods for 

this script An Image of Grace.  In Chapter One: Literature Review, I 

present my research on the two key theatrical forms that inform the 

writing of the script, namely educational/youth-focussed theatre and 

verbatim theatre, and I indicate the research that proves the rationale for 

developing an educational play, and for adopting verbatim techniques.  I 

further discuss key concepts surrounding ethnographical theatre 

(ethnodrama and ethnotheatre) as a subset of verbatim theatre (Garton, 
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2005; Hobson, 2012; Saldaña, 2003, 2005 & 2011) as well as 

Entertainment Education theory (Sabido, 2002). In Chapter Two, 

Educational Verbatim Method, I outline my method for writing this play, 

with extensive description of the creative theatrical research, and verbatim 

processes utilising “word-for-word” sources. In Chapter Three, 

Performance, I describe the decision-making processes that led to the final 

version of the script and the links to the technologies adopted for the play, 

which include notes from a post-performance evaluation with the student 

actors involved in the 2016 production. 

 My findings suggest that bringing a dual approach of verbatim technique 

and teacher-led creative writing becomes a valuable approach within the 

context of high school teaching – both for the process-led drama students 

and the subsequent students who witnessed the performance – and it 

ensures that topical issues are still discussed within the appropriate ethical 

frameworks established by the secondary school education system. 
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Chapter One: Literature Review 

Part One – Children and Educational Theatre 

The theatre is a potent educational and cultural force… Drama, the 

harmonizer of the arts and perhaps the greatest of the arts, has been 

shamefully neglected. It is time we recognised its importance to all 

people and created conditions in which a national theatre can 

flourish. In this challenging task, a major responsibility rests upon 

our schools and colleges. 

Frances Horn, 1952, Former Executive Secretary of Higher 

Education for the National Education Association, USA. (Winship, 

2009, p. 317).  

Early Developments 

The role of drama in education has come a long way since Horn’s speech in 

1952, historically, the use of theatre as children’s entertainment or an 

educational tool spans millennia and is often deeply ideological.  There is 

research on ancient Greece that supports that male children were 

sometimes used to act in adult plays (Swortzell, 1990: pp. xv-xxx; 

O’Connor, 2008: p. 39). However, one of the earliest examples of 

educational theatre aimed at young people occurs in the early modern 

period in Europe. The Jesuit Christians who had formed in Europe had a 

long association with theatre for instruction.  In tandem with the 

introduction of printing press technologies in Europe, they produced 
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hundreds of religious plays (in Latin), which they used to instruct students 

about Christian doctrine across the 16th to 17th centuries AD (Schnitzler, 

1952, pp. 284-285).  

According to Schonmann (2006), the earliest play genre specially aimed at 

young people was the pantomime, a Christmas-themed fairy or folk tale 

enacted using mime and dance developed in the early 18th century in 

Britain and France13.  The form developed out of the frivolous and comic 

“interval” performances that punctuated longer-form theatre from the 16th 

century, often pantomimic intervals that were inserted between acts 

principally as comic entertainment (ibid p. 5). In Italy, pantomime was a 

significant part of the improvisation of Commedia dell’arte, which allowed 

carnivalesque subversion of powers, and this style influenced theatrical 

tradition in Britain and France. By the beginning of the 20th century, the 

pantomime as a form had developed into a main attraction for children 

and families in Europe and America (Schonmann, 2006, pp. 78-89); while 

frivolous, it drew upon didactic folk tales, and sought to impart and 

arguably “teach” key moral messages that linked to Christian beliefs 

connected to the end-of-year holiday. 

Early Twentieth Century Approaches 

Children’s theatre emerges in Europe and America in the 20th century. 

Some early famous British examples of children’s plays include J. M. 

                                                 
13 Radlova (1934) argued for the development of pantomime from the ongoing interest in 
the plays of ancient Greece, where actors would perform a mime show with large gestures 
and movement (p. 7). 
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Barrie’s Peter Pan (1904) and Clifford Mill’s Where the Rainbow Ends 

(1911) (Barter & Graham, 2002). Christine Redington examines the 

formation of the Moscow Children’s Theatre in 1918 and Hungary’s State 

Children’s Theatre in 1948 (1979, p. 42). Arguably these youth theatres 

were propagandist in style – Van De Water suggests that theatre for young 

audiences “functioned essentially as an instrument of the totalitarian 

regime, reflecting and perpetuating the official ideology of Marxism-

Leninism” (2016, p. 1). Therefore, in the 20th century, the emerging area 

of children’s theatre often was used ideologically to propagate nationalistic 

agendas in a range of socialist countries in Europe.  

Harriet Finlay-Johnson (a British educator) first used drama, as a method 

for teaching, in 1917.  She felt that the class play should be written by 

students as a learning opportunity, as Weltsek-Medina notes: 

To Johnson it was not important for the teacher to select a play and 

then lead the participants through the “proper” skill acquisition 

necessary to perform that play. Instead, the student should create 

the play regardless of how an adult might perceive the outcome. In 

other words, Johnson proposed that a child’s aesthetics be the 

gauge through which the value of the theatrical experience was 

judged (2007, para. 2). 

Finlay-Johnson is considered to have played an important role in helping 

identify “the importance of drama as a motivating factor to help children 

engage in curriculum” (O'Toole, Stinson & Moore, 2010, p. 111). At the 
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same time, British educator Henry Caldwell Cook published a book on the 

uses of drama in education called The Play Way (1917). Cook emphasised 

performance, play and improvisation as keys to children’s learning based 

upon his practice at an all-boys school in Cambridge. He developed 

educational dramatic techniques, such as improvisation based around 

dramatic literature in order to teach English studies. Cook argued for 

experiential learning, where students are given the opportunity to 

experiment and explore dramatic and poetic texts, and where lessons 

should be taught with “freshness, zeal, happiness and enthusiasm” (p. 

866).  At his school, Cook even helped to construct a miniature 

Elizabethan theatre, where his productions were performed with student 

casts and crew (Manami, 2013, p. 48).    

In the early 20th century, children’s theatre was being established in 

America by two key figures: firstly, Alice Minnie Herts, who ran The 

Educational Children’s Theatre in New York from 1903-1909 (Redington, 

1979, p. 42) and published a book called The Children’s Educational 

Theatre about her experience in 1911 (Herts, 1911b); and secondly, 

Winifred Ward, who also went on to develop a university course on 

children’s theatre from the 1920s-1950s. Alice Minnie Herts advocated for 

the American state to permanently fund children’s theatre, which she 

thought would:  

... make our thousands of immigrant children better citizens; to 

educate them; to develop their sympathies and their 
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characters…and to counteract the evil and sordid influences of 

tenement and factory (Herts, 1911a).  

Similar to the Soviet/socialist youth theatre initiatives that were 

developing at a similar moment, this rationale suggests that Herts had 

some awareness of the nationalist propaganda that youth-oriented theatre 

might provide young citizens — propaganda that might also benefit poorer 

minorities such as migrants and workers.  

Meanwhile, Winifred Ward moved thinking about children’s drama away 

from a solely educational or entertainment perspective into a form but that 

it could also be creative and stimulating across the development period; in 

other words, that the journey was as important as the destination.  Nellie 

McCaslin suggests that Ward usefully decided to: 

… “distinguish between process and product” or what she termed 

“creative dramatics” and “children's theatre”. The former, she 

explained, focused on the players and the process, whereas the 

latter focused on a product that began with an audience in mind…. 

On occasion, one form could even lead into the other, merging the 

aesthetic, educational, and social goals described a quarter of a 

century earlier by Alice Minnie Herts... It would be many years, 

however, before American teachers would be introduced to 

educational theatre, professional associations, conferences, and 

textbooks for guidance (2005: p. 13). 
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Ward’s contribution was to focus on the processes of drama; working with 

children to devise drama through improvisation and to perform with 

“spontaneous action and dialogue. It is never fixed by being written or 

memorised, but is different at each playing” (Ward, 1986, p. 1)14.   

Developing Process Drama 

In the 1960s and 1970s there were changing values about the purpose of 

education, and models of active and participatory learning as the key for 

education and ideas were starting to become influential. This is an era in 

which ideas about the transmission of knowledge and communication 

were moving away from simplistic “magic bullet” models that suggested 

the simple influence of media messaging, but rather qualitative models 

that saw complex interactions from the participant who interprets and 

responds in unique ways. Oliver Turner notes this changing landscape in 

the context of British learning: 

In Britain, it was only during the early to mid-twentieth century 

that Victorian notions of schooling (didactic and teacher-centred) 

began to be challenged by more socially constructive and child-

centred approaches” (2010, p. 2). 

                                                 
14 Outside of the theatre/drama studies, other educators in the 1920s-30s were also 
advocating a more practical and experiential approach to arts education, such as 
education pioneer John Dewey (1859-1952). Water, Hunt & MacAvoy (2015) have argued 
that Dewey believed education should be learner-centred, to make connections between 
teaching and learning in the classroom and real life.  Dewey advocated a relevant 
curriculum for the arts in which “doing” was promoted above the theoretical approach to 
the learning in the arts subjects. 
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Certainly, in Western-focussed educational drama studies, there was more 

credence given to student interactions with a play or a performance that 

acknowledges the processes as vital, rather than the final product of the 

performance; hence the term latterly applied to these new theories is 

process drama (O’Toole, 2005; Lazarus, 2012).  In fact, in process drama 

there is no need for a formal performance at all (Toepfer, 2008). These 

theories create methods, approaches and applied techniques for playful 

and imaginative exploration of ideas using drama and theatre for young 

people and students. Meanwhile, Joan Lazarus (2012) suggested that this 

methodology that places the students at the centre of the project even 

encourages active learning experience for the teachers involved in the 

project, so there is a collaborative, two-way facilitation of knowledge that 

can respond to the general concerns of a community (2012, p. 124). 

Holsclaw & Taylor’s ideas concur with this sense of reciprocity; they 

suggest that “actor-teachers and students (fellow learners) pursue a 

mutual quest for knowledge through a theatrical, dramatic context that 

solicits dynamic interaction” (1996, p. 3).  

A major figure of this type of new research on children, creative drama and 

the classroom was British educator Dorothy Heathcote, who went on to 

become an influential drama figure in the USA in the 1970s. Heathcote 

developed a new method or approach that she called the “mantle of the 

expert” (Heathcote, 1985). In this method or approach, the focus is on 

play, and there is a role-reversal enacted in the student-teacher 

relationship: “the teacher assumes a fictional role which places the student 

in the position of being “the one who knows” or the expert in a particular 
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branch of human knowledge” (Heathcote & Herbert, 1985, p. 173). Mary 

Toepfer notes the transformative effect that this approach can have for 

students in the classroom: 

[C]lassroom practitioners transform texts, sometimes using them as 

starting points, but always exploring the spaces [i.e. a realistic 

problem that could be solved] between episodes in a story to create 

an imagined world and change the story into something quite 

new…The starting point usually involves something in the 

curriculum and concentrates on problem-solving more so than on 

story enactment. In addition, the goal goes beyond the engagement 

goal of [Heathcote’s] creative drama to wanting to gauge what was 

learned from the experience, particularly “about history, human 

interactions, scientific discoveries, the role of 30 persons in various 

professions, the texture of the lives of characters in literature” 

(Toepfer, 2008, p. 29). 

Heathcote would also segment educational topics, breaking down abstract 

information into concrete experiences (Bolton, 1979, p. 56). For example, 

she might ask her students to enact a historical play, but also ask them to 

research, explore and imagine the everyday aspects in relation to leisure, 

work, training, home, food, health, of that era (Renk, 1993, p 196). Hence 

the educational experience for dramatic studies also becomes an 

opportunity for historical education, so creative drama can achieve two 

separate aims with the process drama model. Above all, Heathcote saw the 

potential for creative drama techniques to move beyond drama studies and 
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be incorporated into the study for a range of traditional academic 

disciplines. 

Another protagonist of process drama in the United Kingdom is Brian 

Way.  In 1965, Way established a program of educational drama called 

Theatre in Education (also known as TIE), linked to Coventry’s Belgrade 

Theatre. His work had a progressive child-centred philosophy in relation 

to language development, problem solving, social and ethical education 

through the use of play (Redington, 1983, pp. 3-4). Becoming popular, it 

was deliberately designed to inspire the young students to engage in 

ethical reflection and debate (Winston, 2005, pp. 310-321).  

Way would visit schools with trained actors to work with small groups of 

students and teachers, and collaborate on educational projects and 

performances. In the late 1960s and 1970s, Way’s program developed 

across the United Kingdom, offering challenging and diverse theatre 

exploring contemporary issues, such as British politics and inner-city 

urban experience (Barter & Graham, 2002).  Oliver Turner notes the 

utopian ideals that underpinned Way’s methodologies, which he sees as 

“child centred and experiential, seeking to engage young people with and 

through their humanity, not simply skilling them for the job market” 

(2010, p. 2). 

These early process drama models developed by practitioners such as 

Heathcote and Way have had profound impacts in education.  They 

brought drama firmly into the classroom in educational curricula across 
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the world.  They helped to evolve ideas about the key purposes and 

philosophies for using creative theatrical technique with children’s theatre. 

While contemporary educators might not use their specific methodologies, 

their ideas have been adapted into established techniques that allow 

students to have an engaged and active experience in the acquisition of 

knowledge, even allowing them to facilitate their own learning 

experiences.   

Contemporary Twenty First Century Educational Theatre  

Developing trends have seen increasing value being given to creative 

dramatic methods to be used with young people in the classroom and 

beyond15. Whilst almost all theatre could be considered educational to 

some extent, the primary goal for educational theatre is not solely to 

educate young people (or students) but to also entertain or challenge the 

opinions of an audience through storytelling and plot. Currently, a range of 

educational theatre varying forms have developed alongside the process 

drama methods already mentioned. These include creative dramatics, 

child drama, developmental drama, drama education, drama in education, 

drama as education, dramatic education, dramatic arts, l’expression 

dramatique [the dramatic expression], play, role-playing, improvisation, 

playmaking and more (Mulcahy, 1991). 

                                                 
15 Although it should be noted that sometimes drama programs are placed under threat. 
In the 1980s, Brian Watkins writes about the threat to drama programs in the UK, where 
the theatre in education techniques were seen as ideas of the intellectual elite and 
disconnected from socio-political realities (1981, p. 13). There was a move to push drama 
programs into after-school and extra-curricular activities only.  
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I have drawn from the work of select educators who have worked in this 

field. I use the work of Gavin Bolton (1980), who usefully suggests that 

there are three distinct approaches to the teaching of drama in schools: the 

first being the “process-oriented” teacher with an emphasis on experiential 

learning; the theatre “performance-oriented” teacher with an emphasis on 

repeatability and communication to others; and the “skills-oriented” 

teacher, who emphasises the acquisition of skills through short-term 

activities and creative dramatics with students. In consideration of the 

type of educator that I would fall into, I would suggest that my approach 

combines thinking from the process-oriented and skills-oriented 

approaches: the former for the students learning about verbatim theatre 

and questions about authenticity and truth; the latter for the direct 

knowledge acquisition about issues about social media photography, 

consent and the law. 

In a different way, Peter Errington saw three theoretical orientations 

towards drama in education, approached from either a neo-classical, 

liberal progressive or socially critical perspective (1993, pp. 183-192). The 

neo-classical educator sees the sharing of selective wisdom to students, 

usually from the great dramatists, with the purpose of preparing future 

actors or to enable those unfit for the acting profession to utilise their 

dramatic skills in another vocation. The liberal progressive teacher focuses 

on dramatic play to construe personal meaning and to experience drama 

privately and not in public performances. The socially critical teacher 

believes society can be transformed through drama by raising the political 

and cultural conscience of the students, focusing on social issues of most 
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relevance to the students (Errington, 1993, pp. 183-192). I would suggest 

that my own approach derives from the socially-critical forms of thinking; 

this makes sense in the research topic, given that verbatim theatre is 

primarily concerned with thematic issues around social justice, redressing 

historical error and political inequality. 

Drama education is often understood as vital for learning experiences as it 

provides both knowledge about theatre as an art form and an experiential 

learning process.  Many still consider learning about the artistic and 

aesthetic qualities of canonical theatrical literature (such as Shakespeare) 

is the sole purpose of the drama classroom, as well as to appreciate the 

beauty of the polished performance (Burgess & Gaudry, 1985, p. 10). 

James Moffett argues the same students are learning “how to converse, to 

appreciate an art form, to understand [themselves]… to describe, and very 

generally, simply to write” (Kirkton, 1971, p. 535). Here, Drama Studies is 

likened to the theatrical variant of English Studies, Literary Studies and 

Creative Writing classes. 

But as this research suggests, there is a lot more to learn than just the 

aesthetic qualities of canonical theatrical literature. Recent researchers 

also suggest that drama classes can provide educational experiences about 

state-of-the-art media technologies, as drama teachers reinvigorate their 

theatre programs by incorporating experimental communication into their 

plays. For example, Amy Jensen (2008) writes about the work of Carol 

Eaton, a UK drama teacher who in updating a unit of work on traditional 

radio plays, is now working with students to create documentary podcasts 

Christian Bök
Avoid wordy phrasing. Revise for concision.
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plays. Eaton uses contemporary audio documentaries as the source for the 

podcast plays. In this multi-modal approach, the students can write the 

plays based on source documentaries and use software to create their own 

dramatic podcasts, showing insightful engagement with emerging forms of 

media (Jensen, 2008, p. 23). Such approaches indicate the potential for 

learning experiences to be linked to Media Studies or Information 

Technology (IT), showing that in contemporary “convergence culture” 

thinkers can operate across a range of media modes.  

Entertainment and Education 

 Entertainment can be applied to performances that make us laugh 

and/or make us think, that move us emotionally, that change our 

perspective on and/or understanding of the world and that enable 

us to admire the skills and technical proficiency of the performer 

(Davis, 2016, p. 2). 

Does an approach that cultivates audience entertainment lead to an 

enhanced educational experience? While art that is entertaining 

sometimes gets a negative representation for aiming at a populist 

audience, it is important to note that entertainment is an important factor 

to consider in relation to imparting educational messages. This was a 

crucial issue I considered for this project –an educational play with a dry 

message risked alienating student audiences for being too boring or “out-

of-touch”.   
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In writing a play that aimed to appeal to a young adult audience I drew 

inspiration from the Entertainment Education concepts developed by 

Miguel Sabido, who originally used the term “entertainment with proven 

social benefit”16.  Working in the medium of television in the 1970s, Sabido 

deliberately included educational messages in the scripts of television soap 

operas, and discovered that there was decipherable impact on audience 

populations when he did so (Khalid & Ahmed, 2003, page 69) 17. Sabido 

went on to develop his concepts of Entertainment Education, looking at 

their impacts using a variety of media formats (radio, television, theatre 

and interactive computer games) that might be able to promote socially 

aware messages (Sood, Menard, Witte, 2003, p. 118). While it flirts with 

the propagandist concepts of a passive audience and imagines an easily-

influenced population, I think that the importance of entertainment is a 

crucial issue when it comes to developing educational verbatim processes.   

In fact, considerations about theatre, education and entertainment have a 

much longer history in Western theatre, as Jim Davis has pointed out: 

                                                 
16 The purpose of entertainment-Education married these two concepts “in order to 
increase audience members’ knowledge about an educational issue, create favourable 
attitudes, shift social norms, and change overt behaviour” (Singhal & Rogers 2003, p. 5). 
17 Sabido’s methodology used in telenova has four aspects: “1. The emotional tone of this 
format produces an identification which can be used to teach the television audience a 
desired social behaviour, such as adult literacy, family planning, or to fight against 
poverty. Continued exposure to the basic message is important: day after day, week after 
week, month after month. 2. In contrast to the North American soap opera, the Latin 
American telenovela has a definite beginning, middle, and ending, and thus provides an 
opportunity to tie-in, and expand, the needed infrastructure services, such as family 
planning clinic services. 3. The telenovela format allows connecting the audience with the 
infrastructure services in short epilogues at the end of every episode, in order to convey 
relevant information. 4. Since the telenovela format is a reflection on what is good and 
bad in society, it is easy to add characters for identification by audience individuals and 
groups, so they can learn social behaviour change without harming audience ratings” 
(Sabido, 2002, pp. 63-64). 
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Horace, in the Ars Poetica, argued that poetry (and by implication 

drama) should both “instruct” and “delight”, a perspective 

increasingly emphasised in discussions of English and French 

comedy during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while 

Brecht argued against making distinctions between “theatre for 

pleasure” and “theatre for instruction”, implying that instruction 

itself, when manifested theatrically, could be both pleasurable and 

entertaining” (Davis, 2016, p. 5). 

In the development of an educational verbatim approach for this particular 

research project, I utilise instructional and entertainment techniques. In 

this way, the approach contains significant creative writing methodologies 

that draws upon comic styles, which I felt, would be key to engaging 

teenage audiences.  

Part Two – Verbatim Theatre 

Derek Paget first coined the term “verbatim theatre” in 1987. It refers to 

plays that contain verbatim or “word-for-word” language taken from 

recorded interviews or transcripts, and can focus on ordinary people, 

communities or particular testimonies, or are centered around particular 

historical events. Like conventional theatre, verbatim theatre is a work of 

“constructed” drama; however, the playwright derives the dialogue for the 

play from conducted interviews, interview transcripts and other forms of 

recorded materials, all of which provide testimonies from human voices 

(Heddon, 2009, p. 128; Botham, 2009, p. 35). A verbatim play script can 
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be based on distilled or edited transcripts of a few or up to hundreds of 

interviews. Verbatim theatre constitutes a contemporary, theatrical 

subgenre of the Western documentary tradition, which aims to explore 

events, places, and people from “real life”, and in some cases such theatres 

revisits and revises these historical occurrences (Brown & Wake, 2010, 

p. 3).  It also could be considered to have emerged from documentary 

theatre, plays of which can be comprised of materials including newspaper 

reports, interviews, government reports and other correspondences, and 

may include fictitious, poetic and ironical elements (Youker et al. 2013).  

British playwright Robin Soans suggests that the emergence of verbatim 

theatre in the 1980s coincided with a direct response to societal anxieties 

about both authenticity and truthfulness, in the mass media:  

 [W]e live in a dishonest age: photographs are faked, television 

competitions are won by people who haven’t entered, newspaper 

articles are fabricated, weapons of mass destruction cannot be 

found in Iraq… [verbatim theatre is] a potent and relevant form of 

theatre…the audience assumes an active rather than passive 

role…the verbatim play must be more than just a collection of 

monologues if it’s to sustain interest (Soans, 2008, pp. 17-20).  

Verbatim theatre gives a voice to those people, typically marginalised by 

contemporary society (Gibson, 2011, p. 3).  Such theatre can highlight 

disenfranchised histories and the perspectives of disempowered minority 

cultures (Wake, 2010, p. 3).  Audiences may become aware of 
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contemporary or historical issues through the use of verbatim sources in 

the play and critically reflect on the issues it presents rather than passively 

watching a play or musical purely for entertainment or escapism. Brecht 

similarly sought an active audience to respond in his documentary or epic 

theatre:  

The epic theatre’s spectator says: I’d never have thought it — That’s 

not the way — That’s extraordinary, hardly believable — It’s got to 

stop — The sufferings of this man appal me, because they are 

unnecessary. (Mumford, 2009, p. 64) 

Brecht wanted these reactions from his audience members, to make them 

outraged at contemporary injustices and spur them into action and make 

changes in their own lives; as Brecht stated: Ändere die Welt: Sie braucht 

es! [Change the world: she needs it!] (Chamberlain-Snider, 2018, p 101).  

Often centred around a single, historical event, verbatim theatre has the 

capacity to shock audiences through its representation of “truthful 

content” (Kent, 2008, p. 167). In this light, verbatim theatre finds itself 

subject to ethical considerations. Who can the playwright interview for the 

content of the script? How can the playwright use the obtained 

information sensitively and objectively? How must the playwright edit the 

original enunciation of this recorded information? (Heddon, 2009) To 

write a verbatim play can mean dealing with cultural bias and disputed 

history. It draws attention to problems of representation, including those 

playing out in the mass media.  A playwright is looking to strike a balance 
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between representations of reality, between a narrative that creates 

intrigue and a play that provokes ethical thought. An audience may regard 

verbatim theatre as experimental and unconventional, partly because an 

audience seeing a play “based on a true story” (Wake, 2010, p. 8) may not 

always encounter traditional Western ideas about characterisation and 

plot development. 

While the history of Western drama – from Shakespeare’s history plays to 

Arthur Miller’s The Crucible – has drawn upon historical records, research 

documents and oratorical accounts, all in a bid to recreate dramatic 

viewpoints from the past, what sets verbatim theatre apart from 

traditional, dramatic styles is the search for an accurate “voice-print” of 

such experiences (Brown & Wake, 2010, p. 3). This verbatim form of 

theatre shows a certain trust and a faith in the form of oral history, with its 

recorded voice, even as this voice undergoes manipulation to conform to 

the requirements of a theatrical narrative. 

Indeed, the word “verbatim” implies the idea of accuracy. The word is both 

an adverb and an adjective drawn from the Medieval Latin, “word for 

word, in the exact words” (Coulson, Eagle, & Hawkins, 1985, p. 1839). 

Verbatim has been used in the English language since 1481 (Hogg et al., 

                                                 
31 “Fictocriticism explores a number of theoretical and institutional hybridisation 
between creative and critical writing. As a mode of writing, fictocriticism develops out of a 
tradition of liberating criticism from its dependence on literature. …either a distancing 
from literature as an object of study; or a move towards literature by claiming the use of a 
creative faculty in criticism” (from Dawson, 2004, p. 167). 
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2006, p. 367), and seems to have developed in tandem with the rise of 

print media in Europe (appearing in the language during the same century 

as the invention of the Gutenberg Press in 1440). Shakespeare in 1592 

deploys the word in his play History of Henry VI, Part 1, when the 

character of the Duke of Gloucester in conflict with the Bishop of 

Winchester says: 

Think not, although in writing I preferr'd 

The manner of thy vile outrageous crimes,  

That therefore I have forged, or am not able  

Verbatim to rehearse the method of my pen…  

(Shakespeare, History of Henry VI, Part 1, 1591, 3.1.,1229-1233) 

 

In this sense, the expression here is used to suggest a problematic or even 

a cultural fear that has been raised between spoken testimony and written 

history; that “word for word” the spoken (oral) verbatim is connected to 

accuracy and truth, whereas in the translation to the written or the 

published form there is the possibility for falsehood, forgery and 

misrepresentation. The Shakespearean insinuation we may take from this 

then, is that “verbatim” written-down language is actually a paradoxical 

form of writing, in that it can be both written and accurate 

simultaneously.   

The idea of verbatim language therefore seems to be important to the 

professions that depended upon oral testimony as acquired at the time 

through interviews and recorded shorthand, especially the modernising 
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legal professions and their processes of cross-examination and fair trial, 

and emergent forms of journalist reportage that developed in the wake of 

print media technologies (Cullen, 2014, pp. 14-19). Further, the testimony 

of the spoken word would also become important in early psychoanalytic 

therapies and theories and was thought to attest to a kind of hidden truth 

of the subconscious: such as Freud’s Fehlleistungen or parapraxis 

(commonly called “Freudian slips”); and even the “talking cure” coined by 

Bertha Pappenheim (Swenson, 1994, p. 149). 

Derek Paget in his article ‘Verbatim Theatre’: Oral History and 

Documentary Techniques saw the emerging theatre appear first in theatre 

companies in Stoke-on-Trent (1971-81) and later in London from 1983. He 

applied this term to a variant of theatre he saw developing that drew upon 

research, interview and audio transcription in the writing and editing of a 

script intended for public performance, notably aided through the 

technological development and subsequent democratisation of the cassette 

recorder (popularised in the 1950s).  Paget suggested that the playwright 

Rony Robinson was an early pioneer of the verbatim method, and looking 

at this method carefully, notes that it was: 

… a form of theatre firmly predicated upon the taping and 

subsequent transcription of interviews with “ordinary” people, done 

in the context of research into a particular region, subject area, 

issue, event, or combination of these things. This primary source is 

then transformed into a text which is acted, usually by the 
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performers who collected the material in the first place (Paget, 

1987, p. 317).  

From Paget’s definition, verbatim theatre can be broadly understood to 

refer to any play that takes its content from interviews or research from 

real-life subjects. New interviews are often transcribed, edited and shaped 

into a theatrical work that tries to maintain the integrity of the primary 

source material. Verbatim theatre projects are undertaken by playwrights, 

theatre companies or community groups with diverse outcomes in mind. 

For example, Paget sees the importance of verbatim in local contexts, and 

notes that plays could be “fed back” into the community where the 

interviews first took place (Paget, 187, p. 317). Meanwhile, the playwright 

(and journalist) Richard Norton Taylor sees verbatim theatre as a kind of 

public service or even a form of applied journalism, with the greater aim of 

informing the public of poorly attended court hearings and other lesser 

known perspectives on contemporary scandals (Norton-Taylor, 2008, 

p. 105).  

Broadly speaking, the form seems to have emerged from socialist 20th 

century avant-garde theatre, for example, from the likes of European 

playwrights Bertolt Brecht (Epic Theatre) and Jerzy Grotowski (Poor 

Theatre) (Grotowski, 1968, p. 19). Another early user of verbatim 

techniques is the Brazilian writer Augusto Boal, who dramatised and 

workshopped real sources for his Theatre of the Oppressed and Newspaper 

Theatre (Boal, 1974, p. 143). Michael Anderson has noticed the following 
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connection between the newer verbatim theatre and the avant-garde 

tradition: 

In a similar way to Boal and Brecht’s performances, there are 

overtly political agendas within this theatrical form. Verbatim 

theatre usually represents the voices of marginalised groups 

through their own words. Classically a team of actors assisted in the 

development of verbatim theatre pieces by collecting the interviews 

and then performing them – in the same way as Brecht, through the 

epic tradition, was encouraging the recognition of large socio-

political movements through the stories of “ordinary” characters 

such as Mother Courage (Anderson, 2007, p. 83). 

At this point in time – three decades after verbatim theatre was first 

defined by Paget in the early 1980s– many verbatim plays have now been 

produced in the United Kingdom, Australia and The USA (see Appendix A 

- Key Verbatim texts).  These plays generally seem to fit into one of two 

categories: experimental monologue-type plays or the more conventional 

plays that show a more traditional plot-driven relationship between a 

range of characters. As an example of the former experimental category, 

American playwright Anna Deavere Smith exclusively uses monologues to 

represent interviewed subjects that reflect culturally diverse America for 

her solo shows such as Fires in the Mirror (1992). Her exaggerated use of 

direct address creates an actor-audience relationship that aims to transmit 

information in a compelling way (Smith, 1997).  Similarly, in Moisés 

Kaufman’s landmark play The Laramie Project (2000) (see Appendix E), 
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the actors introduce the name of the interviewee they portray and 

predominantly speak directly to the audience (in the style of Brecht) rather 

than to one another.  

Some interesting examples of the more “traditional” plays in the second 

linear narrative category, is the verbatim work of Australian playwright 

Alana Valentine, who often fuses a range of different voices together into 

composite characters in her plays. As an example, her play Parramatta 

Girls32 (2007) powerfully chronicles the cause and effect of brutal 

punishments given to young girls residing at the Parramatta Girls Home, 

(also known as the Girls Training School) and the Hay Girls Home from 

1947-1974 (Valentine, 2017). Conversely, in British playwright Robin 

Soans’ Talking to Terrorists (2005), complete interviews of convicted 

terrorists, British government officials and other incidental subjects are re-

created onstage between twenty four characters. The dialogue uses the 

unedited colloquial speech of the interviewees from recordings, and Soans 

even incorporates the interruptions from others such as cleaners, 

hospitality staff and carers present during the interviews. The inclusion of 

what are usually minor or external characters creates a sense of everyday 

                                                 
32 “Parramatta Girls is a dramatised account of the real life stories of ex-inmates of the 
Girls Training School (GTS), Parramatta. Operating since 1887 as a home for abandoned, 
at risk, and ‘criminal’ girls under the age of 18, it was renamed GTS in 1947 and did not 
close until 1974. During those years and since, a picture has emerged of thousands of 
women being brutalized, drugged, and confined in solitary for more than a week at a time 
during their incarceration. Girls could be committed to the GTS by magistrates who 
deemed them to be ‘at risk’ of ‘moral danger’. These girls may have been abused, 
neglected or even orphaned, yet were placed in a punitive institution. Despite several 
government enquiries sparked by riots inside the GTS and calls for the institution to be 
closed down, it remained in operation until 1974. Today, a periodic detention centre for 
women (not juveniles), the Norma Parker Detention Centre for Women, exists on the 
site.” (Belvoir St Theatre, 2007, p.4)  
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verisimilitude, and “ordinary” interactions – such as the interviewee’s 

requests for coffee, or a security guard who discusses a horse race – are 

put into a new light, reminding us that decisions around national security 

are the business of all citizens in a democratic society.  It is clear that while 

ideas of “verbatim” editing are not fixed – and there is a myriad of 

approaches to narrative construction – the majority of plays seem 

concerned with providing an answer to a societal problem and a sense of 

justice. 

Verbatim and Originality 

As verbatim theatre draws upon the recorded language of others, it is 

subject to the criticism that it is less creative than other forms of dramatic 

writing. The criticism is that through using pre-existing transcripts, the 

writing is unoriginal and the production thus requires less effort or skill to 

create (Hammond and Steward, 2012, p. 10).  Writing on this, Robin Soans 

rejects these claims, suggesting that:  

[T]he verbatim writer is as much an artist as a conventional 

playwright. You would not say that a portrait painter who has a 

subject sitting in front of them is less of an artist than a painter who 

makes up a face from imagination (Hammond and Steward, 2012, 

p. 36). 

British playwright David Hare also dismisses such claims of unoriginality 

in verbatim: 
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Never for a moment has it occurred to me that such works, using 

verbatim dialogue, organised, arranged and orchestrated with 

proper thematic care should involve less labour, skill or creative 

imagination than those dreamt up in the privacy of a study (Hare, 

2005, pp. 111-112). 

Hare goes on to contend that verbatim theatre is not a trend, but it signals 

a more democratic form of theatre that “gives a voice to the voiceless” and 

connects real people to great events in history (ibid. p. 112).  While this 

again reinforces the verbatim form as one of social justice, there are bigger 

issues here in terms of “editing” a verbatim play that also need to be 

considered. 

Understanding that the play is connected to a “reality” or a “truth” often 

seems crucial to the experience of a verbatim play. Therefore, the writer 

and the director might seek to control the experience and the audience’s 

reception of the play.  

The authority granted to [a] play by critics seems to rest in large 

part on its status as a piece of “verbatim theatre” – the term 

currently favoured in the U.K. over the more general term 

"documentary theatre”.  The distinction matters because, where the 

latter might be said to imply the foregrounding of documents, of 

texts, the term “verbatim theatre” tends to fetishize the notion that 

we are getting things “word for word”, straight from the mouths of 

those “involved” (Bottoms, 2006, pp. 58-59). 
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As the audience may be unaware of the balance of verbatim and creative 

editing/writing in a play, there seems to be a new understanding of the 

responsibility of the playwright and of the bigger connection of the play’s 

content with other media forms and texts. For example, the “real” events 

contained in the play can be further elucidated through media articles and 

features to help prepare the audience prior to or during the show. This 

may take the form of data projected information on the stage as part of the 

narrative, programme articles to place the context of a production or a P.A. 

announcement to broadcast information regarding verbatim sources.  

In his 2006 article “Putting the Document into Documentary: An 

Unwelcome Corrective?”, Stephen Bottoms outlines his concerns 

regarding British verbatim theatre. He contends that the life-like staging 

hides the construction, editing and addition of fiction in the writing. The 

juxtaposition of materials is hidden from the audience, who expect they 

are getting pure verbatim dialogue, but this is not always the case 

(Bottoms, 2006, pp. 58-59). Bottoms suggests that audiences on the 

earlier phase saw verbatim theatre as an uncomplicated instance of 

documentary truth, rather than as a “constructed fiction” gained from 

legitimate sources. Bottoms further states: 

Mere dramatic fiction has apparently been seen as an inadequate 

response to the current global situation… Perhaps one reason is that 

British dramatists seem to have retained a basic faith in their ready 

apprehension of “the real”: most Britons still believe (somewhat 

gullibly?) in the underlying truth/reality of the news as mediated by 
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the BBC and by newspapers such as The Guardian  (Bottoms, 2006, 

p. 57). 

This association between the terms “verbatim” and “truth” is problematic. 

Thomas Cantrell suggests that this is partly to do with the name itself: 

 [T]he use of the term “verbatim” serves to align it with some notion 

of the “authentic” and “truthful”.  “Verbatim”, and indeed 

“documentary”, or even “autobiography”, operate as signifiers that 

propose a relationship of veracity to the supposed facts (Cantrell, 

2010, p. 117).  

The Fourth Estate? Verbatim theatre as Journalism 

Verbatim theatre is even understood as a form of expanded journalism, 

showing that there is blurring of the boundaries between two diverse 

writing forms (Norton-Taylor, 2012, p. 122). Richard Norton-Taylor 

(2012) suggests that the space of the theatre creates a place for a form of 

enhanced journalism in order to truly drive home the journalistic story of 

societal injustice through emotional connection, noting: 

 …theatre can be an extension of journalism in the best possible way 

– that is, by communicating and explaining contemporary issues, 

scandals and events in a unique, fair and positive and intellectually 

honest manner…. a group of actors on a stage can… give a sense of 

context much more effectively than can the written words alone. 

The experience of watching leads to an understanding that goes 
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beyond the mere intake of information; it involves empathy for the 

victims. Second, that witnessing the search for truth and the 

exposure of injustice as a group of spectators places a corporate 

responsibility on the audience to acknowledge that injustice – and 

potentially, to act to prevent future injustices. Third, that there is a 

serious, unsensationalised manner – and that the stage is the 

perfect place to do so … Reading aloud on the stage – using material 

with much more effect than if the same words had been read in a 

newspaper or even a book. A live audience concentrated and 

listened – and became horrified – together (Norton-Taylor, 2012, 

pp. 122-125). 

Richard Norton-Taylor argues the staged live verbatim play has a greater 

effect upon the audience than the written word.  He argues theatre is 

providing a new platform for understanding in his courtroom testimony 

plays. For example, he suggests that the audience of Nuremberg (1997) – 

which features details of the massacre of 5000 Jews sourced directly from 

the 1946 Nuremberg War Crimes Trial – were more profoundly moved by 

the information through the live performance than if they had read the 

information34. 

Despite the verbatim quest for representing verisimilitude, we can see that 

the quest for a kind of “truth” is still a utopian ideal that can never be 

                                                 
34 “An elderly woman, a German refugee [watching the play Nuremberg] stood up and 
started to shout ‘Don’t listen to him, it’s all lies’…then she suddenly realized she was in a 
theatre and she sat down and started to cry” (Kent, 2012, p. 166). 
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achieved in the representational project of a verbatim play. Verbatim 

theatre aims to represent “real life”, but the impossibility of replicating the 

experience of real life and the sheer multiplicity of voices is clear. Still, the 

quest of achieving verisimilitude lies at the heart of verbatim theatre. It 

often attempts, through collaborative work with individuals, groups or 

communities, to provide multiple perspectives on issues through 

interviews and the workshopping of ideas for productions. But despite the 

claims to truth, all plays including those with verbatim dialogue – just like 

newspaper articles or television – will contain biases, as Hammond and 

Steward note: 

This claim to veracity on the part of the theatre maker, however 

hazy or implicit, changes everything. Immediately, we approach the 

play not just as a play as we trust, and expect, that we are not being 

lied to. When this claim is made, theatre and journalism overlap, 

and like the journalist the dramatist must abide by some sort of 

ethical code if the work is to be taken seriously (Hammond and 

Steward, 2010, p. 10). 

Hammond and Steward indicate some key ethical questions regarding 

verbatim theatre’s relationship to journalism and implied portrayal of the 

truth by using court room testimony and verbatim dialogue:  

“What passes for veracity in verbatim theatre?” or “What are the 

ethical considerations in bringing people’s stories to the public 

stage” or “To what extent does the verbatim dramatist remain an 
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author?” or “What are the implications of the mainstreaming of 

verbatim theatre”… or “is verbatim superior to journalism?” (2012, 

pp. 7-14).  

Verbatim Ethics 

Janet Gibson suggests that there are key ethical issues around verbatim 

theatre in her article Saying it Right: Creating Ethical Verbatim Theatre, 

especially “the problem of the interview, the manipulations of the writers 

and the nature and transparency of the collaboration between, and the 

power relationships of, subjects and writers, often purposely obfuscated in 

the work” (Gibson, 2011). In this section, I will elaborate further on some 

of the ethical problems that playwrights face in the creation of drama that 

has been created from real-life dialogue. 

Hammond and Steward (2012) argue that the verbatim playwright must be 

ethical and accountable for what he or she presents in the script and on the 

stage. They contend that verbatim plays should be an “accurate” source of 

information and that playwrights should uphold the integrity of the source 

material (Hammond and Steward, 2012, pp. 9-13). Ethical considerations 

weigh heavily upon the verbatim playwright about actual representation of 

the source material, whether it be a transcribed interview, courtroom 

testimony or a hybrid of source materials.  
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Nicholas Kent, Norton-Taylor’s collaborator at London’s Tricycle Theatre 

(see Appendix E)35, admits to grappling with the tension between creating 

dramatic material and presenting a non-biased truth (Kent, 2008, p. 142). 

He argues there is nothing wrong with putting ethical complexity into a 

public drama (Kent, 2008, p. 146) and he has collaborated with Norton-

Taylor on “tribunal” plays which are verbatim productions based upon 

public enquiries and court transcripts. Furthermore, Kent sees verbatim as 

a form of heightened investigative journalism, which is perhaps observable 

in the Kent and Norton-Taylor collaboration, Srebrenica (1997). This play 

was a response to the 1995 massacre of over 8,300 Muslim Bosnians at 

Srebrenica, which gained little public attention despite being one of the 

worst massacres since World War Two. A lack of public knowledge of the 

crime made this verbatim play a necessity for Kent, and he suggests that 

the context of the theatre would provide a more interactive forum for 

deeper understanding of the tragedy than through the conventional mass 

media: 

                                                 
35 Tricycle Theatre’s Guantanamo: Honour Bound to Defend Freedom (2004) became an 
international success. Out of Joint has staged a number of verbatim dramas recently, 
including The Permanent Way (2003), which explored the relationship between rail 
privatisation and passenger safety and Talking to Terrorists (2005) which used 
interviews with “terrorists” as source material. 7:84’s Private Agenda (2004) was created 
from interviews with those working in the public sector, including teachers and nurses 
while Tipping Point (2005), written to coincide with the G8 Summit in Gleneagles, 
explored local responses to global issues, setting these beside politicians’ empty rhetoric. 
Liverpool Everyman’s Unprotected (2006) was created by a team of writers from 
interviews with sex-workers, their “clients,” the mothers of two prostitutes who had been 
murdered and various government and social agency workers. Closely related to the 
verbatim drama form, and sharing a genealogy with docudrama, are “tribunal plays.” 
Described by Chris Megson (2004) as “forensic documentary ‘replays,’” their primary 
(and in many cases only) source materials are the transcripts of official trials or enquiries. 
Examples include Tricycle Theatre’s Half the Picture (1994), a restaging of the Scott 
Arms-to-Iraq Inquiry, followed by Nuremberg (1996), Srebrenica (1996), and The Colour 
of Justice (1999), which re-enacted the inquiry into the police response to the death of the 
young black youth, Stephen Lawrence; and Justifying War: Scenes from the Hutton 
Enquiry (2003) (from Heddon, 2009, p. 130) 
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Two hours on the stage of a nine month [public] enquiry is a very 

selective edition but it is quite often a much larger edition than the 

public have received through the press and media because of sound 

bites or the quick reports of about one or two hundred words, 

they’re getting someone’s whole line of argument, if you address it 

well…The problem with public enquiries is that they are ill attended 

and not broadcast very often (Kent, 2012, p. 138). 

Nicholas Kent – perhaps echoing the views of the Federal Theatre Project 

in the United States in the 1930s – describes theatre as being a “living 

newspaper” (Kent, 2012, p. 152).  However, he struggles with the ethical 

dilemma of inserting fictionalised scenes into his work, suggesting that “if 

you incorporate fictional scenes and dialogues, you may lead the audience 

to believe something that’s not truthful” (Kent, 2012, p. 154). Kent wanted 

the injustice of the massacre to be highlighted through the verbatim 

testimony of the play (Kent, 2012, p. 135). Thomas Cantrell (2010) sees the 

testimony in Tricycle Theatre’s works reaching a wider audience, 

suggesting they are helpful as “tribunal plays have thus enabled a broader 

public consumption of neglected material” (p. 125). However, theatre 

reviewers have noted a worrying bias in Tricycle Theatre tribunal plays 

such as Called to Account: 

The balance of interviewees was noted by many of the reviewers. 

Charles Spencer found it “worryingly partisan”, whilst Ian 

Shuttleworth labelled it “immensely one-sided”. However, 

considering the scope of the production, one wonders why these 
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reviewers were surprised. The play set out to make the case for 

indicting a prime minister, and thus was designed to be an incisive 

exposé of his alleged deceit (Cantrell, 2010, p. 140). 

Another crucial ethical issue that emerges from such an undertaking is the 

question of how to stage a real life tragedy as a piece of theatre or 

entertainment. How can the playwright balance the need for “a night out at 

the theatre” with the representation of people who have died or who have 

experienced tragedy and injustice? Careful consideration must be taken of 

the victims mentioned or included in the play; sometimes the quest for 

verisimilitude needs to be tempered by the need to protect the victims, 

hence creating fictionalised characters out of true events can help with this 

process. The verbatim playwright is entrusted with deeply personal stories 

from interviewees and how one treats those materials is a key question of 

the author’s creative integrity. As Deirdre Heddon notes:   

When we take up the voice of someone else and inhabit their life-

story, where does our responsibility lie? To the “owner” of the story? 

To the “story” that was passed to us (often with trust)? To the wider 

“act” in which we are involved? To our “art”? Such questions—their 

multiplicity— render the “problem” or challenge of ethical practice 

in the field of auto/biographical performance (Heddon, 2009, 

pp. 166-117).  

As it is in journalism, issues surrounding consent for using real 

information and interviews are another important consideration in the 
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creation of verbatim theatre. An example of a controversy about consent 

comes from the case of playwright Alecky Blythe and her verbatim work 

The Girlfriend Experience (2008), which was based upon interviews of 

mature female sex workers from a British brothel in Bournemouth over a 

14 month period (Cantrell, 2010, p. 208). Cantrell (2010) criticised 

Blythe’s ethics, noting that while she had sought permission from the sex 

workers to use their interviews, she did not gain permission from the male 

clients who were also being recorded: 

[T]he male clientele did not know that they were being recorded, 

and thus did not give their permission, and yet their testimony 

appeared in the production. Blythe recorded their [male] 

conversations with the women covertly, capturing their words in the 

hallway of the brothel from inside the sitting room... Blythe makes 

no reference to the use of their words in her introduction to the 

printed text of the play ... It is not clear how Blythe and the Royal 

Court negotiated the legalities of including material that had been 

recorded without the subjects’ knowledge or consent (Cantrell, 

2010, pp. 221-222).  

Although Blythe changed names in The Girlfriend Experience, her use of 

the male clients’ verbatim dialogue in her play, despite their relevance to 

the project, is an issue. If consent for the recordings cannot be obtained or 

was not sought, one must question whether ethically Blythe should have 

used these client recordings or undertaken the project at all. Ethical 

questions could also be asked of other verbatim theatre writers, such as 
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Richard Norton-Taylor (Nuremberg (1996), for which he labels himself as 

“editor” of the transcripts), who used court testimony of deceased 

witnesses who cannot give consent for their verbatim testimony to be re-

contextualised into an edited verbatim theatrical performance. Janet 

Gibson (2011) argues that “verbatim practitioners have, at the very least, 

responsibilities to negotiate with the subjects who provide the source 

material for their productions” (p. 2). Despite the good intentions of 

Norton-Taylor to inform the public of the 1945-49 Nuremberg war trials 

and to mark its 50th anniversary, should he, without consent, be using this 

testimony? One can argue that the Nuremberg trials are published and 

650,000 pages of documents and transcripts are freely available online 

(Nuremberg, 2016), however as a playwright, Norton-Taylor is editing a 

select version which contains his own preferences as well as his own bias 

and other writers might make very different decisions with the same 

material. Here we see that Norton-Taylor must engage with similar ethical 

problems as war historians in how best to represent a faithful account of 

this event 

As I have indicated in this discussion, verbatim theatre is a complex and 

diverse theatrical form that aims for a truthful reproduction of data gained 

from a variety of sources. Despite techniques or approaches, whether they 

be pure verbatim, tribunal theatre or massaged verbatim, the writer must 

try to accurately and ethically represent the source materials available to 

them. The challenge for verbatim playwrights is to create an accurate 

written portrayal of the community or people, however they cannot 

include every idea or opinion lest the play becomes long winded or 
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undramatic. Ultimately the playwright must balance the needs of the 

audience to see a satisfying production whilst representing the 

ethnographic cultural context or community with integrity. My own 

educational verbatim play, An Image of Grace, sits firmly within 

Valentine’s massaged verbatim technique to ensure that the students 

involved within the project are able to provide their own input, experience 

and perspectives. This has two two-fold effect of using both primary data 

from interviews and information gathered from online, newspapers, film 

and television as well as ensuring the project is relevant to the students’ 

potential audiences of the play.  

Local Verbatim: Australian Verbatim Theatre 

It is important to note the rise of verbatim theatre in the Australian 

context. Following the trend of the form in the United Kingdom, the 1990s 

and the early 2000s is generally considered to constitute the era when 

verbatim theatre became significant in the Australian theatrical scene, 

although there are earlier examples. The Australian Live Performance 

Database cites over 48 separate productions of verbatim theatre since 

1991 (Ausstage.edu.au, 2015). Adelaide-based Troupe Theatre’s Soft 

Targets (1986) is generally considered the first Australian verbatim play, 

although in the year it was performed it would not have been known as 

verbatim theatre, so the term has been retrospectively applied to the older 

play. Soft Targets was collectively written by the original cast from 

interviews with people whose lives had been impacted by HIV and the 

AIDS virus, and it sought to deconstruct the damaging perception of 
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Australians with these viruses, as well as to humanise the problem that at 

the time was a source of societal fear and misunderstanding, and saw the 

marginalisation and scapegoating of particular minority cultures 

(especially LGBTI Australians). Therefore the first production of verbatim 

theatre in Australia partly had a mission to educate about a topic that was 

subject to misapprehension. 

Another early production of verbatim is Paul Brown’s work Aftershocks 

(1991), starting as a community theatre project with the Workers Cultural 

Action Committee but later going on to be staged by Company B (Belvoir 

St) in Sydney.  The play was created as a testament to the deadly Newcastle 

earthquakes that occurred in 1989. Aftershocks drew upon oral history for 

its performance materials, using 23 interviews that had been recorded 

within two weeks of the earthquake by a Newcastle-based historian.  

Brown combined the separate stories of the earthquake through the use of 

verbatim “nodes” –moments of intersection between separate interviews.  

The technique allowed the characters to address the same subject matter 

from different perspectives.  Significantly, Aftershocks was adapted into a 

film (1998) by Geoff Burton, which indicates the growing influence and 

popularity of verbatim across a range of media formats in the late 1990s. 

By the early 2000s, the popularity of verbatim theatre as a form had 

increased.  The Belvoir St Theatre went on to produce three verbatim plays 

within ten years37 (Belvoir St Theatre, 2015). At the Playbox Theatre 

                                                 
37 The Laramie Project (2001), Run Rabbit Run (2004) and Parramatta Girls (2007). 
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(Melbourne), Terence O’Connell’s Minefields and Miniskirts (2004) – an 

adaptation of a book of Vietnam War interviews by Siobhan McHugh – 

looked at the war from a female perspective. McHugh had interviewed 50 

Australian women who had actively participated in the war, as well as 

female family members who had stayed behind in Australia (McHugh, 

2006, p. 25). For the play, O’Connell combined all the 50 interviews into 

five composite characters and drew 90 per cent of the play’s dialogue 

directly from the women’s interviews.38 The play was able to represent a 

lesser-known cultural experience of a war that had previously been linked 

to male stories, thus adding a new perspective to an important aspect of 

recent Australian history. Hence, here verbatim is used to correct a 

misrepresented aspect of Australian history – another form of education 

for audiences. 

Other playwrights would go on to use verbatim theatre in order to examine 

forgotten or neglected aspects of Australian history, and to draw attention 

to social injustice.  Alana Valentine’s Parramatta Girls (2007) was initially 

inspired after watching three indigenous women speaking on television 

about their time spent at the Parramatta Girl’s Training School.  

Expanding on this, Valentine went on to interview 35 women for the play – 

both indigenous and non-indigenous – who reflected on their time forcibly 

spent in the government institutions. Feminist issues, such as those of 

female sex workers, were also produced in the 2000s, with plays such as 

Bring a Nice Dress, 2005; Conversations in a Brothel, 2005; Ugly Mugs, 

                                                 
38 McHugh’s book sold over 10,000 copies and the stage adaptation was seen by over 
50,000 people (McHugh, 2006).  
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201439; (Brown and Wake, 2010, pp. 16-7). It is clear that verbatim theatre 

in Australia is often employed to reflect current events and significant 

social issues and readdress historical injustice. 

Verbatim Techniques 

There is a wide variance in the structure and form of verbatim plays. In 

their text Verbatim, Will Hammond and Dan Steward argue that verbatim 

theatre should not be defined as a form at all, but rather as a technique for 

writing or performing plays, and that therefore it can describe a number of 

broad verbatim processes (2012, p. 9).  In regards to techniques, we could 

look at Norton-Taylor’s use of reducing thousands of words of edited 

verbatim courtroom testimony, or American playwright/director Moisés 

Kaufman’s and his company Tectonic Theatre’s editing of 200 new 

interviews in his production of The Laramie Project (2000).  Tectonic, 

Kaufman notes, “means the art and science of structure” (Hurwitt, 2001) 

and they created a structure that strips down the 200 interviews into a 

play for eight actors portraying 77 real-life characters. Then, there are also 

different strategies and techniques that relate to the actual performance of 

the play, such as British playwright Alecky Blythe’s use of audio transcript 

of interviews fed via headphones to actors live on stage who enunciate the 

words as they hear them. In this section, I will describe these verbatim 

methods for both writing and performance. 

                                                 
39 Bring a Nice Dress (a group devised play, 2005), Chung Wah Hall, Artrage & School of 
Contemporary Arts. 
Conversations in a Brothel (Jacqueline Wilcox Bailey, 2004), The Store Room, Attic 
Productions; Ugly Mugs, (Peta Brady, 2014), Beckett Theatre, Malthouse Theatre 
Company & Griffin Theatre Company. 
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The verbatim playwright often draws upon a range of specialised skills and 

techniques in the writing of a play. For example, between 1996-2014, the 

British journalist and playwright Richard Norton-Taylor,  in his tribunal41 

plays used a range of courtroom testimonies as primary data, which due to 

sheer volume in itself would present a special challenge in writing a 

dramatic play. Norton-Taylor needed to distil many volumes of testimony 

into the running time of a typical play, for example, in Nuremburg (1996) 

Norton-Taylor edited the transcript of the Nuremberg War Crimes Trial 

testimony, which ran from January to July 1946, into a two-hour play. 

Typically, Norton-Taylor is “distilling tens of thousands of words spoken 

over many months or in some cases years, down to the very few that can be 

filtered through the mouths of actors in little more than two hours” 

(p.125). Similarly, in The Colour of Justice (1999), Norton-Taylor stated in 

the “editor’s note” that he had reduced 11,000 pages of public enquiry 

transcript into a 100 page script (Norton-Taylor, 2012). Therefore, this 

technique comes from the acquisition of primary source material and a 

lengthy editing process. 

Max Stafford-Clark, a British director and co-founder of theatre company 

Joint Stock (1974) and touring company Out of Joint (1993), which 

specialise in presenting new plays, uses a different approach to the 

creation of verbatim plays: 

                                                 
41 Tribunal plays include: Half the Picture (1994), Nuremberg (1996), Srebrenica (1997), 
The Colour of Justice (1999), Justifying War (2003), Bloody Sunday (2005), Called to 
Account (2007) and Tactical Questioning (2011) (Norton-Taylor, 2008, p. 106) 
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Stafford-Clark will send the actors out into the community in pairs 

and rather than record anything he will get the actors to improvise 

what they have discovered and then present it for the writer as if 

they were that person. They can put on the voice and the walk and 

essentially tell the story for the writer who is also present in the 

room and who can potentially shape that material. The other actors 

of the company can ask that actor questions and that gives the 

actors the chance to find out what they didn’t discover (Anderson, 

2007, p. 85). 

This is a different approach from many verbatim writers, who use the 

direct testimony of their interviewees as primary text. Stafford-Clarke uses 

an improvisation technique to define the essence of the character, and in 

an interview, he has stated: “You’re not doing impersonations of these 

people, but you are trying to capture their spirit… Quite a lot of rehearsals 

is working out how you define that… It often leads to quite fascinating 

moments” (Stafford-Clark, 2008, p. 65). However, on the integrity of his 

plays, his interviewed subjects have been pleased with his interpretations 

but in some cases, Stafford-Clarke’s dramatic accuracy upset them as they 

didn’t like seeing themselves on the stage (Stafford Clark, 2008, 

pp. 70-72).  

The British theatre director, Peter Cheeseman (who Derek Paget (1987) 

cites as a verbatim pioneer), argues against the use of improvisational 

techniques in verbatim. Cheeseman thinks verbatim plays should not be 

written as such, but assembled from the primary source material 
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(Cheeseman, 2005). For The Jolly Potters (1964) and The Staffordshire 

Rebels (1965), he used improvisational techniques but later reflected “it 

completely invalidated the authority of a narrative composed of the actual 

records. So, we phased this out…” (Cheeseman, 2005, p. 105). Although 

both Stafford-Clark and Cheeseman could be considered verbatim 

directors, their difference of opinion on the successful working methods of 

their respective companies exemplifies the notion that there is no “single” 

verbatim technique.  

Not all verbatim plays utilise the literal “word-for-word” method of editing 

testimony or interviews.  For example, the Australian playwright Alana 

Valentine’s42 Parramatta Girls (2007) utilises a “massaged verbatim43” 

technique (Valentine, 2009, p. 4) in which characters were merged into a 

stereotype that typified a number of interviewees in her play. Massaged 

verbatim is a creative writing process where Valentine initially uses 

unedited verbatim sources as a basis for a subsequent invented narrative 

(Cantrell, 2013, p. 9). The characters become composites of several 

interviews: the eight characters that appear in Parramatta Girls were 

blended from 35 interviews with ex-Parramatta Girls. Valentine further 

outlines the development of that script from pure verbatim into massaged 

verbatim:  

                                                 
42 Alana Valentine’s other works also include: Swimming The Globe' (1996), The 
Conjurers (1997), Ozone (2008), Shafana and Aunt Sarrinah: Soft Revolution (2010), 
Head Full of Love (2010) MP (2011), Barefoot Divas (2012),Tarantula (2012), Dead Man 
Brake (2013), Tinderbox (2013), Grounded (2013), Comin' Home Soon (2014), Head Full 
of Love (2015), Ladies Day (2016), The Tree Widows (2016), Cold Light (2017) and 
Bennelong (2017) (Valentine, 2017). 
43 Valentine’s other massaged verbatim productions include Covenant (2006), Butterfly 
Dandy (2005), Savage Grace (2002) and Eyes to the Floor (2008).  
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The first reading was pure verbatim, the second was what I would 

call “massaged” verbatim and the rehearsal draft is a fully fledged 

drama with some storytelling aspects (Valentine, 2007, p. 16).  

In this “massaged” technique, Valentine uses real verbatim testimony as a 

basis for the scripting of original material inspired by the interviews 

(Valentine, 2015). Parramatta Girls also explores the physicality of the 

characters in the script creating a stylised and heightened sense of emotion 

through specific stage directions such as ‘[a]ll the cast March in, in 

formation’, conveying a sense of the strict order and discipline experienced 

by the women… ‘Marlene screams uncontrollably, all the loss and pain and 

grief and anger coming  out  in  one  massive  raging  scream  of  fury  and  

humiliation  and  frustration’ (Peters, 2017, p.121). 

Since Parramatta Girls, Valentine has used a similar process in her recent 

play Letters to Lindy (2016), a play based on an archive of 20,000 letters 

written by members of the public to Lindy Chamberlain-Creighton 

regarding the disappearance of her daughter Azaria, and subsequent court 

cases from 1982-2012 (Huntsdale, 2016).  In this play Valentine used 

direct verbatim language from the letters written and new interviews with 

Chamberlain-Creighton to create a non-traditional episodic narrative. 

Valentine has only written one “pure” verbatim script, Run Rabbit Run 

(2004), an exploration of Ruby League culture, and the protests 

surrounding the removal of the South Sydney Rabbitohs from the National 

Rugby league in 2000. In one protest, 80,000 protestors took to the street 
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and Run Rabbit Run was sourced, word-for-word directly from transcripts 

of interviews, press clippings and news reports (Dwyer, 2010, pp. 67-68). 

Valentine commented on the nature of verbatim theatre: 

 [W]ith any work of dramatic fiction, the writer must decide what 

story they are going to tell and even more tellingly why… No play 

can be about an issue. As a playwright, in the verbatim or non-

verbatim form, all plays can only ever be about human beings and 

how they act under pressure, what choices they make and why… and 

so I at first saw verbatim as a way for theatre in the late 20th 

Century to grab back the ability to reflect immediately and 

particularly on current events (Valentine, 2009, pp. 1-7).  

Valentine’s plays reflect the actions and choices of individuals as they 

struggle in society and with their personal relationships. However, she also 

contends that the verbatim writer has great creative control of the shape 

and content of the play and the suggestion of truth doesn’t imply 

credibility: “a good writer, a great dramatist is someone who can 

absolutely cut their cloth to fit the garment they are making” (Valentine, 

2009, p. 8). Valentine sees verbatim theatre in all its forms as a new way of 

seeing text performed on the stage.  

Plays such as Moisés Kaufman’s The Laramie Project (2000) rely heavily 

on monologue structure as does Katie Pollock’s and Paul Daley’s series of 

annual comic political monologues performed by actors, The Hansard 

Monologues. The Laramie Project sourced hundreds of interviews on an 
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American hate crime and The Hansard Monologues used dialogue from 

Australian Parliamentary question time. The latter, however, is not 

attempting to be a piece of dramatic verbatim theatre but is more aligned 

with stand-up comedy using verbatim sources.44   

Verbatim theatre productions typically incorporate non-traditional or 

naturalistic staging in production. The minimalist set design of many 

verbatim productions are similar to Grotowski’s Poor Theatre, which was 

a direct response to the lavishness of television, film and theatre in the 

20th Century (Grotowski, 1968, p. 19).45 The impact of the minimal set is 

to focus on the actor’s performance and the script in relation to the actor-

audience relationship. This is seen in many verbatim productions such as 

The Laramie Project, where rapid scene and character changes [over 60 

characters played by eight actors, Belvoir Street Theatre production 2001] 

(Dionysius, 2012) means that the minimalist set is also a practical 

decision. 

Other forms of performance such as Dance and Dance/Drama and 

Physical Theatre companies have been known to use verbatim sources in 

their works since the 1980s referred to as Verbatim Dance Theatre. 

                                                 
44 Reviewer, Jason Blake, comments on the 2013 performance: “Borrowing the words of 
the late Robert Hughes, actor Tony Llewellyn-Jones welcomes “fellow chardonnay-
swilling elitists” to this exercise in transcript-derived theatre distilled from the official 
record of Australia's 43rd parliament… There is humour and lightness here too … It falls 
short of being a persuasive work of theatre, however. Yes, there is conflict here, but don't 
come expecting drama” (Blake, 2013).  
45 Concerned that theatre could not compete visually with cinema, Grotowski’s method 
focused instead on the unique relationship between actor and audience.  (National 
Theatre, 2015). Grotowski removed all superfluous staging and costuming to focus on the 
actor and their relationship to their audience.  Theatrical make up was also removed and 
the performance space was shared between audience and actors with no special effects or 
lighting. (Grotowski, 1968, p.19). 
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Typified by Dance/Drama companies such the UK’s DV8 Physical Theatre, 

Volcano Theatre Company and VTOL Dance Company all of which 

explored the combination of language drawn from interviews, short 

stories, poetry and movement in live performance (McCormack, 2018): 

DV8 Physical Theatre’s To Be Straight With You offers an 

interesting example of translation. The performance piece provides 

a translation of recorded interviews into a piece of dance-theatre 

choreography. Newson and the company initially edited the 

interviews into a collection of monologues, after which 

choreography was found for each separate scene through task-based 

exercises and improvisation. Newson selected specific movement 

from these exercises and aimed to create choreography that would 

support, add depth and “illuminate” the words of the recorded 

interview. The majority of the performance piece sees the verbatim 

account and movement co-exist on stage, thus presenting the 

audience with the verbatim speech spoken by the performer who 

simultaneously performs its translation (McCormack, 2018, p. 20). 

McCormack’s 2018 book on Verbatim Dance Theatre: Choreography and 

Verbatim Theatre, asks dancers and choreographers to consider the 

complex and multilayered relationship between the spoken word and 

choreographed movement.  
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Verbatim as Ethnodrama? 

I finish this chapter by suggesting that the non-fictional and documentary-

style “ethnodrama” (also known as “ethnotheatre”) could be considered as 

a close relative of some of the verbatim theatrical conditions, and one of 

my arguments in this dissertation is that combining verbatim with 

ethnodrama approaches allows a new dimension into the acquisition of 

data or research for “word-for-word” scripts. Beck, Belliveau, Lea & Wager 

(2011) see strong links between verbatim and ethnographic theatre and 

refer to a broader concept of “research-based theatre” to encompass 

complimentary forms such as verbatim theatre, performance/performed 

ethnography, documentary theatre and ethnotheatre/ethnodrama.  

Ethnography refers to research carried out by anthropologists who observe 

and record a particular community or communities (Bernard, 2015) and 

ethnographical theatre is drawn from this tradition of researching and 

observing distinct communities. Ethnodrama and ethnotheatre are a 

subset of over eighty types of ethnographical theatre (Saldaña, 2011, pp. 

13-14; see Appendix F - Types of Ethnographical Theatre). Drawn from 

anthropological studies, ethnodrama has been defined as “the written 

transformation and adaptation of ethnographic research data (e.g., 

interview transcripts, participant observation field notes, journals, 

documents, statistics) into a dramatic play script staged as a live, public 

theatrical performance” (Given, 2008, pp. 24-25) . Similarly, Saldaña 

(2005) defines ethnotheatre as theatre, which: 
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employs the traditional craft and artistic techniques of theatre 

production to mount for an audience a live performance event of 

research participants' experiences and/or the researcher's 

interpretations of data. This research meaning, to investigate, in its 

broadest sense can be conducted by artists, scholars, or even by the 

participants themselves in [many] diverse fields of study. The goal 

is to investigate a particular facet of the human condition for 

purposes of adapting… into a performance medium. (Saldaña, 

2005, pp. 1-2)  

Saldaña (2011) and Ashley Lucas (2006) sees an emergence of 

ethnographic theatre in the U.S. in the 1990s with the plays of Anna 

Deavere Smith (see Appendix E). However, Jennifer Staples (2006) argues 

an earlier example of ethnographic theatre is found in Zora Neale 

Hurston’s 1930 play "Mule Bone," an examination of oral traditions, 

folklore, and fieldwork in Hurston’s hometown of Etonville, Florida. 

Saldaña (2005) cites earlier key verbatim inspired ethnographic works 

such as William H. Hoffman's (1985) ground-breaking drama on AIDS, As 

Is (1985), which incorporated extensive preparatory field work and the 

popular musical A Chorus Line (1975) which was based on 

Director/Choreographer Michael Bennett’s secret recordings of 24 dancers 

at a New York Dance studio in January 1974 (ibid, p. 4).  He further cites 

Eve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues (2000) which evolved from her 

interviews with over 200 women, and the plays monologues vary from 

near-verbatim interview text to composite interviews to inspired, original 

pieces (ibid, p.5).  
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James Spradley (1980) defines two types of ethnographic research, 

“macro-ethnography, which requires many years of research and often 

involves several ethnographers, and micro-ethnography which focuses on 

a single social situation and can be done in a much shorter time” 

(Spradley, 1980, p. 30). Lucas (2006) sees ethnographic theatre as a 

combination of research data, creative editing and fictional writing about a 

marginalised or misrepresented community, including their speech, 

movement and interactions. Whilst Anderson (2007) cites the power of 

theatre to make meaning and authentic connections beyond academic 

research in ethnographic theatre: 

There are myriad advantages in developing spaces for researchers 

and performers to create dialogue, not least to tell the stories of 

research beyond the limited readership of academic or professional 

journals. Consider the fate of the research of the story behind The 

Laramie Project if the account of Matthew Shepherd’s life and 

terrible death had been confined to academic journals…. Instead, 

through the theatre-making skills of Moises Kauffman and the 

Tektonic (sic) Theater Project, it has reached and continues to reach 

thousands as an international theatrical commodity (Anderson, 

2007, p. 81). 

In drawing comparisons between verbatim theatre and ethnodramatic 

practices, Jim Mienczakowski (2001) sees a clear difference: 
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the distinctions between early oral history and verbatim theatre 

techniques and ethnodrama research are clear… Proponents of the 

form consider that it is the verbatim nature of the presentations 

themselves which lends meaningful authority, import and 

significance to the resulting realizations. As verbatim and 

documentary style performances are often about cultural 

reification, they frequently ignore the potential of their dramas to 

explore the present moment. Conversely, ethnodramas and 

ethnographic performances are about the present moment and seek 

to give the text back to the readers and informants in the 

recognition that we are all co-performers in each other's lives 

(Mienczakowski, 2001 pp. 468-469). 

Mienczakowski sees ethnodrama’s aim to explore the present moment, in a 

more immediate way than verbatim theatre does. However, Johnny 

Saldaña in his text Ethnotheatre: Research from Page to Stage describes 

ethnodrama as: 

… a word joining ethnography and drama, is a written play script 

consisting of dramatized, significant selections of narrative 

collected from interview transcripts, participant observation field 

notes, journal entries, personal memories/experiences, and/or print 

and media artifacts such as diaries, blogs, e-mail correspondence, 

television broadcasts, newspaper articles... Simply put, this is 

dramatizing the data (Saldaña, 2011 p. 13). 
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Saldaña sees all playwrights as ethnodramatists and potentially the reverse 

could also be possible where ethnographers assume the role of playwright 

(2005). He sees researchers and theatre artists (writers, actors, directors) 

working in collaboration with ethnographers seeking a mutual benefit 

towards a common goal of creating texts about the human condition 

(Saldaña, 2003, p.229-231). He further suggests this approach to 

ethnodrama utilises “triangulation”, which, “relies on more than one 

information source or type to collect, compare, and corroborate 

information. Triangulation might also be employed by ethnodramatists to 

gain a broader spectrum of perspectives or richer dimensions to the story” 

(2011, pp. 23-24). Saldaña’s triangulation was a useful starting point for 

my own project where, in the initial stages I explored and observed a 

variety of media and young people’s use of social media and mobile 

technology. Lucas and Saldaña’s share a similar vision that playwrights: 

 [S]hare the ethnographer’s ultimate goal: to describe the intricate 

workings of a community in a format which can be understood as a 

coherent whole and appreciated by an audience… Ethnographic 

theatre practitioners strategically integrate their research into these 

plays to make statements about what is “real” or “authentic” about a 

community (Lucas, 2006, pp. 1-2). 

From these similar definitions of ethnographic drama and ethnographic 

theatre, it is clear that the goal is, as with much verbatim theatre, to 

educate a community with the intention of creating an honest and 

authentic response through the medium of the drama and performing arts. 
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These connections are then scripted and performed for the community or 

general public. 

In an educational context, Susan Hobson (2012) conceptualises 

ethnodrama as the “situating of multiple individual stories in relation to 

each other and on behalf of larger sociocultural understandings about 

social conflicts” (2012, p. vi). Hobson suggests that an ethnodrama 

approach could be for teachers to work closely with their students to 

collect and collate a range of stories to create their own plays, as well as to 

reflect upon themes based on their own experiences and beliefs. Roberta 

Garton (2005) suggests that ethnodrama can be helpful because it allows 

students to share their own experiences of community, and self-reflexively 

consider their own place in society through ethnnodramatic practice. 
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Chapter Two: Educational Verbatim 

Method 

Drawing from the research findings of my literature review on educational 

theatre and verbatim theatre in the previous chapter, I intended to create 

an educational verbatim script. I intended that the script would provide an 

educational experience, both for the student-actors who were working on 

the process in the classroom and the subsequent teenage audience.  To 

avoid writing a script that preaches a didactic message, I determined that I 

would combine the verbatim text with student-centred creative writing 

that drew upon a comic tone mixed with more serious content, which 

would hopefully provide an overall entertaining experience for an 

audience. Here, I would utilise approaches that would lead to 

ethnodramatic collaboration with student-actors.  It would be important to 

acknowledge the complexity of the relationships of teenagers and young 

people in the script, as well as to draw attention to cultural biases that take 

place in secondary school environments.  Therefore, I also utilised process 

drama methods in my approach in order to collaborate with the school 

students on the project. In this chapter, I present the process by which I 

developed this “educational verbatim theatre” model with the school 

students in July to October 2016. 
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Verbatim Methods and Ethnodrama/Process Drama 

Approaches 

In the initial stages of my project, I explored data collection and script 

writing through verbatim theatre, process drama and ethnographic drama 

(ethnodrama) practices. I collected media data from television broadcasts, 

newspaper reports and searches on social media from sites such as 

Facebook, Tumblr and Twitter.  Conducting new interviews for verbatim 

content that could be utilised in the play script was the next step towards 

creating the play.  From my research on verbatim methods, I had been 

inspired by Alana Valentine’s (2008) concept of the “massaged verbatim” 

style, a script that uses interviews and other sources such as newspaper 

articles, documentaries and observation to create character types, themes 

and to explore issues that create composite characters and contrived 

situations that are “documentary-inspired” rather than completely 

documentary in form.  I had decided that all characters developed in the 

play would be contrived (invented), and would draw upon composites of 

verbatim text from a broad range of sources rather than trying to represent 

the perspective of a “real life” or existing person in any way. As it has 

turned out in my play, the characters are composites of both verbatim text 

from a range of sources, but also contain significant parts of invented 

dialogue as part of my own creative process (and in collaboration with 

student-actors). While Valentine’s “massaged” technique was useful, the 

writing in this play constitutes a blend of fictional combined with 

documentary “verbatim” content.  
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In preparing for interviews on social media use, I developed questions 

based on media communications research from Brailovskaia & Bierhoff 

(2015) and Cha & Chang (2016) [see Appendix C for the list of questions]. 

As I was working with an all-female group of actors, I conducted three 

face-to-face interviews with three female interviewees (separately)46. All 

the interviews were recorded onto a portable voice recorder and 

transcribed into word documents by a professional transcription service. 

In total, five subjects were interviewed: two were under 18 years of age, 

both high school students, and three were adults. Of the three adult 

interviewees one was a university student, one a school counsellor and one 

a police senior constable via email correspondence.  

The results of the interviewees indicated the significance of social media 

changes throughout adolescence. Older interviewees [18-23 years] 

indicated that social media was used less for on-line socialising and more 

for organising socialisation such as meeting friends and real-life face-to-

face interactions. However, all the interviewees suggested that in early 

adolescence, particularly at ages 13-14, social media’s impact upon their 

social lives could be quite devastating. During these younger teenage years, 

online friendships are in many respects as important as real-life 

friendships but this focus on social media also could leave young people 

feeling isolated, excluded or bullied. Such findings are supported by Kraut 

et al. (1998), who see no improvement in the quality of friendships to be 

gained from increased social media use. Further, the interviewees 

                                                 
46 The interviews ran for approximately 20 minutes each and took place between 20 
November 2015 and 28 April 2016.  
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indicated that social media can be an impediment to friendships, even with 

friends present at the time. This was noted by two of the interviewees, who 

suggested sites such as Instagram remove the enjoyment of real-life 

friendship and experiences – the need to constantly update and take 

photographs indicates that the technology is getting in the way of 

authentic experiences.  From the interviews it can be surmised that, for 

young people in Adelaide, social media and text messaging has the ability 

to connect and strengthen relationships and yet, paradoxically, it can 

distance people from their friends, leading to feelings of isolation and 

exclusion.  

I also interviewed two “experts” who could provide the correct educational 

information about issues that informed the play’s topic of examining 

cyberbullying, non-consensual sharing of personal photographs and the 

problems of social media.  In was particularly important to demonstrate 

the legal ramifications of the illicit sharing of non-consensual photography 

and the psychological impacts of cyberbullying, so I interviewed a school 

counsellor (psychologist), as well as a South Australian police officer, 

about the legal consequences of violations of personal privacy and abuse.  

I discussed my project with the school counsellor on many occasions 

between May and June 2016, discussing the concept of the play and its 

current relevance, as well as many issues of consent. I needed an 

innovative method to acquire verbatim text for the play, so I decided to 

create a simulation of a typical counselling session with a school 

counsellor. I created a face-to-face role-play session with the school 
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counsellor, who was a staff member at St Aloysius high school.  This 

“interview”, which was also a role play, took place on 7 June 2016. I took 

on the role of the student, and the school counsellor was able to act and 

respond as per the usual constraints of the work role. This role play helped 

to gain some verbatim dialogue from the perspective of a counsellor in a 

school setting, but in an ethical way that would not draw upon information 

from an actual student counselling section. The expertise of the counsellor 

was also drawn upon in different ways as the script was developed; the 

counsellor attended drama workshops with students and provided 

information about the consequences of cyberbullying that could help the 

students as they collaborated on the developing play script, and the 

counsellor also read and approved drafts of the play to ensure the 

materials would not be damaging to student-actors or the audience. In this 

way, the relationship of the counsellor demonstrates a range of approaches 

that have come together in this project; through ethnodramatic teaching, 

for verbatim text, and also for process drama educational methods across a 

longer period. 

By email, I interviewed a senior constable working in the South Australian 

Police to explore what might happen if a cyberbullying offence was 

reported to Police, and the possible outcomes and actions47. The constable 

was able to outline the possible actions that could be taken, taking in such 

factors as the severity the case, the ages of those involved and whether 

                                                 
47 Email correspondence took place three times in August 2016.  
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consent had been given or not48. Again, this was a valuable perspective 

that was able to contribute to the part of the play that demonstrated the 

“consequences” of non-consensual social media sharing of private photos. 

A combination of verbatim and ethnodrama methods was used in this 

project through the creation of a workshop on writing verbatim theatre 

with the student actors who would perform the eventual play.  The 

workshop, held within class time for Drama Studies, was a learning 

opportunity for the actors. It explained the genre of verbatim theatre, how 

primary data would be collected through interviews, how materials are 

transcribed and edited and what possible outcomes educational verbatim 

could lead to, such as a class-room script and performance49.  

As part of the workshop, the students conducted their own five-minute 

interviews with one another.  Each student was asked to undertake a single 

interview with another young person about the advantages and 

disadvantages of social media and mobile technology. The students would 

then transcribe these short interviews verbatim. Afterwards, the findings 

                                                 
48 For the record, police action typically could include: 

1. Attending the school - to investigate the origin of the photos and identify those 
involved, taking statements from victims/witnesses. 

2. Reporting offenders, which includes formal interviews…major indictable 
offences, are usually sent to court and the judge will make a decision. 

3. The device on which the images appear can be seized and destroyed (after the 
matter is finalised if the offence is child pornography). 

4. Providing victims with information on prevention in the future and linking them 
with support agencies. 

5. Providing awareness sessions for other students on laws, rights and 
responsibilities pertaining to the offences identified, and identifying additional 
awareness sessions/links for support sessions such as Respectful Relationships 
(South Australia Police, personal communication, August 6th, 2016). 

49 In the workshop, students were introduced to educational verbatim processes such as 
selecting interview subject(s), the practicalities of recording of audio in quiet spaces, and 
ethical questions such as how to seek permission to use the words, ideas and opinions of 
interviewees in a play script. 
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were shared with the class in the form of a group discussion. These 

student-led interviews provided useful group discussions and points of 

interest regarding the usage of social media amongst their peers in real life 

and online.  This also started a discussion with the participating students 

about their assumed beliefs and knowledge in relation to social media 

issues that would progress across the semester, as well as what constitutes 

“reality” in the cutting and editing of verbatim dialogue. In total, ten 

student-led interviews were conducted and transcribed in this way, which 

was used in the development and writing of the play.  

Dorothy Heathcote’s (1985) “mantle of the expert” approach, in which the 

students become the experts in a particular branch of human knowledge 

(Heathcote & Herbert, 1985, p. 173) was introduced as part of a process 

drama method;  in class, the students were challenged to share their 

expertise on social media usage, while I was the student/learner who 

would be informed about their experiences of problems and anxieties 

around social media usage.  As I developed the script, the students were 

again asked to be the “experts”, in terms of whether the language and voice 

of the student characters in the play was an accurate representation of 

reality.  

After the initial educational verbatim theatre workshop, the student-actors 

also explored issues of consent and the law by an in-class viewing of the 

educational film Trusted Moments (2015), a teaching resource that had 

been commissioned by the Legal Services Commission of South 
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Australia50.  The film was created for secondary school-aged students aged 

15 and upwards, so it was intended for the age of the class that viewed the 

film (most students in attendance were 16 years). Trusted Moments 

focusses on:  

… the types of attitudes and behaviours that can lead to sexual 

assault. The film also highlights the inherent legal risks associated 

with using mobile phones for producing and sharing sexually 

explicit or invasive images of young people (Trusted Moments, 

2017)51. 

I used the companion study guide as a resource for teaching the students. 

Again, it is important to note that the school counsellor participated in the 

workshop as a co-teacher to facilitate the appropriate psychological 

frameworks, given that the focus of the film was connected to sexual 

assault52. The film and study guide of Trusted Moments were both useful 

resources to show the students where the law stands in sharing online 

images, which was emerging as a significant problematic in the play’s 

                                                 
50 The film outlines that in South Australia police can, and do, prosecute young adults for 
committing cyberbullying offences. Trusted Moments. (2017). Trusted Moments. 
Retrieved 3 March 2017, from http://www.trustedmoments.com.au/  
51 Trusted Moments. (2017). Trusted Moments. Retrieved 3 March 2017, from 
http://www.trustedmoments.com.au/about 
52 Gallo (2016) states, “Of all the adults within a school building, school counsellors have 
the most training to identify and respond to students at-risk for suicidal ideation” (p. 
109). Furthermore, Kozlosky (2009) has suggested counsellors, relatives and other key 
figures in an adolescent’s life are more likely to be accessed than a parent (p. 83).   

http://www.trustedmoments.com.au/
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narrative, where a central (contrived) character finds an image of herself 

shared across social media/text message services53. 

Results of Verbatim/Ethnographic Research 

While I could use verbatim content in the play, the results of the student 

interviews could also be used to help guide the development of the 

narrative direction of the play. The following section presents some of the 

findings from the student and adult interviews that have aided the 

development of the play.   

• In the media, too many plays, films or television shows (especially 

news reports) seem to focus on the negative aspects of social media 

technologies. It is unappealing if only the negative side is explored 

in a play script.   

• In early adolescence – particularly at age 14 - social media’s impact 

upon social life was intense and all-consuming. During these 

younger teenage years, online friendships are in many respects as 

important as real-life friendships but this focus on social media also 

could leave young people feeling isolated, excluded or bullied.  

                                                 
53 “In South Australia, producing, sharing or collecting sexualised images of young people 
who are, or look as if they are under 17, may constitute child pornography. Each State and 
Territory in Australia has its own laws dealing with the sexual exploitation of young 
people. There is also Federal law designed to stop people from using internet and mobile 
phone providers to download, post or share sexualised images of children. People found 
guilty of child pornography charges by a court of law can face serious legal consequences” 
(Legal Services Commission of South Australia, 2017, 
http://www.lsc.sa.gov.au/resources/Final_2014_TM_Resources_Fact_Sheets.pdf). 
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• Social media and text messaging has the ability to connect and 

strengthen relationships, and yet paradoxically it distances students 

from friends, leading to feelings of isolation and exclusion.  

• [Adult interviewee (18-23 years)]: In adulthood, relationships with 

social media had changed from teen life: it was used less for on-line 

encounters and more for organising “real life” socialisation 

(meeting friends, organising parties).   

I also gained information from the student-actors in the workshops held 

across the semester, after the verbatim material was collected and as the 

script went through iterations and development in collaboration with 

students. Some of the findings are presented below:  

• After reading and rehearsing early drafts of the play, the students 

would offer feedback regarding the language and idiom of the 

student characters that appeared in the play. An example: in an 

early draft the phrase “Netflix and chill” was scripted for one of the 

teenage characters, which at the time of writing had entered into the 

popular Australian vernacular as a euphemism for casual sex.  

However, students felt that the term was already “over” and it was 

no longer used in their community, and so the term was removed 

from the script.   

• Other illicit issues were introduced into the script, such as the 

decision to depict some of the under-age characters drinking 

alcohol and the culture of teenage parties. This issue sparked a lot of 
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debate amongst class, and some students acknowledged that an 

underage drinking culture existed in their community of peers. 

Other cast members who had nothing to do with drinking culture 

were concerned that the play would be misrepresentative of their 

lifestyle.  I drew upon research – such as Alcohol and Young 

People: A Guide for Parents (2016) – which suggests that alcohol 

consumption has reached dangerous levels for some young groups 

(Australian Government Department of Health, 2016), and decided 

to keep this aspect in the final narrative. 

• As well as contemporary idiom in the form of banter, the students 

also expressed a desire for the play to be creative in its use of 

technology, through lighting and special effects as well as music and 

sound effects, which they suggested would appeal to a younger 

audience used to colourful, fast-paced entertainment from movies 

and television programs. The theatre design elements needed to 

create a suitable atmosphere for party scenes, of which there are 

two in the script, as well as the four text messaging scenes (see 

Appendix D).   

• Grace’s character was being written as a figure of “resilience”, and 

also a student with imperfections (Blair et al., 2013, pp. 32-33).  The 

student-actor class group indicated that the script development to 

create the central protagonist of Grace seemed to draw upon the 

verisimilitude of teenage life.  Some students suggested that it was 

an accurate reflection of “real life” that Grace would attempt to 

Christian Bök
Avoid this kind of  awkward syntax. Pick one.
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defend her reputation and look to seek revenge on her ex-boyfriend 

Ryan, as Grace is created to do in the play. 

• The group of (female) student-actors working on the project 

suggested they had no personal experience of illegal image sharing, 

but saw it as being a common practice for teenage boys. 

• Understanding counselling processes and procedures, especially in 

relation to confidentiality, was a concern for some students. 

Students asked: when do counsellors need to involve parents or the 

school principal for issues around privacy and cyberbullying?  How 

confidential are the interviews?   

• Student choices from interviews and workshops informed decisions 

around what social media sites to mention in the narrative of the 

play, namely, Facebook (established in 2004) and Facebook-owned 

Instagram (established in 2010). Although Twitter is often cited as 

one of the world’s most popular social media sites (Hanmade, 2013, 

pp. 388-396; Johnson, 2017, pp. 7-10), this social media site did not 

have great significance to the group of South Australian students 

that I interviewed54.  But most students reported to be regular users 

of both Instagram and Facebook.   

• Students in the workshops suggested that they felt it would be 

important for the play to represent a “narcissistic” teenage 
                                                 
54 The script does make small reference to Twitter, through the use of a sound effect at the 
start of Scene 3, when a group of layered sound effects are played to symbolise social 
media technologies spreading the non-consensual image of Grace.  
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character, as they knew friends who were obsessed with their self-

portraits or “selfies”55. Brailovskaia & Bierhoff (2016) have explored 

this concept of narcissism in social media: “[o]n Facebook, covert 

narcissists get the chance to present their narcissism in an open 

manner, like open narcissists. However, offline they do not possess 

the social skills of the open narcissists to gain public approval” (p. 

255). 

• Students spoke about a common practice of uploading a new and 

appealing Facebook profile picture on the Sunday night, before the 

beginning of the next school week.   

• From discussions with the student cast, I learned that some young 

people take hundreds of photos to get just the right one before 

applying Instagram filters and uploading the photo to sites such as 

Facebook and Instagram56.   

All of the points as above were helpful as I developed the script of the play, 

and provided a “real” perspective about student life that I hoped would 

inform the writing of the educational verbatim narrative. 

                                                 
55 A “Selfie” refers to “a photograph that one has taken of oneself, typically with a 
smartphone or webcam and shared via social media” (Oxford Dictionaries). The selfie has 
garnered much attention from press and academia since Instagram's first selfie hashtag 
(#selfie) in 2011. The number of selfies taken each day by smartphone users is reported to 
be approximately 93 million (Brandt, 2014), and the estimated number of photos shared 
online in 2014 was an astonishing 880 billion (Zigterman, 2013). Now that millions of 
selfies are flooding into SNSs, they represent a relatively new but dominant means of 
online self-presentation (Qiu, Lu, Yang, Qu, & Zhu, 2015) (Sung, Lee, Kim, & Choi, 2016, 
p. 260). 
56 This is backed up by in academic research (Chua & Chang, 2016, p.190) 
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Writing the Script: Teacher-led Creative Writing 

Now that I had data gained from interviews, observation and my initial 

research – and there would be continued student input as the script was 

written – I began to construct basic ideas for the play for workshopping 

with the student cast. I felt it important to include within the script not 

only the problems to overcome, but also possible educational outcomes or 

sources of help for students being bullied online. As an educator, I 

brainstormed the question around a “what if” situation: what would a 

student do if she was cyberbullied and if she has a non-consensual image 

posted of herself?  How can she resolve her problem if she doesn’t have a 

friend of mentor figure to discuss her problems with?57   

From the student interview responses that suggested that they were tired 

of overly-negative representations of social media, I made a decision to 

balance and punctuate the dramatic moments of the script with comic 

scenes.  This would allow the cautionary message contained within the 

play to emerge – and for consequences to be depicted – whilst it also 

celebrated the immediacy and connectivity of digital communication. 

Meanwhile, the negative and antisocial aspects of teenage life and 

behaviour needed to be backed up with developments in the plot that 

showed the consequences of that behaviour on the lives of the characters.   

                                                 
57 The revealing ‘images’ of Grace that are shared on social media in the narrative of the 
play are imaginary, and are never visually represented to the audience.  
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Verbatim playwright Alana Valentine (2007) suggests that drama is not 

just re-telling a story but the need to answer a question or a premise (p. 5). 

As mentioned, as I turned to writing the play, while I was able to utilise 

and draw upon the verbatim interviews and written sources for the script, 

I did need to invent a lot of the dialogue, which was developed from the 

ethnographic/process drama methods as mentioned above. One of the 

most “verbatim” scenes was the counselling scene (Scene 14), which drew 

upon my role-play interview with a school counsellor. For this scene, I 

edited and cut down some 25 pages of transcript into the short scene 

(three pages). One of the rationales for the editing of the verbatim here 

was for educational reasons; a shorter scene will have more educational 

impact as it will maintain the interest of the younger audience.  

In terms of this issue of pacing for the play – sustaining audience interest 

to keep the script entertaining – I made the decision that it would be 

appropriate to use a shorter running time of a standard three-act play. 

Instead, I would create a two-act play (of approximately 70 minutes) to 

allow for a shorter performance and therefore concentrate the play’s 

action. Research suggests that students engage more from an intense and 

enjoyable artistic forms than a longer, drawn-out entertainment (Tedesco, 

1999 & La Rocco, 2007). This idea concurs with my own anecdotal 

experience as a school teacher – the plays that seem to have impact with 

younger audiences often seem to be shorter and more dynamic than longer 

ones.  
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I also felt that all the scenes should be short in length, which in terms of 

the script would be about three pages (about three minutes long).  I 

believed a play containing predominantly shorter scenes might better 

relate to the target audience, who are used to brief entertainment58. Then, 

as the script developed, I used some longer scenes to explore some of the 

key characters and for the issues that had more emotional weight and 

hence required a much more sustained engagement in the narrative59.  

In writing the voices of young people and adults in the play – teachers and 

parents – I was aiming for an authentic classroom-styled and naturalistic 

“Australian English”. As an experienced Australian school teacher, this 

was a context that I was familiar with. It was the language I heard every 

day in the schoolyard and in the classroom and, for that matter, at home in 

the voices of my own children. What was required was close attention to 

the modes of language and to reflect that in the language of the script. 

When it comes to young people, the everyday idiom contains lots of slang 

words and abbreviations. McLaughlin (1997) suggests that the architecture 

of conversation reveals many things about the way people speak, such as 

the use of incomplete sentences, interruptions of others and that people 

are more interested in what they have to say than listening to others (p. 

172).  By contrast, the voice of “Miss Delaney” uses formal language and 

fixed grammatical constructions. Overall, I needed to write with natural-

sounding rhythms and speech patterns (and verbatim phrases were put 

                                                 
58 Reseach suggests: “The biggest problem area for teachers is students' attention span, 
with 71% saying entertainment media use has hurt students … ‘a lot’” (Rideout, 2012, p. 
22). 
59 The specific longer scenes were 6, 7, 9, 12, 13 and 15. 
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into the play from the transcribed interviews, or suggestions were made by 

the student-actors).     

The believable nature of the narrative leant towards a realistic writing style 

having characters in real-time and settings. I avoided pure naturalism, as 

it requires the play to be performed in real time; an hour on the stage is an 

hour in the world of the play and generally avoids scene changes (Innes, 

2002, pp. 3-5). For my script, I wanted to be able to move hours or even 

days between scenes and to use video projections to change location 

quickly so that the pace of the play would keep the audience interested. 

However, I did draw upon Brechtian and expressionist drama techniques 

in Scene 13 where the protagonist, Grace, is seen in a nightmarish world 

where she is hearing and seeing a Facebook “group chat” as characters 

appear around her, interspersed with projections, sound effects, 

monologues and scenes from her imagination. Brecht commonly used 

distancing or “estrangement” (Verfremdungseffekt) effects such as film 

projections combined with lighting, written text, sound and acting 

(Squires, 2012, p. 59).  This Brechtian approach is at odds with the 

realistic nature of the script but Scene 13 symbolises the nightmare of the 

online world.  

Characterization 

Anything you put in a play, any speech, has got to do one of two 

things: either define character or push the action of the play along 

(Dircks, 2010 p. 148). 
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It was important to create a strong and resilient protagonist, who learns 

from her experiences and overcomes initial obstacles.  Although it was 

tempting to write the protagonist Grace as the “perfect” role model, I 

thought it would be unrealistic and therefore there was a danger the 

audience would lack empathy for her plight.  Therefore, the protagonist 

Grace was written not as a perfect character, but as a very human 

character with inherent flaws – an anti-hero archetype60. Grace goes 

through a cathartic journey, which is only reached when she seeks help 

from others. However, after discussions with the student cast, it was 

decided that Grace’s character would be a strong-willed and self-assured 

role model who would not stand for belittling or having her reputation 

smeared by those who knew her or, more importantly, by those who hardly 

knew her. Therefore, I decided that Grace’s character would deliberately 

pursue conflict by pursuing who she thought was to blame. Drawing on the 

anti-hero archetype, “a protagonist whose character is conspicuously 

contrary to an archetypal hero” Grace was a type of anti-hero (Jonason, 

Webster, Schmitt, Li & Crysel, 2012). 

In my position as a male teacher, I was concerned about writing 

misrepresentative female characters, or “appropriating” female 

perspectives. I didn’t want to write stereotypical or misogynistic female 

characters as described by Elaine Showalter in The New Feminist 

Criticism: “the misogyny of literary practice: the stereotyped images of 

                                                 
60 Flawed characters are common in literature and Isabel Hyde cites Oedipus, Hamlet, 
King Lear, Dr Faustus and Macbeth as good examples from classical literature for whom, 
“the precipitating action, or erroneous step, taken in ignorance… leads eventually to the 
tragic catastrophe” (Hyde, 1963, p. 324). 
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women in literature as angels or monsters, the literary abuse or textual 

harassment of women in classic and popular male literature”.  Therefore, I 

worked to create a strong and self-reliant protagonist; to do as McKinney 

suggests in describing modern female protagonists as tending to: “assume 

more responsibility for solving their problems” to “initiate the events in 

their stories, rather than being the receivers of the action” to engage in “a 

variety of activities in which they excel”, to “value control – they wish to 

behave in ways that show self-worth” (Roof, 2004, pp. 17-18). With the 

student-actors, I worked to create a strong female protagonist, which I 

could discuss with the student cast as well as issues surrounding 

stereotyping in literature.  I also discussed how authentic and balanced a 

character like Grace is when created through verbatim theatre processes.   

Another key character in the play is Isabella, who is Grace’s rival and 

enemy for much of the play.  After the student-actor feedback, a decision 

was made to incorporate a narcissistic character, Isabella, self-obsessed 

with her body image and other people’s perceptions of her.  Isabella 

obsessively takes photos on her phone with her sister at the beginning of 

Scene 9 (See Appendix D – Image 8). The antagonist, Olivia, was used to 

suggest to the target audience that sometimes teenagers may dislike or 

hate other successful people if they cannot compete with them.  Some – as 

Olivia does in the play - may utilise covert or blatant attacks.  Olivia’s 

character was developed by the student-actors, who shared stories about 

enemies or rivals; in some ways she may represent the archetypical enemy 

as imagined by the students.  
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Sasha’s character was used to represent a close female friend or ally for 

Grace, a character who would not only be supportive of their friendship 

but also challenging others when she sees injustices occurring. Sasha’s 

social justice outlook was used to symbolise the idealistic teenager who 

cares deeply for the rights of others, and like Grace with her strength and 

self-reliance, Sasha is also a resilient and confident young woman.  This 

was important in the context of current media often reporting negative 

news stories of teens in Australia, the United States and the United 

Kingdom.  I hoped to balance the common media stereotypes that many 

teenagers are “apathetic, lazy and self-centred, with a sense of 

entitlement… and negative public attitudes towards children, especially 

adolescents... the media [is] fuelling these attitudes” (Dugan, 2014, 

paras. 3-9).   

In contrast to other humorous male characters in the play such as Lachy 

and Michael, I drew aspects of Ryan’s character from real life: from cases 

of everyday sexism and misogyny that I witnessed as a schoolteacher. 

Murnen, Wright & Kaluzny (2002) describe a concept of “hostile 

masculinity”, which combines: “1) a desire to be in control, to be 

dominating, particularly in relation to women, and 2) an insecure, 

defensive, and distrustful orientation to women.” (Malamuth, Sockloski, 

Koss & Tanaka, 1991, p. 361). Ryan encapsulates many aspects or hostile 

masculinity when he lies to Grace and is unapologetic for his deliberate 

image sharing in Scene 6. Although Ryan is not the true villain in the play 

– Olivia more accurately fulfils that role – he is self-centred and uncaring 

and displays elements of teenage adolescent misogyny.  
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For supporting characters, I invented particular character types from the 

adults who would be specific comic or clown figures within the play.  In 

particular, I use the father roles in the play as comic devices or foils. Either 

the fathers fail to relate to their children (Grace and Michael in Scene 5a), 

are distant or offstage (Ryan’s Dad off stage in Scene 6), or they provide 

comedy to lighten the situation in Scene 15, where Michael is hysterical 

and emotional as a reaction to the seriousness of the situation.  The reason 

for this was to add a comic register as I implemented educational messages 

in the script.  

For the adult supporting characters, I made some deliberate creative 

decisions. To create a relevant and authentic narrative for the target 

audience, I wanted adults to feature in the play but only on the periphery 

of the group of teenage characters, who needed to be the focus of the 

narrative.  I also needed to consider the educational aspect of the script, in 

which the protagonist, Grace, who initially tried to resolve problems 

herself, eventually needs the help of others, in her case adult role models. 

Characters such as her parents, the school counsellor and ultimately the 

police help Grace to contain the non-consensual shared image, and ensure 

that it doesn’t happen again. 

Creating Conflict 

[C]onflict situations have high dramatic value since they are 

productive of tension and generate suspense and involvement of the 

audience in outcomes (Herman, 1997, p. 137). 
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In Gustav Freytag’s Die Technik des Dramas [The Technique of the 

Drama] the narrative journey play is imagined in the form of a pyramid 

journey (Freytag, 1905, p. 102), with a trajectory or arc that builds towards 

a moment of conflict and finally resolution. In creating and building this 

conflict within my play script, I was influenced by Will Dunne’s (2009) 

writing exercise called “the locked cage: no one can leave now” for “heating 

things up” (p. 148), which helps to bring the key conflict in the play to a 

crisis point. It is confining key characters in the same space and forcing 

them into confrontation. I literally used Dunne’s “locked cage” concept in 

An Image of Grace by trapping Grace, Ryan and Olivia inside a shed 

(Scene 12) during the out-of-control party where the students are hiding 

from the police. Grace and her nemesis Olivia and her ex-boyfriend Ryan 

confront one another about the sharing of the illicit photograph, which 

leads to large consequences for the plot of the play. This also leads to a 

fight between Grace and her best friend Sasha; after this, Grace is isolated 

from her entire school social network.   

I thought it would be helpful to show the audience the difference between 

face-to-face confrontations and online conflict. Right after this, I 

deliberately introduce the “online” or “virtual” version of conflict: when 

the consequences of the “real life” conflict intensify, and small arguments 

compound into very big issues. For the character of Grace, this means that 

her mental health is put at risk through devastating bullying from her 

school-mates. From my verbatim interviews and research I wanted to 

build the tension throughout the scene from harmless online “banter” into 

suddenly offensive and abusive “roasting” (Espinoza, 2016).  
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The decision to include an epilogue or flashback scene at the end of the 

play, revealing Olivia’s character as being responsible for taking the 

photograph spread on social media and mobile phones, was made with 

great consideration of the potential theatrical impact but also with caution. 

By incorporating a plot twist, I was concerned that I was drawing upon 

media-induced stereotypes about teenage girls.  I knew from research and 

from my observation as a teacher in all-girls schools, that occasionally 

some girls treat each other with casual cruelty, display relational 

aggression and dominance (Hall & Brown-Thirston, 2011; Reynolds & 

Repetti, 2010; Owens, Shute & Slee, 2000).  As these studies show, the 

dynamics of teenage friendships are complicated and can be difficult for 

some young adults. 

I conclude this chapter by acknowledging the myriad of approaches and 

sources that a writer uses to create play script using educational verbatim 

theatre method. I have drawn influence from a number of writers such as 

Valentine’s “massaged verbatim” (2007) and Dunne’s (2009) theories on 

conflict.  I have found Heathcote’s “Mantle of the Expert” (1985) 

particularly beneficial in utilising my interview data and incorporating 

ideas from the student cast. Working with experts outside the educational 

setting such as the Legal Services Commission of South Australia has been 

very insightful in gaining information regarding consent and possible legal 

action from the South Australian Police Force. The school counsellor was a 

further source useful of verbatim dialogue informing the play of 

contemporary counselling practices. Finally, McLaughlin’s (1997) 

approach to the architecture of dialogue combined with the Brecht’s 
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Verfremdungseffekt effect was beneficial in creating a believable play with 

moments of layered and complex drama with interesting visual dynamic.  
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Chapter Three: Performance 

Audio-Visual Technologies 

An Image of Grace was performed twice on 31 October 2016 at The Drama 

Theatre at St Aloysius College. Ten female drama students performed the 

play, the class who were vital to the development of the script.  The play 

was performed in a traditional proscenium arch theatre, and within that 

space I wanted to use complex lighting and audio-visual technologies – 

such as layered video projections and layered sound effects – to enhance 

the messages in the script. Each scene in the script was visually supported 

either by still image or video projections (projected onto a cyclorama at the 

back of the stage), which either was a “background shot” that depicted the 

setting of the scene, or a text-based dynamic conversation or “chat” on 

social media (See Appendix D –Image 1). The background shots enabled 

the pace of the play to remain fast; the technology enabled fast movements 

between the numerous locations, or across different times.  

The virtual world includes video projections of contemporary social media 

such as Facebook group chats and smart phone messages (SMS messages).  

As smart phone text messaging was a large part of the plot of the play, 

videos would need to re-create the text messages that featured heavily in 

the play. Furthermore, the students suggested including visual projections, 

lighting sequences and special effects such as a smoke machine and strobe 

lighting to make the play stand out to a young audience.  Philosophically, 

the extra dimension provided by digital technologies would also 
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demonstrate the complexities of the script. Anderson, Carroll & Cameron 

have suggested that carefully employed digital technologies in 

combination with a written script can help to create “interactive and 

transformative processes that empower the author and invest the notion of 

storytelling with a new meaning” (2009, p. 114). They also suggest that 

drama teachers are well placed to introduce new ideas and hybrid ideas 

about technology and drama into performance (2006, p. 30).  

I use SMS videos to write out the script messages for three scenes of the 

play, and Facebook-styled Instant Messaging for one scene.62  Using 

software, realistic text message “dialogue” was projected onto the 

cyclorama, while the student-actors spoke their lines in real time or as a 

pre-recorded voiceover. I designed the audio-visual special effects  to 

synchronise with performer voices, body language and facial expressions 

to heighten the drama for key scenes.  I incorporated “glitching” overlay 

video effects to enhance the aural-visual experience, and to signify the 

omnipresence of media-communication technologies. 

Finally, the use of savvy audio-visual technologies in the short play would 

help to create enjoyable and playful spaces that would be entertaining as 

the script delivered its educational messages.  Drawing upon techniques 

outlined by Jennings and Maxwell (2004, p. 16), I used visual projections 

                                                 
62 To create these projections, I used computer-based software to implement complex 
sound and video transitions as well as layering visual and audio effects. The Instant 
Messaging videos were outsourced to an animation expert, Chris Le, who created them 
using animation software, Adobe After Effects software specifically designed for video 
compositing, motion graphics design, and animation. These files were converted into 
video files and were projected onto a cyclorama during the performance using sound and 
video software Qlab.  
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to create interactive spaces in the environment of the stage. In the 

performance, the climax of the play’s use of audio-visual technologies 

occurs in Scene 13, and here I have used distorted video projections of text 

messages combined with sound effects and intense lighting. In this scene, I 

created a “Facebook group chat” through messages that appear on the 

screen. 

Drawing on naturalistic techniques, the script uses pop songs that would 

be played “in real life”, but were deliberately chosen to match the mood of 

the scene in the performance – to enter into the diegetic world of the play. 

As with many aspects of development of the play, I was guided by student 

suggestions as to what songs should be selected63.  I took the suggestions 

into account, and selected contemporary songs that reflected the moments 

in the script, including the out-of-control party (Scene 12), which drew 

upon a medley of pop songs from recent decades and the contemporary 

period. Students felt that they would listen to these songs  at their parties, 

and that they would also be known and enjoyed by adults. Again, I was 

guided by the rationale that creating educational plays should include 

entertaining aspects. Certainly, pop music has a strong connection to teen 

culture, and provides enjoyable and knowable aural landscapes that can 

aid in the delivery of the script’s key messages.  

                                                 
63 They were keen to incorporate contemporary music: as the play was developed, there 
was a lively discussion between the student-actors about what music would be (in their 
words) “cool”.    
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Post-Performance Student-Actor Evaluations 

At the end of the semester and after the performances, as a class activity in 

drama studies the student-actors were asked to reflect in writing about 

their experiences in workshops, rehearsals and in the actual theatrical 

performances64. Through an analysis of student feedback, it was clear that 

the students had benefitted greatly from the educational verbatim theatre 

experience. Many of the student evaluations suggested that the issues 

featuring in the play were educational and particularly pertinent to their 

age group (and the age group of the audience), and some of these 

perspectives are featured below: 

Overall, the play achieved what I believe it intended: to educate and 

present to people what teenagers in today’s society go through. The 

play was well received and, from who I talked to, people found it 

entertaining and accurate... Through[out] the course of the play, I 

myself was educated in what can happen when social media is used 

for bad rather than good, and I thoroughly believe that we educated 

the students and have hopefully been able to prevent this 

[cyberbullying] from happening to anyone in a fun and humorous 

but subtly educational way - Student ‘D’ (16 years) 

The reactions from the audience were reassuring, as the parts they 

found the funniest were those in which we intended to target for 

that age group. This comforted us as it validated that our play 

                                                 
64 June – November,  2016 
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resembled some relevance to real issues that happen within 

adolescence. I believe the play was overall successful as we 

conveyed a relevant and important issue - Student ‘E’ (16 years).  

Overall, the play achieved what I believe it intended: to educate and 

present to people what teenagers in today’s society go through. 

From those I have spoken to, many appreciated the accuracy of the 

play and found it entertaining. Personally, through the duration of 

the play, I myself was also educated. I learnt, that while social 

networking undoubtedly plays a vital role in broadening social 

connections and learning technical skills, its risks are appalling. 

However, through performing, we as a drama cast have effectively 

and successfully brought awareness to this topic. - Student ‘F’, 16 

years.  

This play took a great deal of collaboration between students and 

the teacher, beginning with the Trusted Moments workshop led by 

our drama teachers and school counsellor…On drama night, the 

reaction from the audience was enough to assure us of our efforts 

with the play were valid. The audience appeared to love the play, 

this was clear from not only their laughs at the funny moments but 

also their gasps in shocking moments and silence in dramatic 

scenes. The audience’s reactions to the texting scene between Olivia 

and Ryan indicated to us that we had achieved a relatable play. I 

believe people’s reactions were because the scene was reflective of 

audience member’s own lives and this caused them to feel a sense of 

Christian Bök
You have introduced a new term for your dissertation late in the study (without any scholarly background for this idea. I would eliminate all reference to this form of drama (concentrating only on the “verbatim method” -- otherwise, you need to develop this idea in detail in your introductory survey of concepts.
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applicability to situations they had been in and was relevant to 

them. - Student ‘H’, 16 years. 

One reflection shows the potential that educational verbatim has to 

provide non-conventional learning experiences. A student reflected on the 

performance of the play leading to an inter-generational discussion about 

media technology and change, suggesting that the performance led to 

extra-curricular discussion about consideration of media culture outside 

the framework of the traditional classroom:  

For my particular interview, I spoke to my grandmother who gave 

me a personal insight as to how she views modern day social media. 

My grandma in particular spoke about how she uses social media, 

for example, how she connects with her nieces, nephews and other 

relatives who live in Queensland. The feedback which I had received 

after the performance was all very positive feedback. - Student ‘G’, 

16 years. 

One student found the early workshop exploring consent and the law 

particularly useful as it connected with issues in her life and those of her 

friends: 

 Through the Trusted Moments film and workshop run by my 

teacher and the counsellor, I learnt the specific legal requirements 

and legal ages at which someone’s consent can be given. I also 

learnt that when you are inebriated you cannot give any kind of 

consent as you are not fully in control of the yourself or the 
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situation.  I found this is important I often attend parties where this 

knowledge is useful for myself and all my friends to protect us. The 

play was also able to give me insight into past experiences with my 

friends, one of who had inappropriate videos taken of the by her 

boyfriend and shared through social media.  Finally, I was full able 

to fully understand how illegal and immoral it was for these teenage 

boys to participate in these acts considering that the girls were 

under age and also did not give their consent for specific videos or 

photos to be taken off them, in fact they were too young to be 

allowed to give consent. At the time, I thought it was horrible but 

now I realise it was also illegal and I wasn’t surprised the police 

were involved at the time. Student ‘F’, 16 years.  

Overall, the student-actor evaluations note the value placed upon the long 

process of play development, which includes educational workshops, 

script-writing elements, verbatim research processes, the performances 

themselves and the impact they had observed on the audience and on each 

other.  Such perspectives help to affirm the validity of educational 

verbatim techniques and methods, both for the process and the 

performance. 

Conclusion  

Keeping the students at the centre of this educational verbatim theatre 

project has enabled me to work as a secondary school drama teacher and 

acquire verbatim data in a  range of ways: through traditional interviews 
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with young people and adult experts both face-to-face, through written 

emails and through textual sources. Also, I utilised observational 

ethnographic methods through script and plot development in the 

classroom, where students could adjust the language and concepts in the 

script to align with their perspectives. Their intervention into the script 

ensures that key parts of the play – such as the text messaging scenes - 

employ an appropriate idiom and language of the young group. The beliefs 

and cultural views of the small student group are given prominence within 

the final play script, whilst I still needed to use teacher-led ideas and 

theories to govern the outcomes and narrative arc of the play.  The 

collaborative nature of educational verbatim is in spirit with the guiding 

principles of modern learning and teaching pedagogies.  

The aim at the outset of my project has been to bring the research and 

methodology of verbatim theatre writing into an educational context which 

I have defined as “educational verbatim theatre”. The purpose of this form 

of drama is to use primary sources such as interview as well as student 

input to create a work that would lead to a learning experience, both 

within the process of creating the play (for the actors and the drama class) 

and for student audiences who would view the final performances. The 

resulting script, An Image of Grace, presents this model of educational 

drama, and to gauge from the post-performance student-actor feedback, it 

did lead to successful learning experiences for the class that I worked with 

across the semester.  
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Peters (2017) suggests, “Verbatim theatre involves interviewing a 

community about a topic or event, recording these conversations, and 

using the resulting stories as the stimulus for the creative development of 

performance” (p. 118). Significant ‘events’ typify much of verbatim theatre 

plays such as The Laramie Project (2000), Aftershocks (1991) and London 

Road (2011). However, in this project, there was no ‘event’ to use for 

source material so I explored the topic of mainstream media reporting on 

image sharing and social media as an initial platform for interviews and 

creative writing with the cast.  Initially, I struggled to gain source materials 

from interviews that I could use in the final drafts of the play script, the 

interviewees offered little insight or stories that could be used ‘verbatim’ 

for the play. Furthermore, due to the nature of the topic I had limited 

access to archival materials, court transcripts or historical documents that 

may have increased the verbatim language in the play. Interestingly, the 

students I worked with were perhaps a reluctant community to share their 

ideas.  Although I feel I had a positive student-teacher relationship with 

the cast, there was often an unwillingness from teenagers to share their 

personal stories which might be used in a play, even with a trusted adult. 

In hindsight, this project may have worked better in a different community 

or school setting. Many of verbatim theatre’s more compelling stories 

result from working with marginalised groups, those without a voice, and 

finding a more disadvantaged or distinct group may have produced a more 

resonant contemporary work. 

As I have presented throughout this thesis, there is considerable research 

that supports the value of introducing collaborative drama methods that 
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feature significant student input into the shaping of the play.  In this 

particular case, I relied upon a hybrid of verbatim text gained from new 

and original interviews from a range of stakeholders – young people and 

adults – in combination with an invented dramatic narrative 

workshopped, performed and evaluated by student-actors. Furthermore, 

the information and assistance of external organisations and experts 

provided valuable educational insights and ideas to put into the script or 

as a basis for discussion, improvisation and workshopping. Here, I have 

created a montage of characters that build to an overall narrative.  

Drawing from these theories, I wanted to explore theatre as a collaborative 

process rather than imposing top-down teaching methods and concepts in 

which the teacher is the holder of the knowledge, and who imposes ideas 

upon students within the classroom (Freire, 1993). By utilising methods 

such as group discussions and student-led interviews, as well as 

improvisation on the themes and ideas we unfolded from individual 

research, the students provided information regarding the scope and 

nature of young people and technology, especially social media and mobile 

telephone technology. The students assisted greatly in making the play 

script reflective of their experiences of both community and education. 

With the concept of working within the scope of ordinary life experiences, 

I worked to create a dynamic student-informed script in which the real-life 

experiences of students would prove to be a valuable resource of 

information about contemporary Australian adolescent values and 

experiences. Furthermore, I hoped, through working on a student centred 
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model, that the educational messages regarding media technology could 

resonate with the target audience without appearing patronising, 

allegorical or out-dated.  

This thesis has deliberately avoided the production of a procedural “how 

to” guide for creating an educational verbatim play – namely this is 

because I do not believe that such a guide would be possible. The level of 

verbatim dialogue depends upon the topic selected. For example, the topic 

for this class play did not draw upon a real-life one-off event that featured 

an archive of pre-existing materials that I could draw upon, such as a court 

case (with court transcripts) or historical examples (with an archive of 

interviews). The majority of text that was used as “verbatim” in the play 

came from new interviews and some online texts and resources. It could be 

possible for “educational verbatim” to feature a much greater proportion 

of verbatim text if the topic/example and research period allowed it.  Each 

script would be unique in this regard, and the possibilities are endless. 

What I have done is to present an account of the decision-making 

processes that have led to this particular script, and to describe at length 

the kinds of exercises and workshopping ideas that have proved 

particularly helpful in the creation of An Image of Grace. I have found that 

working with a group of senior secondary school students on a project 

such as this has many benefits. When writing about a particular 

community – in this case teenagers at an Adelaide high school – it is 

beneficial to give the community a voice, to listen to their opinions and 

ideas when incorporating them into a play. The student input helped to 
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add a sense of authenticity and resonance for the student-actors and the 

subsequent audience. Overall, the students and I worked together with a 

distinct educational aim to create a play that concentrates on 

developments within recent media communications, but with an 

educational and cautionary message regarding consensual use of online 

image sharing. Furthermore, as the early practitioners of process drama 

had noticed, as an educator I receive a meaningful learning experience of 

my own. Here, I learned a great deal about the governing ideas and beliefs 

of the group I worked with, showing the reciprocal learning experiences 

that are possible by this powerful application of creative dramatics for 

script writing in the classroom.  
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Chapter Four: Creative Work 

Synopsis: An Image of Grace 

An Image of Grace is a comic drama with social realist dimensions, which 

examines the everyday use of contemporary media communications 

technologies, particularly social media applications and smart phones used 

by teenage Australians. The setting is a generic Catholic girls school in 

Australia, along with a range of contemporary Australian family homes.  

The play’s action examines what happens when an inappropriate image is 

taken of a school-aged teenage girl called Grace, especially after it is 

anonymously circulated on social media networks without her consent. 

The play begins in the classroom with a conversation between best friends 

Grace and Sasha.  The two get in trouble with their teacher Miss Delaney 

for their non-study conversation and Grace’s phone is confiscated until the 

following week. Afterwards, Grace attends a party with her boyfriend 

Ryan, and after drinking alcohol she falls asleep and, unknown to her, has 

a compromising photograph taken of her.  While she is away on an extra-

curricular camping trip without her phone, the photograph is circulated by 

text and on social media without her knowledge.  Ryan is assumed the 

author of the photograph. Two classmates, Olivia and Isabella, help spread 

the image to the school. When Grace returns from camp she discovers the 

photograph and that she has become notorious among her peers. Grace 

confronts her boyfriend Ryan at his home: he denies taking the 
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photograph. Grace decides to dump him as he reacts insensitively to her 

situation.  

Back at school, Grace’s phone is returned by Miss Delaney.  However, 

Grace is still upset and suspects that the students know how the image was 

taken and circulated. That night, classmate Isabella is forced to discuss 

sexting with her mother. Meanwhile, at her own home, Olivia tries to 

escape her mother’s concerns. Later that night, Olivia and Isabella sneak 

out and meet Ryan at a park – Ryan and Olivia hook up.  Their 

relationship develops the next day via text message and they agree attend 

Isabella’s party together.  

It’s the weekend, and Isabella holds a massive party at her house: all the 

teenage characters attend.  It gets out of control, and the police arrive 

because of the noise disturbance.  The teenage partygoers hide from the 

police. While hiding, Grace becomes trapped in a shed with Ryan and 

Olivia and she discovers the new relationship.  Angry at her ex-boyfriend, 

Grace accuses Ryan of being secretly gay to try to embarrass him. Ryan 

and Olivia leave.  Sasha becomes angry with Grace’s gay-shaming 

statement about Ryan, and a fight occurs between the best friends.  Going 

online, the story culminates in an online confrontation that sees Grace 

being verbally attacked and abused by the participating online students. 

After this, Grace decides to reach out for help from her school counsellor 

and eventually her parents. The police participate, and they visit Ryan and 

Olivia to discuss safe aspects of image sharing. Grace decides to smash her 

own mobile phone with a hammer. At the end of the story, a flashback 
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reveals the truth about the photograph; it was not Grace’s boyfriend Ryan 

but rather her nemesis Olivia who had been responsible for taking and 

sharing the notorious “Image of Grace”. 
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An Image of Grace 

An educational verbatim play65 

 

Cast of Characters 

Grace (A friendly, outgoing but vulnerable school student who stands up 

for herself but also refuses to let things go. Year 11 student, aged 16).  

Sasha (Grace’s best friend. Sasha is assertive, socially minded, and very 

loyal. She sticks up for what she believes in and isn’t afraid to speak her 

mind. Year 11 student, aged 16). 

Olivia (Grace’s nemesis – a nasty, jealous girl who isn’t afraid to speak her 

mind or spread rumour and lies. Year 11 student, aged 16). 

Ryan (Grace’s boyfriend – charming but ultimately insensitive and selfish. 

Easily manipulated by others. Year 12 student, aged 17). 

Isabella (Vain, self-absorbed but ultimately caring. Gullible and best 

friends with Olivia. Year 11 student, aged 16). 

Miss D (Miss Delaney, 46 – an uptight and sarcastic religion teacher. Her 

prim and proper attitude makes her clash with Sasha).  

Jennifer* (Grace’s Mum, 44 – a kind and level-headed parent). 

Michael* (Grace’s Dad, 45 – tries hard but prone to panic and funny 

outbursts).  

Laura* (School Counsellor, 32 – friendly and sensible). 

                                                 
65 This play was originally performed with ten actors. 
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Sarah* (Isabella’s younger sister – needy and excitable. Year 9 student, 

aged 14). 

Angela* (Isabella’s Mum, 36 – nice and just wants to be her daughter’s 

friend).  

Lachy* (A cool 16 year old boy – in love with Jessica).  

Rachel* (Olivia’s Mum, 38 – annoying, desperate, doesn’t understand). 

Dean* (Ryan’s Dad, 44 – offstage and funny). 

Emily* (Year 9 student aged 14 – assertive, part of Sarah’s clique).  

Jessica* (Year 9 student aged 14 – bubbly, part of Sarah’s clique). 

* = Can double as extra students and partygoers 

 

Legend: 

[SFX] = A Sound Effect. 

[TXT] = A mobile phone text message is projected on the cyclorama or 

back of the stage. These scroll through in real time as if reading a message 

on a mobile phone. 

[LX] = A lighting effect. 

[Projection Text] – refers to a projected title of a scene or moment in the 

play which appear for 5 seconds before fading, or as appropriate to the 

moment of the play.  

A dash ‘–’   at the end of a line refers to an interruption or overlapping 

lines. 
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Playwright’s Note: 

The play is designed to have a strong focus on technology through 

colourful lighting effects, video and data projection and/or the use of voice 

overs. Set pieces should be simple and follow along the lines of the 

selective realism style to allow for quick scene changes. At times the stage 

should be bare in complex scenes such as Scene 13 where time isn’t always 

linear and locations can change quickly back and forth.  

 

A video recording of the production can be found at: 

https://youtu.be/3g-gI4ar_3Y  

SCENE 1 

Projection Text:  School. Friday 3pm. 

[LX – warm daytime lights fade up on stage] 

[SFX – clock sound: tick, tock which fades over 10 seconds] 

Grace, Sasha, Lachy and extra students sit around in a classroom 

looking bored. Miss Delaney stands in front of an electronic whiteboard 

containing religious images [sunsets, hands grasped in prayer, old 

paintings, etc.]. A few students are chatting quietly. Isabella and Olivia 

arrive late. 

Miss D: Come in quickly students, you’re late! I’m tired of all 

these interruptions – your meeting was meant to finish 

twenty minutes ago. [the students settle/sit] Off your 

phones, girls! Right, as you will no doubt remember, 

https://youtu.be/3g-gI4ar_3Y
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last week we discussed the Holy Year of Grace. It was a 

time we became attuned to God’s presence in our lives, 

how Grace transforms us to be more like God: both 

forgiving and merciful.  Here are some inspirational 

images that make me think about Grace. In pairs, or 

small groups I want you to choose an image from the 

whiteboard that you find particularly inspirational and 

write half a page on your thoughts, feelings and ideas 

this image gives you. Bullet points are fine.  In a few 

minutes, we will share your ideas with the class. If, as 

they say, a picture is worth a thousand words, well these 

should be worth more than that.  

Sasha: Excuse me Miss. 

Miss D: Yes, Sasha? 

Sasha: Who said that? 

Miss D: I’m sorry? 

Sasha: Who said, “a picture is worth a thousand words”? 

Miss D: I don’t really know. 

Sasha: Then why do you say it if you don’t know who said it or 

even if it’s true? 

Miss D: Don’t you think a picture is worth a thousand words? 

Sasha: That’s not what I asked Miss. I asked –  

Miss D: Yes, fine, I believe it’s a Chinese proverb.  

Sasha: Confucius? 

Miss D: [with sarcasm] I’m Confucius as to the point of your 

question. 
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Sasha: That’s not very funny Miss. 

Miss D: [annoyed] Perhaps you would like to stay afters school. 

We could discuss Chinese proverbs and how they relate 

to Western Judeo-Christianity? I actually have some 

lovely Buddhist text that we use next term that you 

could get a head start on, if you’d like? 

Sasha: No thanks, I’m an atheist. 

Miss D: And I’m sure that’s why your parents put you in a 

Catholic school? 

Sasha: Well I didn’t say they were atheist, although I’m not so 

sure about Mum as she hasn’t been to church in ages. 

Maybe I’m finally having some influence.  

Miss D: Can you just do what I’ve asked you to do and stop 

turning every lesson into a pointless debate? 

Sasha: I don’t think these discussions are pointless. [Miss D 

glares at her] Yes Miss.  

[Miss D wanders off to work with other students.] 

Grace: Congratulations, now another teacher hates you.  

Sasha: I don’t care. 

Grace: She’s so going to fail you. 

Sasha: No one fails R.E. It’s never happened. She can’t fail me 

for having an opinion any more than for being an 

atheist.  

Grace: She will find a way. She has a dark heart. 

Sasha: I can write an essay that will destroy her beliefs in her 

“Western Judeo Christianity”.   
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Grace: What even is Western Judeo..? 

Sasha: I have no idea but I don’t like the sound of it one bit.  

Miss D: Five minutes everyone, then report back to the class. 

 The class talk quietly amongst themselves and Miss D 

moves from student to student [SFX – phone vibrates, 

many students reach for their pockets.] 

Sasha: We don’t even need to discuss anything. I’ll make 

something up about that tree image.  

Grace: [checking her phone] OMG it’s Ryan. 

Sasha: Show me, show me. 

[The text messages below appear on the cyclorama over 

the top of the religious imagery]. 

Ryan: [TXT] Heyyy girl, you going to Bianca’s 17th? 

Sasha: Don’t sound too interested. Text back “maybe”. 

Grace: Don’t be crazy, I like him, a lot. 

Grace: [TXT] Sure, what about you? 

Ryan: [[TXT] Want to go with me?  

Grace: [TXT] Maybe 

Sasha: That’s good, don’t make him think you’re easy. 

Grace: I’m not easy. 

Sasha: And that’s what we want him to think.  

Grace: What do you think “he thinks?” 

Ryan: [TXT] C’mon come over to my place first, we’ll have 

drinks? 

Grace: [TXT] What about your parents? 
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Ryan: [TXT] They’re away.  

Sasha: OMG he doesn’t mean just drinks. 

Ryan: [TXT] It’ll be fun, just the two of us. 

Sasha: He doesn’t just mean drinks, he definitely means –  

Grace: What do I do? 

Sasha: Meet him at the party. If it goes well you can go home 

with him later. 

Grace: I’m not going home with him later. 

Grace: [TXT] My parents will want to drop me off and meet 

your parents. Meet at party 8pm? 

Sasha: That’s good, that’s safe.  

Ryan: [TXT] OK sounds good, I’ll bring some drinks.  

Sasha: Oh, he so wants to get you drunk. 

Grace: I can’t get drunk. I’m going on that bushwalking camp 

on Sunday. 

Sasha: Why do you go on these outdoor education camps? 

They ruin your social life with all that walking and fresh 

air. 

Grace: [TXT] K see you Sat. 

[TXT] xx 

Sasha: “Kiss, kiss.” You gave him two kisses what kind of slut 

are you? 

Grace: Shut up. 

Ryan: [TXT] xxx 

Sasha: [grabbing the phone] Three Xs - you know what that 
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means, don’t you? 

[The text message projections disappear and the 

original backdrop of religious imagery reappears] 

Miss D: Ummm Sasha, excuse me, why are you on your phone? 

The text messages fade from the cyclorama. 

Sasha: Sorry Miss, it was a message from my Mum about 

picking me up. 

Miss D: Was it? Let me read it then. 

Sasha: No, sorry, it wasn’t, I’ll put it away. 

Miss D: Give me your phone.  

 [Sasha hands over Grace’s phone]. 

Miss D: This is the third time in the past fortnight I’ve caught 

you on your phone, isn’t it? 

Sasha:  Yes Miss, but – 

Miss D: Right, well you know the rules. I’m keeping this phone 

until your parents pick it up. I’ll discuss appropriate 

mobile phone usage with them.  

Grace: It’s my phone Miss. 

Miss D: Well, aren’t you the silly one giving it to someone like 

her? 

Sasha: What’s that supposed to mean? 

Miss D: What I mean is you’ve also had your phone out on many 

occasions Grace. 

Grace: I’m just checking the time. 

Miss D: Then, I suggest you buy a watch. 
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Grace: It’s just a habit to check the time on my phone.  

Miss D: Fine, if you’ve written five things down about the 

images of grace you can have your phone back. Show 

me your work. 

Grace: We haven’t started yet. 

Sasha: We don’t need to write things down, I can talk about 

these images off the top of my head. 

Grace: We’ll start now. 

Miss D: Sorry, I asked you to write down notes and not use your 

phone. Rules are rules – let’s face it, it’s not the first 

time I’ve talked to you about your phone, is it?  

Grace:  No Miss, but my parents both work until 5pm and I 

really need my phone this weekend. I mean, really need 

it. My life is on that phone. 

Miss D: Don’t be so melodramatic. I’ll be here until 4:30pm 

marking in my office. Otherwise your parents can make 

a time on Monday. 

Grace: Please Miss, I need it, I’m going on the Bushwalking 

camp and –  

Miss D: You don’t need a phone for bushwalking Grace. I’m sure 

Mr Ruben has a phone “in case of an emergency”. It’ll 

do you good to be off your phone for a while. You can 

“get back to nature”.  

Sasha: Enough with the clichés Miss, isn’t it illegal for you to 

confiscate a phone off a student? I mean what happens 

if Grace gets attacked on the way home, how can she 
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call her Mum or Dad?  

Miss D: Grace, you live just down the road, don’t you? I’ve seen 

you walking to school most days. 

Grace: [defeated] Yes Miss.  

Sasha: Firstly, I find it a bit creepy that you watch Grace walk 

to school and secondly, I still think taking a student’s 

phone is illegal. I happen to have a very close friend 

who is doing a double degree in Law and Women’s 

Studies at the University of Adelaide and basically, I 

know our rights. 

Miss D: [To Sasha] Then Sasha, I suggest, you sue me. [To 

Grace] I’ll be in my office until 4:30pm, otherwise it’s 

Monday.  

Sasha: I am serious. You can’t just take someone’s phone away 

for the weekend! I mean how can she even call her mum 

and dad to collect her phone – we don’t commit phone 

numbers to memory anymore, that’s what the phones 

for. And there happens to be a very important party this 

weekend, how will she get there? How will she know 

what to wear and where to meet? 

Miss D: Grace is a very bright girl – She’ll work it out.  

Sasha: You just don’t understand the seriousness of this 

situation. You’re condemning her to social isolation.  

Miss D: Okay, that’s enough Sasha! I’m putting you on detention 

if you say one more word. Sit down, now! This whole 

situation is your fault and you’re trying to blame me for 

it. I won’t have it and I will be ringing your mother for 
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the second time this term when I get back to my office. 

Do we understand each other?  

[a tense pause - Sasha slowly nods] 

[SFX - The bell rings] 

[to the Class] Alright everyone we’ll pick this up on 

Monday. Homework is to continue with your 

assignments - due next Friday. [To Sasha] You need to 

pull your head in.  

 Everyone exits except Grace and Sasha. 

Grace: Do you have to fight with every teacher? Now my 

phone’s gone. How will I message Ryan now? 

Sasha: I’ll message him and tell him about this crime against 

humanity and that you’ll see him at the party. Do you 

want my phone? You can have it, it’s fine [Grace shakes 

her head]. Right this is not on, I need to make a call! 

[she dials] Hi, Karen, quick question, is a teacher legally 

allowed to confiscate a phone? … I know, but legally 

where do we stand... is this a police matter? 

 Blackout. 
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SCENE 2 

Projection Text:  Bianca’s 17th Birthday 

[The cast change from uniforms into party costumes. A video series of 

quick images and video collage, drunk party videos, friends singing, 

selfies. A great party is happening onstage at Bianca’s house. The cast 

including extras dance onto the stage. Ryan and Grace flirt and dance, 

cast shout and have a great time. Grace and Ryan exit the stage.  Olivia 

seeks out Ryan and then she exits. Eventually the party video and music 

slows like an LP record losing power and the cast of extras collapse to 

the floor.] 

SCENE 3 

Projection Text: The Next Day 

[SFX] the sound of a LP record starting again as the cast wake up. 

Springing to life, they each make comments about an image on their 

phones. [SFX] There are social media sounds messaging sounds: texts, 

tweets, emails, swooshing. 

Ensemble: [overlapping dialogue] Jimmy what the hell? / Have 

you seen it? / What a skank?/ Is that her? / She let him 

take that?/ It’s not her, I’ve seen her and it’s not her/ 

You’ve seen her?/ Yes, no/ Ryan did you send this?/ 

Send what?/ Is it on snapchat? / No/ Yes/ How did you 

save it? / I screen shot it?/ Bro, what the hell, did she 

pee herself?/ Send it to me/ Oh my god/ Is that really 

her, it could be anyone? / It’s her/ It’s definitely her/ 
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Got it/ Got it / Got it/ What did you get?/ Oh that, got 

it/ Got it.  

SCENE 4 

Projection Text: Later that day at Isabella’s House.  

[Olivia and Isabella are looking at a phone. Isabella has a handbag]. 

Olivia: It’s definitely Grace. 

Isabella:  Liv, that could be anyone.  

Olivia: It looks like her, just not very Grace-ful. Has she peed 

herself? 

Isabella:  It looks like a blurry grainy kind of photo, It looks like 

something he got off Tumblr. It’s not even her. 

Olivia: This is just the sort of thing Gracie’d do for attention.  

Isabella:  No, it’s not. 

Olivia: She’s a slut at heart.  

Isabella:  You are such a bitch. 

Olivia: You know I’m right, you know she’d totally do this and 

then deny it. 

Isabella:  Possibly. 

Olivia: [imitating Grace] Oh, I’m Grace, I’m so innocent. Oh, is 

that a six pack of cruisers? Let me drink those…Oh is 

that vodka? … let’s take my clothes off. Snap… snap, Oh 

- don’t put that on Instagram.  

Isabella:  Ryan would never do that, he’s not that kind of guy.  

Olivia: You’re in love with him! 
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Isabella:  No I’m not, you are – Don’t deny it. He’s hot, he’s 

popular and she’s everything you’re not, that’s why he 

chose Grace over you. 

Olivia: Whateva.  

Isabella:  Who sent it to you? 

Olivia: Anna sent it. But I’ve been sent this five times already. 

She’s like some slutty celebrity right now.  

Isabella:  Anna? Anna? Or Fat Anna? 

Olivia: Anna’s not fat.  

Isabella:  But compared to anorexic Anna… 

Olivia: That doesn’t make her fat. 

Isabella:  It does if they stand side by side…  

Olivia: When do they ever stand side by side?  

Isabella:  Well, if they did, one would look fat. 

Olivia: No – one would look skinny and gross and the other 

would look like a normal person.  

Isabella:  Maybe you’re just jealous.  

Olivia: Maybe I don’t obsess over my body image like you do. 

Isabella:  Maybe you should stop borrowing my clothes. 

Olivia: Maybe you should stop being some spoilt little bi…  

Isabella:  - Okay, enough, why are we even arguing over the 

Annas? 

Olivia: I don’t know. I’m bored. 

Isabella:  Why didn’t you say so? 

[Isabella pulls out a bottle of vodka] 
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Olivia: Nice, I’m sorry for all the mean things I said about you. 

Isabella:  Just now? 

Olivia: No, always… gimme! 

Isabella:  Okay, but one rule – no more posting online when we 

drink. I have barely recovered from confessing my love 

to four guys on Facebook last month and that all 

happened in your company. 

Olivia: With your alcohol…  

Isabella:  Your point being? 

Olivia: Bella, switch your phone off. Your phone can be 

switched off. 

Isabella:  Can it?  

Olivia: Switch it off, I dare you.  

Isabella:  You first. 

Olivia: No, I never post drunk. Never have, never will. 

Isabella:  Fine. 

[She switches phone off] 

Olivia: [drinking and wincing from the vodka] Do you have 

anything to mix this with? 

Isabella:  My company. 

Olivia: Anything’s better than drinking alone, I guess.  

[LX] Short strobing blackouts with tableaux and 

music. Isabella and Olivia are getting drunk. [SFX] 

Aggressive techno music. 

Projection Text: 5 hours later. 
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Isabella:  [waking up] Liv, I feel sick.  

Olivia: I think you threw up in your handbag. 

Isabella:  No, I didn’t. 

Olivia: It must have been me then. 

Isabella:  Ewwww! You owe me a new handbag! 

Olivia: You owe me a new stomach.  

Isabella:  It was new. 

Olivia: It was either the handbag or your Mum’s couch. 

Where’s your Mum anyway? 

Isabella:  Away on business, again.   

Olivia: Fine by me. My Mum would freak if she caught me 

drinking. 

Isabella:  She’ll be back… I don’t know when she’ll be back. At 

least she took my sister with her this time so I don’t 

have to be her babysitter again. My mum’s away so 

often she hasn’t got a clue what I do.  

Olivia: Same here, except I’m the one who’s away so often. 

Isabella:  [switching on phone] Oh my god, Liv. 

Olivia: What? 

Isabella:  I thought you said no posting while drunk. 

Olivia: And … 

Isabella:  What’s this, is that me? 

Olivia: You passed out. I thought It’d be funny. 

Isabella:  Oh, and you got my handbag too. 

Olivia: Sorry, I forgot. 
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Isabella:  Give me your phone. 

[Isabella snatches Olivia’s phone.] 

Olivia: Don’t check my messages. Whatever you do don’t –  

Isabella:  You sent that picture of Grace to everyone. 

Olivia: Did I? 

Isabella:  To at least five, no six people. 

Olivia: I forgot. 

Isabella:  She’s my friend. 

Olivia: She’s not my friend. 

Isabella:  But sometimes we all hang out! 

Olivia: Well probably not anymore. 

Isabella:  Look, it’s one thing to get the photo, but sending it… 

Olivia: I’m the kid your parents warned you about. [pause] 

People asked me for it. I didn’t just send it out. We don’t 

even know if it’s her. So, what’s the harm? 

Isabella:  She’s my friend.  

Olivia: She was your friend.  

Isabella:  If she finds out. 

Olivia: If she finds out, she’ll know it was me. She hates me 

anyway, so what’s the harm?  

Isabella:  No wonder people hate you. 

Olivia: Do you hate me? [teasing] Am I no longer coming to 

your ‘epic’ party?  

Isabella:  No. Yes. I hate you for throwing up in my handbag.  

Olivia: Like I said, it wasn’t me, it was “drunk” me.  
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Isabella:  Like that’s an excuse. And I might not invite you to 

what’s going to be the party of the year.   

Olivia: Well, if you hadn’t passed out and left me bored and 

alone.  

Isabella:  Go home Liv.  

Olivia: I think you should throw your handbag in the bin and 

get me some more alcohol from your Mum’s cupboard. 

What’s that green drink called again?  

Isabella: That’s Crème de Menthe. Peppermint flavour. 

Olivia: Good, I feel like brushing my teeth. 

[Olivia grabs a bottle, swigs the bottle and shivers with 

the taste] 

Give me my phone back.  

 Blackout. 

SCENE 5 

Projection Text: Meanwhile… 

Projection: A series of pictures of Grace on her camping trip. Grace is 

seen walking, cooking food, putting up a tent and having a great time 

with other students at a school camp. 

[SFX – An upbeat song plays in time with the images] 
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SCENE 5A 

Projection text: Tuesday afternoon 

 [An exhausted Grace slowly drags on a large backpack.] 

 [SFX – a slow pop song] 

Grace: Finally, home! 

[Grace throws off the backpack, collapses on a couch.] 

Jennifer: [entering] Don’t just lie there, unpack! I need all your 

dirty clothes in the laundry before you do anything. You 

smell like a campfire. 

Grace: Wait, first can I borrow your phone? 

Jennifer: After you have –  

Grace: You promised when I got back I could use your phone 

straight away. I want to see if Ryan –  

Jennifer: [handing over phone] Darling, you’ve been camping for 

two days. Don’t you want a shower first?  

Jennifer exits, Michael enters. 

Grace: No.  Stupid battery. Mum, it’s flat, where’s my charger? 

Grace begins looking around the stage, underneath 

clothes etc. 

Michael: Hello Love. 

Grace: Hi Dad, can I borrow –  

Michael: How was it Fluff? 

Grace: Okay, Dad don’t call me – 

Michael: [interrupting] Was it as good as when we go camping? 
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Grace: No, better, I enjoyed this trip. 

Michael: [not getting it] Fluff, what do you mean by that? 

Grace: Mum? 

Michael: What did you eat? 

Grace: Food. 

Michael: What kind of food? [pause] Did you get the 

marshmallows? Did you find the ones I packed in your 

backpack? Was that a surprise, Fluff?  

Grace: It was a good surprise, and stop with the “Fluff” -  

Michael: What about burgers? I bet they made you burgers. 

Grace: No. Hotdogs. 

Michael: Basically, a burger. Did you miss us, did you? 

Grace: [to offstage] Mum, where’s my charger? 

Jennifer: [offstage] I don’t know! 

Michael: Did you hike far? I bet you’re glad you wore those shoes 

in, before you left.  No blisters?  

Grace [to Michael] Can I borrow your charger? 

Michael: Left it at work. Did it rain? It rained here. Bucketed 

down. We thought of my little Fluff freezing in her 

sleeping bag. And you thought that was a bad Christmas 

present – but now you know.  

Grace: [to offstage] Mum, can I borrow your charger? [to 

Michael] Yeah it rained a bit and the sleeping bag was a 

really bad present but a good sleeping bag.  

Michael: That bag goes down to minus ten. 
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Grace: Dad it never gets down to minus ten! 

Michael: It does in some parts of the world you can take that bag 

travelling all over –  

Jennifer: [entering] And by the way, if you cleaned your room 

you’d probably find it.  

Grace: I think I left it – 

Jennifer: Or maybe it’s under that pile of clothes over there or 

under your books, or in your bag or –  

Grace: Okay, fine, Whatever. I’ll find it later. [she smells 

underarm, shudders and exits]  

Michael: [standing alone] I guess we’ll catch up later then. [to 

offstage] Give me all the “Goss”! Fluff??  

Grace: [offstage] Okay Dad! 

 [Michael exits]  

Blackout 

SCENE 5B  

Projection text: One extremely long shower later 

[SFX – pop music plays to pass the time] 

 [LX - Split stage/two spotlights.] 

[Sasha is on her mobile in her bedroom and Grace is in a dressing gown 

in her kitchen *with new costume for Scene 6 underneath*]. 

[SFX – a landline telephone is ringing] 

Grace: Mum can you get it? Muuuummm! [Grace answers the 

landline phone on the fourth ring] Hello?  
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Sasha: Hey, how was camping, did you “get back to nature”? 

Grace: It was fun but I still smell like campfire. I’ve washed my 

hair three times and I still smell. I think I just had the 

longest shower of my life. Hey, why are you ringing me 

on the landline, how did you even know my number? 

Sasha: My mum rings your mum. Have you checked Facebook? 

Grace: No, you got my phone confiscated, remember – why? 

Sasha: Have you and Ryan broken up? 

Grace: What, no? 

Sasha: You should really check Facebook, I’ve sent you… an 

inbox. Call me when you check – okay?   

Grace: What’s going on? Tell me. 

Sasha: My mum is listening [shouting to offstage mum] ‘COS 

SHE WON’T STAY OUT OF MY LIFE AND BUSINESS! 

I’m serious Mum, leave me alone. [Mum answers 

unheard] I don’t care if you stop me going to the rally! 

IF YOU DON’T CARE ABOUT BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS 

AND EQUALITY, IF YOU’RE HAPPY WITH THE 

STATUS QUO THEN I FEEL SORRY FOR YOU. I’m 

talking about being present at a rally for a cause I care a 

lot about. YES, I WILL WAVE A FLAG MUM AND YOU 

SHOULD BE ASHAMED YOU NEVER BURNT YOUR 

BRA. You stopping me do this has put feminism back 

about 20 years. [to phone] Basically, I can’t talk right 

now, I’m arguing with Mum again, check Facebook. 

Bye. [shouting to offstage mum] SHUT UP MUM!  

Grace: Mum, I need your charger now! Please! 
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 [Transition - Sound FX scene – the sounds of a flurry 

of messages, tweets and Snapchats. Also whispers and 

bitchy giggles]. 

Blackout. 

SCENE 5c 

Projection Text: One hour later 

 [then, text message from Grace]: 

 Projection Text: Sash call me. I’ve seen it. Call me on this number.  

Grace: [upset, answering the phone] Sash? 

Sasha: OMG, are you okay? 

Grace: No. 

Sasha: Have you seen it? 

Grace: Yes. 

Sasha: Is it you?  

Grace: No. 

Sasha: No, why would Ryan –  

Grace: I don’t know. 

Sasha: Why don’t you know? 

Grace: I was drunk.  

Sasha: How drunk? 

Grace: Can’t remember. 

Sasha: Anything? 

Grace: Nothing. Who sent it to you? 
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Sasha: I can’t say. 

Grace: Sasha! 

Sasha: I can’t, you don’t want to know anyway. 

Grace: Are you my friend? 

Sasha: Yes. 

Grace: Well then, tell me! 

Sasha: Olivia, she got it from one of Ryan’s friends. 

Grace: I fricken’ hate her, is she spreading this around? 

Sasha: You know she has a crush on Ryan. 

Grace: Why would she do this? 

Sasha: Just say it’s not you. 

Grace: It might be me. 

Sasha: She doesn’t know that, you can’t even see your face. 

Grace: It’s not my face I’m worried about. 

Sasha: Have you spoken to Ryan?  

Grace: No, he won’t answer his phone. 

Sasha: He is such a prick. 

Grace: I’m going to his place. 

Sasha: Want me to come? 

Grace: Yes. No! 

Sasha: I’ll come over to your place in an hour, I’m speaking at 

the rally but I will totally cancel that and come over.  

Grace: I don’t have an hour, I need to go now.  

Sasha: Ok, I’ll just –  
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Grace: No, don’t worry, I want to do this myself. 

Sasha: Grace, I want you to know I haven’t sent this to anyone, 

except you and I’m deleting this from my phone now.  

Grace: What does it matter, everyone has already seen it! 

Sasha: Well your parents haven’t – 

Grace: … If they find out? 

Sasha: It’s just a body shot. You’re not even naked, really. 

Grace: They’ll freak. 

Sasha: They’ll be fine, they won’t find out. Who’s going to tell 

them? 

Grace: Someone’s mum probably. 

Sasha: This happens all the time. Next week it’ll be some other 

girl or a boy’s – Anyway, we have to put an end to this 

slut shaming. 

Grace: Are you calling me a slut? 

Sasha: No. No! I’m calling you the opposite. It’s everyone else 

who has the problem, not you! 

Grace: Everyone one else is calling me a slut. Is that what 

you’re saying?  

Sasha: No, I’m not saying that at all. If this were a picture of a 

guy everyone would be laughing or applauding him, but 

‘cos it’s you they’re –  

Grace: I thought you were my friend.  

Sasha: I am, just relax. I just hate the hypocrisy. [long pause] I 

reckon one day you’ll look back at this and laugh. 
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Grace: Yeah, but until then, I’m a slut who let her boyfriend 

take pictures of her. Drunk pictures. 

Sasha: You didn’t let him, he just did it. And no one can tell it’s 

you? 

Grace: It’s my bra, it’s me. I think. Oh God. I gotta go.  

Sasha: Okay good luck and call me after.  

Grace: Okay.  

Sasha: Bye. 

Grace: Bye. [dialling Ryan’s number –  long pause] Ryan! 

Answer your stupid phone… call me it’s Grace! I’ve 

called ten times! 

SCENE 6 

Projection text: Ryan’s House – 20 mins and 15 missed calls later. 

[SFX – Sounds of a video game and offstage knocking.] 

[Ryan is onstage on a beanbag playing video games staring at the 

audience. A violent game plays behind him on screen. The sound of 

knocks continues for a while and gets louder.] 

Ryan: Dad. Dad!! Dad, someone’s at the door. Can you get it?  

Dean: [offstage] I’m on the toilet! 

Ryan: Still? Dad you need to get more fibre in your diet. I’m at 

a really important part of my game. 

 The knocks continue. Ryan eventually pauses the 

game, gets up and goes to answer the door, the game 

disappears. He opens the door to Grace. 

Ryan: Hey babe, why haven’t you called me? 
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Grace: What the hell, Ryan? I’ve called you 15 times in the last 

hour! 

Ryan: What’s wrong with you? Hey, I thought you didn’t have 

your phone? 

Grace: I have my mother’s phone – [showing him the phone]. 

This is what’s wrong?  

Ryan: Oh. That’s a nice picture. But you didn’t need to bring it 

over, you could have texted that to me. 

Grace: This isn’t funny Ryan. 

Ryan: Funny, no. But hot – yeah! 

Grace: I’m serious, did you send this? 

Ryan: How could I, it’s on your mum’s phone, which is… 

weird? 

Grace: Is this me? 

Ryan: I hope so. 

Grace: Is this me? 

Ryan: I don’t know. 

Grace: Sasha said she got it from one of your friends.  

Ryan: And? 

Grace: And everyone thinks it’s me? 

Ryan: So? 

Grace: So, is it me? 

Ryan: I don’t know. 

Grace: Ryan, you do know! 

Ryan: Why would I know?  
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Grace: Cos, you took this! 

Ryan: I think I’d remember. 

Grace: On Saturday night. After the party.   

Ryan: I can’t remember what we did but I don’t think it was 

anything this exciting.  

Grace: You basically carried me out of that party. 

Ryan: Now that, I remember.  

Grace: I’m serious: did you take this photo of me? 

Ryan: I dunno… maybe? 

Grace: Maybe? 

Ryan: I can’t remember. 

Grace: Give me your phone. 

Ryan: No. 

Grace: [reaching for his pocket] I said give me your phone! 

Ryan: Hey, hey, no need to wrestle if you want to hook up –  

Grace: The last thing on earth I want to do is hook up with you 

after this. Give me your phone. 

Ryan: I left it at school. 

Grace: Really? 

Ryan: Yes. 

Grace: You’re sure? 

Ryan: Why would I lie about it?  

Grace: [dialling his phone number] Well let’s just see about 

that. 
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Ryan: Look don’t do that, if you really trusted –  

[SFX - Ryan’s phone buzzes] 

Grace: It’s in your pocket. 

Ryan: Is that where I left it?  

Grace: Give it to me. 

Ryan: [handing his phone over] Fine. 

Grace: Unlock it! 

Ryan: I can’t!  

Grace: Why? 

Ryan: I don’t know the code. 

Grace: This is the most ridiculous –  

Ryan: Dad changed it. 

Grace: Why? 

Ryan: Cos I ran out of credit again and I used his phone, for a 

few days, so he changed my code so I can’t make calls. 

It’s my “punishment”.  

Grace: Where’s your dad? 

Ryan: You don’t want to know. 

Grace: Ryan! 

Ryan: He’s on the toilet. He’s gonna be a while. 

Grace: Bull. 

Ryan: Dad!! Grace is here. 

Dean: [offstage] I’m still on the toilet. [pause] Hi Grace. 
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Grace: Hi, Mr Mackenzie.  

[Grace gives Ryan’s phone back.] 

Dean: [offstage] If you kids don’t mind, I’m trying to – 

Grace: I know you’re lying to me.  

Ryan: Ask my dad, he’ll be out in 40 minutes, maybe an hour.  

Grace: I’ll just wait then. 

Ryan: Fine. Take a beanbag. 

Grace: No, I’ll stand. 

Ryan: Then stand. 

[Grace stands, arms folded, she begins dialling his 

phone.Ryan resumes his paused game, his phone 

rings] 

Ryan: [answering phone] What up? 

Grace: You’re lying. We’re over.  

[Grace exits. Ryan stops playing the game. He dials on 

his phone.] 

Ryan: Hey, it’s me [pause] good – good. Grace came over. 

Yeah, she knows. I dunno. I was literally smashed. 

[pause]. Just delete it. [pause] Who? Course you did – 

course you did. [pause] No, it’s fine – you just ruined 

my relationship. She’ll get over it [pause] I know, bros 

before… 

Dean: [offstage] Ryan! 

Ryan: [to offstage] What? 

Dean: [offstage] I need some more toilet paper. 
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Ryan: [to phone] I got to go, Dad’s destroying the toilet again. 

It’s like a nuclear waste dump in there. [pause] Don’t 

send it to anyone else. Promise? I mean it, just don’t. I 

know it’s funny but Grace just had a freak out. [pause]. 

Okay, bye.  

Dean: [offstage] Ryan!!! 

Ryan: I’m coming, God. [he exits and re-enters with toilet 

paper] Dad don’t just sit there with the toilet door open, 

it’s embarrassing - it’s like child abuse. You want to 

toilet paper – get it yourself. I’m serious dad. No, no. 

Don’t get up.  

Dean: [offstage] Give me the toilet paper Ryan! 

 [Ryan takes a quick photo and throws the toilet paper 

offstage.] 

Ryan: I’m putting this on Facebook. 

[Ryan laughs to himself] 

Blackout. 

SCENE 7 

Projection text: School, Wednesday recess.  

Miss Delaney is on yard duty upstage talking to some students. 

[Grace and Sasha are sitting downstage] 

[SFX- school yard noises.] 

[LX - daytime] 

Grace: I feel like everyone is watching me. 

Sasha: No one is watching you, no one even cares anymore. 

Grace: I care. 
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Sasha: Look you just need to forget about this, move on. 

Grace: I know. 

Sasha: Don’t sweat the small stuff. 

Grace: To me it’s not small. 

Sasha: Perhaps you could come and feed the homeless with me 

after school, that’d take your – 

Miss D: Hello Grace. Sasha.   

Sasha: [sarcastically cheerful] Hi. 

Grace: Hi, Miss Delaney. 

Miss D: I saw photos of your bushwalking expedition, it looked 

amazing. 

Sasha: It was hard without her phone –  

Grace: [interrupting] It was, a bit cold but challenging. 

Miss D: It looked fantastic, what a great thing to do at your age. 

Such a marvellous opportunity. It shows great strength 

of character, wouldn’t you say?  

Grace: I suppose. 

Miss D: I didn’t see any photos of you Sasha?  

Sasha: I had other things to do. 

Miss D: Really? 

Sasha: Yes, I was at a youth forum on marriage equality. You 

see I personally believe that all people should marry 

regardless of their sexual preference.  

[Miss Delaney’s face drops] 

Miss D: [Angrily] Do you now?  
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Sasha: Yes, I do in fact, I might have a flyer in my bag… no, I’ve 

run out. Would you like me to photocopy one for you? 

Miss D: I think I’ll be okay. 

Sasha: Well I have to photocopy some more anyway. [pause, 

Sasha stands] Are you coming Grace? 

Miss D: Actually, if you don’t mind, I was hoping to have a quiet 

word with Grace.  

Sasha: Suit yourself. [exiting] I’ll be in the library if you “need 

me”.  

Miss D: She’s a funny thing, isn’t she? 

Grace: She certainly is. [pause] Did you want something, Miss? 

Miss D: Oh yes, I was just going to talk to you about next year. 

Grace: Year 12?  

Miss D: Yes, I have just come from a meeting with all the 

teachers discussing potential school leaders for next 

year and your name came up. 

Grace: My name? 

Miss D: Yes, from quite a few teachers actually and I was 

wondering if you had thought of applying for School 

Captain?  

Grace: Me, School Captain? Really? 

Miss D: Why not? I think you’d make a great candidate. 

Grace: I don’t think I’m popular enough. 

Miss D: Well, it’s not a popularity contest. 

Grace: Isn’t it?  
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Miss D: The school is looking for leaders with the right 

attributes. I mean you’re smart, you play sport, you’re 

involved in lots of things, the Duke of Edinburgh Award 

– you’re going for Silver is that right? 

Grace: Gold. 

Miss D: Exactly. I mean, when you see some of the students who 

apply for Captain – they can barely spell their own 

names or even tie their shoe laces. Last year one boy 

who applied spent more time in detention than in class. 

Grace: Jarred? 

Miss D: Well, I can’t name names but you’re not far off.  

Grace: And you think I should apply? 

Miss D: Just think it over. 

Grace: Okay... 

Miss D: Great. 

Grace: [pause] Well thanks for thinking of me.  

 [Emily, Jessica and Sarah have gathered upstage and 

are whispering noisily.] 

Miss D: My pleasure, and remember when those forms come 

out, fill one in. 

Grace: I will, thanks Miss. 
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Miss D: See you in class, oh and sorry about the phone. I didn’t 

realise you were bushwalking for so many days. And 

after that massive run in with Sasha I really couldn’t 

back down. You understand. Here it is. [she hands 

Grace her phone] Don’t worry about your mum coming 

in. You’re not the kind of student who knowingly does 

the wrong thing. 

Grace: Thanks Miss. Mum couldn’t come in today anyway so 

it’s nice to have it back again.  

Miss D: [exiting] Bye. 

Grace: [looking at her phone] Flat battery - great!  

Emily: I can’t believe that! 

Sara: It’s so embarrassing. 

Jessica: As if she’d do that! 

Emily: Show me 

Sara:  Have a look here, it’s so gross! 

 [Grace begins to notice the girl’s conversation.] 

Jessica: What the hell? 

Emily: As if. 

Sara: Why would you send that? 

Jessica: Wasn’t he dating? 

Emily: He dumped her……….Wonder why? 

Sara:  You know why! 

Jessica:  Yeah, I think he is cute. 

Sara:  Yeah, but she is a ……. 
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Jessica: Why is that chick staring? 

 [The girls get louder and louder, whispering, looking 

at Grace and laughing. Grace approaches them.] 

Sara:  Oh my god she’s coming over here! 

Emily:  Do you think she… 

Grace: Hey you! What do you think you’re doing? 

Emily: What? 

Grace: I know what you’re doing. You year 9s – should mind 

your own business.  

Jessica: We’re not doing anything? 

Grace: Look, this might seem like some petty little bit of gossip 

to you but I don’t find it very funny. 

Emily: We don’t even know what you’re talking about! 

Sarah: Yeah. 

Grace: I’m not stupid! 

Emily: You sure? 

Grace: I can hear you from over there. 

Jessica: Hear us do what? 

Grace: Talk about me. 

Emily: [to Sarah] Oh my god, what a psycho. 

Sarah: Yeah, psycho. 

Grace: Look, just leave me alone. 

Emily: Umm… we are leaving you alone. You’re the one 

bothering us. 
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Grace: Am I? 

Sarah: Yeah. 

Grace: Well, why are you all looking at me and laughing? 

Emily: We’re not. 

Jessica: We’re not even talking about you – we’re looking at him 

[pointing across stage, Lachy appears opposite the 

girls looking sheepish.]  

Emily: Yeah, he sent her a text asking her out. 

Sarah: Yeah! 

Emily: [shouting across stage] Hey Lachy! If you had any guts 

you’d come and talk to her.  

Lachy: Shut up! 

Sarah: Exactly. 

Emily: [to Lachy] She loves you anyway. 

Jessica: Shut up you guys. 

Lachy: Jessica – come here. 

 [The girls burst into a fit of giggles.] 

Sasha: [entering - to girls] Hi girls, what’s so funny? [handing 

out a flyer] I don’t suppose you want to come to a 

meeting on marriage equality?  

Sarah: Fric’kn lesbians. 

Emily: Yeah. 

 [The girls move across the stage ad-libbing about 

Lachy. Jessica and Lachy chat quietly upstage for a 

minute.] 
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Sasha: Grow up Sarah, I know your sister.  

Sarah: So? 

Sasha: [bitchy] See you at the party Sarah, that’s if your sister 

invited you?  

Sarah: Lez-be honest, I’m gonna be there anyway. 

[Sarah, and Emily exit followed by Jessica and Lachy.] 

Grace: Sash…   

Sasha: What? I’m going to kill that little Year 9 brat. That’s 

Bella’s sister.  

Grace: I’m so done. 

Sasha: What happened? 

Grace: I just shouted at those girls for laughing at me. 

Sasha: What about the photo? 

Grace: They were looking at some guy over there.  

Sasha: Wow, that’s a bit psycho. 

Grace: That’s what they said. I don’t know what’s wrong with 

me. 

Sasha: Nothing is wrong with you, what did [mimicking voice] 

Miss Delaney want? 

Grace: She wants me to go for School Captain. 

Sasha: She’s just sucking up to you ‘cos she confiscated your 

phone. 

Grace: Because of you! 

Sasha: Because of Ryan texting you. 

Grace: Anyway, I got it back at last. So, you think it’s a bad 
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idea, me going for School Captain next year? 

Sasha: I didn’t say that. 

Grace: Well you said she was only sucking up to me because of 

the phone.  

Sasha: I didn’t mean you shouldn’t go for it. But after 

everything that’s happened, it might not be a good idea. 

Grace: Why?! What are you saying – one minute it’s like “just 

forget it, it’s nothing” and then next it’s like “you can’t 

be school captain” and I am like some kind of social 

outcast. 

Sasha: Don’t turn this around. I was just saying she doesn’t 

mean it, she just feels bad she took your phone away. Be 

School Captain if you want to, personally I think it’s a 

complete waste of time and School Captains do nothing 

but give a nice speech at the end of the year where 

everyone cries and says we’ll always be friends – even 

though we’ll never see each other again. We’ll just be 

Facebook friends or something. 

Grace: So, what are you saying: you don’t want to be my friend 

anymore because one day, we’ll just be Facebook 

friends? 

Sasha: I’m not saying that. Stop putting words in my mouth! 

But if you keep being like this then no! 

Grace: Well that’s just fine! 

Sasha: It’s fine by me too! 

Grace: It’s good to know who your friends are. 
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Sasha: I agree. 

 [Grace storms off.] 

Sasha: [calling after her] You know you really are turning into 

a psycho!  

 Blackout. 

SCENE 8 

Projection Text: Friday night 

[Sasha and Grace are on opposite sides of the stage in spotlights, Sasha 

is typing on her phone.] 

SFX – message sent sound 

SFX- message received sound 

Sasha: [TXT] Grace! I’m sooo sorry! You know that I don’t 

have a filter and just say whatever I think. I wasn’t 

calling YOU a slut, I just…. 

[TXT] Honestly, some people have been calling you one 

but obviously I would never call you one! If you want to 

run for School Captain, do it, don’t let me stop you, I’m 

sorry for calling you a psycho [awkward face emoji] 

[Grace looks at phone and ignores it] 

[SFX – message sound] 

[TXT] I know you’ve seen it... please reply 
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Grace: 

Grace checks phone and types a reply 

[SFX – message sound] 

[TXT] It’s ok, I think I knew what you meant but I’ve 

just been so caught up in everything, I’m sorry for over-

reacting [double pink heart emoji] 

[SFX – message sound] 

Sasha: [TXT] Love you!!! 

[SFX – message sound] 

Grace: [TXT] Love you too 

[SFX – phone ringing – Sasha calls Grace] 

A call screen is projected, and disappears when Grace 

answers. 

Sasha: So now that we’re talking again, are you still going to 

Isabella’s party? 

Grace: Uh… I don’t know. 

Sasha: Why not? 

Grace: Because Ryan’s probably going to be there. 

Sasha: So? That doesn’t matter! The party is going to be 

massive, we probably won’t even see them. If we do, 

we’ll just hide from him. Bella’s got a massive house. 

Plus, you’ll be with me! We can make it a girls’ night. 

Grace: Fine, if I have to... 

Sasha: Yes, you have to! It’s the biggest party of the year! We 

can’t NOT go. 

Grace: Okay fine, we can go. What are you wearing?  

Sasha: I’m wearing… [describes actual party costume from 
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Isabella’s party] 

Grace:  Send me a pic, I’ll send you one of me. 

Sasha: Ok, I’ll text you. 

Grace: Ok, talk through text. 

Sasha: K bye. 

 Projection – An image of Sasha’s party outfit 

costume is projected in a text message with SFX – 

message sound. 

 Projection -  An image of Grace’s party outfit is 

projected in a text message with SFX – message sound. 

 Blackout. 

SCENE 9 

Projection Text: Saturday afternoon. Isabella’s bedroom. 

[SFX - mobile phone camera sounds] 

 During the scene change, a quick series of posing 

photos of Isabella are projected onto the cyclorama. 

The image stops on a single pose and is also replicated 

onstage – Isabella and her sister Sarah are onstage, 

while Sarah is taking photographs with her phone. 

Isabella: Show me, show me, that’s gross! 

Sarah: No, it’s not. 

Isabella: You’re actually making me look fatter, why would you 

do that? Keep going! 

Sarah: I’ve taken like a hundred already. 
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Isabella: Do you remember my pouty photo that got about three 

hundred likes? 

Sarah: No, because I’m not your Facebook or Instagram friend. 

Isabella: That took me 342 photos, to get it just right, the right 

light and the perfect angle. I’m seeking perfection, is 

that too hard for you? 

Sarah: No.  

 [The photos and posing continue] 

[camera clicking - SFX] 

Sarah: This is boring! 

Isabella: Shut up, I have to update my profile on Sunday and I 

want to be ready. 

Sarah: My finger hurts. 

Isabella: Look, do you want me to accept your friend request or 

not? 

Sarah: Yes.  

 [Sarah stops snapping.] 

Isabella: Well, keep snapping. 

Sarah: Can’t we do a Snapchat? That’s over quicker! 

Isabella: No. 

Sarah: What about that one? 

Isabella: No. 

Sarah: That one? 

Isabella: No!! 

Sarah: OMG this? 
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Isabella: That looks…good. Instagram it.  

Sarah: Which filter? 

Isabella: Surprise me. 

Sarah: Kelvin? 

Isabella: No, no one uses Kelvin! 

Sarah: I do. 

Isabella: Exactly! Choose a better one. 

Sarah: Like…? 

Isabella: Early Bird, it’s an instant bronzer.  

Sarah: Fine. 

Isabella: And crop it. Is my stomach looking flat? I didn’t starve 

myself for 14 hours to look fat.  

Sarah: It’s flat, not fat. But you shouldn’t be starving yourself. 

Isabella: Oh whatever, at least I look good.  

[Sarah rolls her eyes and grunts] 

Thank you, I shall review your friend request shortly.  

Sarah: And? 

Isabella: If this gets 200 likes, then you’re in. 

Sarah: Aren’t you legally obligated to accept me? 

Isabella: I have, just not on my real account. You’re on my family 

account with mum and Gran. Did you like the family 

barbeque photos? 

Sarah: Done. 

 [SFX - sound as it posts online] 

Isabella takes up her phone 
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Isabella: Facebook request pending… 

Sarah: Sis! 

Isabella: Two hundred likes, like it or not.  

Sarah: What if I tell Mum about your party next weekend? 

Isabella: Don’t you dare! If you do that, there will be no party. 

And if there is no party, you and your annoying friends 

will miss out too.  

Sarah: She’ll find out anyway. 

Isabella: I don’t care if she finds out once it’s happened.  

Sarah: The neighbours will ring her, after last time -   

Isabella: She’ll be in Melbourne, what can she do? We’ll keep it 

quiet. 

Sarah: Yeah right. Well if it goes wrong it’s all your fault. 

Isabella: And if you stay at a friend’s house it’ll be more fun for 

everyone.  

Sarah: Shut up.  

 [Isabella takes a pouty selfie as their mother, Angela 

enters.] 

Angela: There’s my girls! Are we having a photo shoot?  

Isabella: No. 

Sarah: Yes. 

Angela: Oh, group shot! Just me and my girls! 

Sarah: Fine 

 [They pose for a group selfie.] 

Sarah: Just the one? 
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Isabella: One is fine. 

Angela: Can you put it on The Facebook thingy for me? 

Isabella: I’d love to, I haven’t posted anything online for ages.  

Angela: Oh, I love my girls. Look at you, so young and beautiful 

and me so old. 

Isabella: Was there anything else Mum? 

Angela: Actually, there is. 

 [Isabella groans.] 

Angela: Sarah, can you give us a minute? 

Sarah: Why? 

Angela: Because I asked you. You know, your room could do 

with a tidy. 

 [Sarah groans and exits.] 

Isabella: What is it mum? 

Angela: Well, we haven’t had a chance to talk lately. 

Isabella: That’s ‘cos you’re away on business every week. 

Angela: I work so we can afford to live in this nice house and 

have holidays and – 

Isabella: What is it, what do you want? 

Angela: To talk. 

Isabella: We’re talking. 

Angela: Well, I was speaking to one of the mums the other day 

and… [pause]  

Isabella: And? 
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Angela: Well, she said something about a sex message? 

Isabella: [laughing] A what? 

Angela: A sex message. She said one of her daughter’s friends 

was sending those kinds of messages. 

Isabella: Are you sure she didn’t mean a text message? 

Angela: I’m sure. 

Isabella: So, what has this got to do with me? 

Angela: Do you? 

Isabella: Do I what? 

Angela: Y’know? [pause] Don’t make me spell it out. 

Isabella: But I like it when you. Spell. It. Out. 

Angela: Do you send those types of messages?  

Isabella: You mean sexting.  

Angela: Yes. 

Isabella: No. 

Angela: Are you sure? 

Isabella: Am I sure?? 

Angela: Well, I’m only asking? 

Isabella: It sounds more like accusing to me. 

Angela: I’m only concerned for you, there’s a lot more pressure 

put on young people these days.  

Isabella: Mum, you’re my Facebook friend, you know that I 

hardly ever go on Facebook at all. I have like twenty or 

thirty friends, most of them relatives. Some of my 

friends have hundreds, even thousands! 
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Angela: Well, you do spend an awful lot of time on your phone. 

And I worry. I work a lot and I worry –  

Isabella: That I’m sending “sex messages”! 

Angela: Yes. 

Isabella: You don’t need to worry. 

Angela: I don’t. 

Isabella: No. I send “text” messages. 

Angela: Can I see your phone? 

Isabella: No!  

Angela: Please? 

Isabella: No, if you don’t trust me, just say it. 

Angela: I do trust you –  

Isabella: I mean, you trust me to look after Sarah, to run the 

house when you’re away for work, to cook and clean. 

Angela: I’m not saying I don’t trust you.   

Isabella: Then leave my phone out of this. Give me my privacy.  

Angela: Okay… 

Isabella: Thank you. 

Angela: I just want you to know, that if you never need me… I’m 

here for you. 

Isabella: Unless you’re away for work. 

Angela: I’m here for you, I just want us to be friends, you can 

talk to me about anything. Anything at all. 

Isabella: Okay Mum. 
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Angela: Is there anything you want to talk to me about, as a 

friend? 

Isabella: Yes, there’s this annoying person in my room who won’t 

leave me alone.  

Angela: I love you. 

[Angela hugs Isabella who shrugs her off.] 

Isabella: You too, now just go and annoy someone else.  

Angela: Okay love.  

[Angela exits.] 

Isabella: About time. [looking at phone] Forty-five likes already. 

Blackout. 

SCENE 10 

Projection Text: Olivia’s bedroom, Sunday night. 

[Olivia sits downstage playing with her phone. She wears headphones 

but her mother Rachel and the audience cannot see this. Mum enters 

upstage and stops before cleaning the room upstage.] 

Rachel:  Honey, dinner will be in twenty minutes. [she sighs] I 

know you’re not speaking to me at the moment but I 

want you to know that… that I still love you. You 

probably don’t understand why you’re being punished, 

but I don’t think asking you to stay home on school 

nights is really a punishment. It’s really just normal 

Most kids don’t get to go out every night. They have to 

stay home, do their homework and talk with their 

parents. [pause] Just sitting there saying nothing isn’t 

really going to help. I mean you’ve been at Isabella’s 
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place all weekend. Her mother is away all the time and 

there is no parental supervision, which your dad and I 

don’t like. You girls can always be here. There’s nothing 

wrong with our home and we’ll leave you alone. You 

girls can stay in your room or watch TV with us. [pause] 

Anyway, staying home on school nights might improve 

your grades and your report was nothing special. I’ll be 

very interested to see what your teachers say at parent-

teacher night. Especially your maths teacher. What’s his 

name again? Olivia, what’s his name again? [pause, 

getting upset and louder] Look, I’ve have had just about 

enough of this silent treatment. You can’t just sit there 

and not talk to me!  [louder] Why won’t you talk to me? 

[Olivia finally turns around and pulls headphones out 

of her ears.] 

Olivia:  What the hell Rach, why are you shouting at me?  

Rachel:  I’m trying to speak to you?  

Olivia:  And I’m trying to listen to a podcast. I didn’t hear you. I 

wasn’t…   

Rachel:  Will you just pull your head out of the sand and get in 

the real world? You need to talk to me. 

Olivia:  No, I don’t! 

Rachel:  Yes, you do. 

Olivia:  Mum, I am talking, just not with you.  

Rachel:  You’re just staring at a phone, that’s not talking. 
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Olivia:  Yes, it is. I’m chatting with lots of people, people who 

get me, people I want to talk to. [showing her phone] 

These people are my friends. They get me, they 

understand me. They are funny and sympathetic and –   

Rachel:  What about me? Your family? 

Olivia:  I’m sorry, but I don’t care about this family. None of you 

are like me. 

Rachel:  You’re an ungrateful little –  

Olivia:  No, actually I’m very grateful cos if I didn’t have my 

friends, I wouldn’t have anyone.  

Rachel:  Maybe you can ask them to make your dinner then?  

Olivia:  And if I did, if I said I have nothing to eat, they would 

invite me over, they’d feed me, even the people I haven’t 

met in real life would. If I had nowhere to stay I could 

stay with some of them, but I can’t because you said I 

can’t go out on Sunday night! 

Rachel:  Well, we’re having a garage sale next Sunday, why don’t 

you ask them to come to that, let’s see how many show 

up? 

Olivia:  Mum, that’s just embarrassing. You’re missing the 

point. 

Rachel:  We’ll if they are such good friends, they’d come over 

and help us sell some stuff. 

Olivia:  Mum, I’m not even going to your stupid garage sale. I 

won’t be here. 

Rachel:  Where are you going to be at 7am Sunday morning 
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then? 

Olivia:  Isabella’s house. She’s having a big… some friends over 

on Saturday night if that’s okay with you.  

Rachel:  It’s nice to be told in advance instead of getting a late 

night phone call from you.  

Olivia:  Look Mum, I texted you last night. If you don’t want to 

check your phone, that’s your problem. 

Rachel:  I’ve seen your “Instagrand” account and “the Facebook”, 

it’s full of ridiculous photos, I mean what a waste of 

time. Haven’t you got better things to do? 

Olivia:  Actually, you might have a point there. [Olivia looks at 

her phone] 

 [PROJECTION VIDEO: a series of inappropriate 

but funny selfies flashes up on the cyclorama.  

Defiant pop music plays in time with the images.] 

Rachel:  [as the sequence ends] Olivia, Olivia! 

Olivia:  Sorry, I drifted off for a moment.  

Rachel:  [sighs] Well your actual dinner is going to be ready soon 

so maybe you can come and eat with us, or should I 

send you a picture of your dinner on instagrand?  

[Mum exits] 

Olivia:  It’s called Instagram! [long pause]  

Projection: On the cyclorama text messages appear 

between Olivia and Isabella.  

SFX of messages being sent and received appear with 

projected text messages.  
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Olivia: [TXT] My mum is killing me. 

Isabella:  [TXT] You ok? 

Olivia: [TXT] I hate her, ugh! 

Isabella: [TXT] Come over. 

Olivia: [TXT] I can’t, I’m grounded. 

Isabella: [TXT] Why?! 

Olivia: [TXT] Ummmm she's psycho?! 

Isabella: [TXT] Come over.  

Olivia: [TXT] I can’t! 

Isabella: [TXT] Meet me at the park?? 

Olivia: [TXT] When? 

Isabella: [TXT] 10pm. 

Olivia: [TXT] Fiiine 

Isabella: [TXT] Mmkay 

Olivia: [TXT] Bring drinks [drink emoji] 

Isabella: [TXT] What drinks? 

Olivia: [TXT] Cruisers maybe? 

Isabella: [TXT] That all? 

Olivia: [TXT] Maybe double blacks too. 

Isabella: [TXT] Ok, np 

Olivia: [TXT] And the boys [boy emoji] 

Isabella: [TXT] They’re here 

Olivia: [TXT] Which ones? 

Isabella: [TXT] You’ll see. 
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Olivia: [TXT] Ryan? 

Isabella: [TXT] Maybe. 

Olivia: [TXT] RYAN?!?!? 

Isabella: [TXT] He’s one of them. 

Olivia: [TXT] OMG. 

 [TXT] See you at 10 [excited meme] 

Blackout. 

Isabella: [PROJECTION VIDEO – a series of photos, selfies 

indicate Olivia and Ryan are getting close. SFX – 

camera clicks]       

SCENE 11 

Projection Text: The Next Day 

[LX- Ryan and Olivia are on opposite sides of the stage in spotlights.  

They flirt and react to the text messages that are projected.  

[SFX - Messages being sent and received appear with projected text 

messages.] 

Olivia: [TXT] Heyy xx  

Ryan: [TXT] Hey x 

Olivia: [TXT] So I had a lot of fun with you last night [winky 

emoji]   

Ryan: [TXT] Why’d you leave so early?  

Olivia: [TXT] My mum is insane.  

[TXT] Besides it was 3am. 
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[TXT] School night.  

Ryan: [TXT] HAHAH 3am that ain’t even late, such a shame 

you didn’t stay longer [smirk emoji] You actually went 

to school?  

Olivia: [TXT] Oh nah, I didn’t go to school, what would of 

happened if I stayed longer?  

Ryan: [TXT] Guess? [wink emoji]  

Olivia: [TXT] I guess cuddling? [smirk emoji]  

Ryan: [TXT] We all know what cuddling leads to [wink emoji] 

xx  

Olivia: [TXT] So are you home atm?  

Ryan: [TXT] Yep. 

Olivia: [TXT] Alone? [smirk emoji]  

Ryan: [TXT] Yeahhh. 

 [TXT] What did you have in mind? [smirk emoji]  

Olivia: [TXT] That’s for me to know and for you to find out he, 

he... [wink emoji]  

Ryan: [TXT] Oh I see how it is [wink emoji]  

Ryan: [TXT] So are you keen for Saturday? You know going to 

Isabella’s bash xx 

Olivia [TXT] Yeah, I’m getting keen af…are you doing pre’s?  

Ryan: [TXT] Yeah, I’m pre-ing with the guys, I’m sure you can 

always join [wink emoji] 

Olivia: [TXT] ha-ha yeah, I’m getting keen too, keen to see you.  

Ryan: [TXT] Yeah that sounds G, well as long as I get you 
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most of the night [wink emoji]  

Olivia: 

Olivia: 

[TXT] You know you can always have me [smirk emoji]  

[TXT] Will you look after me when I’m drinking, 

because I can’t control myself when I’m with you [wink 

emoji]  

Ryan: [TXT] It’s a ‘no from me’. 

[Ryan insert a flirty meme.] 

Ryan: [TXT] Yup, ha-ha you’re mine now [kissy emoji, 

without the love heart]  

Olivia: [TXT] [wink emoji]  

Ryan: [TXT] Oh I see how it is. 

Olivia: [TXT] You know you still love me though [wink emoji]  

Ryan: [TXT] Do you think Grace is going to go?  

Olivia: [TXT] I doubt it, but if she does, it doesn’t matter 

because I’ll have you [wink emoji].  

Ryan: [TXT] Plus we won’t be seen most of the night anyway 

[smirk emoji]  

Olivia: [TXT] Won’t we now? [wink emoji]  

Blackout. 

SCENE 12 

[Video Projection - A montage of images and video such as: 

Facebook invite backdrop, text messages concerning the party, a 

Facebook attendance or “going” count rising, images of Spotify 

playlists, SnapChats, images of “party” clothing - all sequenced to 

exciting techno music.] 
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Projection Text: The Party of the Year… (according to Isabella anyway) 

[The cast dance onto stage in a sequence of short dance numbers, each 

cast members dance solo or duo during different songs and having a 

dance battle]. 

[SFX - Music underscores the following narration.] 

Sarah:  This party is amazing, my sister has the best parties and 

– 

Jessica: Everyone’s having a wicked time. 

Emily: I’ve never been to a party that’s so –  

Sarah: Incredible! 

Jessica: Fantastic! 

Emily: Awesome! 

Jessica:  It’s like we’re all moving and dancing as one! 

Emily: Like a community? 

Sarah: Our school uses that word a lot. 

Emily:  And it’s like we finally get it. 

Sarah: And we’re the only Year 9 girls here. 

Jessica: Everyone is so jealous! 

Emily: [Sarcastic] its “invite only” for Year 9s: quick take a 

selfie! 

Sarah  Post it! 

Jessica: Your sister has such cool friends… 

Emily: I know but there aren’t many boys… 
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Sarah: Some boy’s schools aren’t invited – 

Jessica: As they don’t play nicely with the other boys? 

Emily: Do you reckon there’ll be a fight? 

Sarah: Maybe, there’s been a lot of banter and roasting 

happening ‘cos of the Intercol soccer and footy this year. 

Jessica: [deadpan] It’s pretty nasty even by Facebook standards. 

  [SFX screeching of tires and slamming of doors] 

Jessica: What was that?  

Sarah:  Who are all those people 

[A shadow of a fight sequence appears on the 

cyclorama.]  

[SFX - windows smashing and shouting.] 

Jessica: They’re trashing the joint. 

Emily: Someone just smashed a window. 

Sarah: My room!  

Jessica: They’re spray painting! 

Sarah: They’re fighting. Someone call the police! 

Jessica: You call them. 

Emily: No, I love the drama: Fight, fight!  

Jessica: Fine, I’ll call them! 

Sarah: Hide! 

Jessica: Where? 

Sarah: In that car – 

Jessica: Under your bed –  
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Emily: In the shed – 

Sarah: Quick let’s go! 

Jessica: [exiting, talking into her phone] Hello, we need the 

police some guys are trashing… 

 Sarah, Jessica and Emily exit and others run across 

the stage to fast techno music with [LX] strobe and 

lighting effects. Objects are thrown [SFX] the noise of 

fighting and smashing glass. [LX] The police siren and 

blue/red strobe lights appear to indicate the police are 

arriving. 
[The stage clears and Grace enters [SFX - opening a 

door with noise outside]. Ryan and Olivia are upstage 

in an embrace.] 

[Image Projection – An inside of a shed backdrop is 

projected on the cyclorama.] 

Ryan: Who is it? Lock the door quick.  

 [SFX – door slam sound. Muffled noises] 

Grace: Ryan? 

Olivia: Oh god it’s you, get out!! 

Grace: No way, it’s crazy out there, police are arresting people. 

I can’t get arrested. 

Olivia: We’re in here – we don’t want you in here. 

Grace: I don’t want to be here either Olivia but I don’t have 

much choice at the moment. 

Ryan: Keep your voices down or we’ll all be busted.  
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 [There is a long, tense pause.] 

Grace: So, are you two in a relationship now or something? 

Olivia: Mind your own business, Skank. 

Grace: Oh, I don’t care, it’s just that last week it was me, this 

week it’s you. Who’s it going to be next week Ryan? 

Ryan: You dumped me! 

Grace: I wonder why? 

Olivia: Wait, she dumped you? You told everyone you dumped 

her. 

Ryan: It was mostly mutual. 

Grace: Umm, no it wasn’t. I definitely dumped you. 

Ryan: We weren’t even going out, we barely hooked up. One 

time. 

Grace: Yeah and look what happened then! 

Olivia: [Bitchy] What happened? 

Grace: You know what happened… 

Olivia: Oh that, get over yourself, no one even cares about some 

stupid little photo.  

Grace: Is that why you sent it to everyone? 

Olivia: I didn’t send it. 

Grace: I know you did, everyone knows you did. I know people. 

Olivia: Oh you “know people” do you? 

Grace: Yes, I do and I’ve asked who sent them the image and it 

keeps coming back to you. Why would you do that? I 

hardly know you and you do this to me. What have I 
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ever done to you? 

Olivia: Why do you even care? Look at you, “Little Miss 

Perfect” with your bushwalking, straight A’s - you’re a 

bloody teacher’s pet. You make me sick. Why do you 

have to be so good at everything? And why are you 

making such a big deal about this? It’s just a joke – it 

was meant to be funny. 

Grace: I don’t find it funny. 

Olivia: That’s because you have no sense of humour! 

Ryan: It was pretty funny. 

Grace: And you, you get me so drunk I can barely walk and 

then take photos of me. And you send them to her. 

Ryan: I was drunk, I can’t remember anything… except 

throwing up. 

Grace: That’s no excuse Ryan.  

Ryan: Look, I’m sorry, okay? 

Grace: No, it’s not okay. 

Ryan: I don’t know what to tell you. I was as drunk as you 

were, probably much drunker because of the shots I did 

before we left. I can’t remember a thing except throwing 

up in the toilet and waking up with a god almighty 

hangover, the likes of which no one has experienced 

before. I don’t even know who I sent the photo to? I 

must have deleted it off my phone before I passed out. 

So, I guess I was sort of good… kind of.  

Grace: That does not make you good! 
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Ryan: My hangover was literally the worst day of my life, isn’t 

that punishment enough?  

Grace: No, it’s not, because you deserved your hangover and I 

didn’t deserve my photo to be spread over the internet 

like that.  

Ryan: I can’t believe you’re still upset about this. I told you I’m 

sorry!  

Grace: Oh, and your being sorry is going to remove all those 

photos, is it? 

[The discussion gets louder] 

Olivia: Look, this is ridiculous, you need to build a bridge and 

get over it! If this happened to anyone else no one 

would care, but because it’s precious little Grace, Miss 

Perfect, potential School Captain - we have to make a 

big deal out of it! But here’s the thing [shouting] NO 

ONE CARES GRACE! NO ONE CARES EXCEPT YOU!!  

Grace: Well I care that drunk images of me are being spread 

around – mostly by you! 

Olivia: It’s time to move on Grace, [shouting] RYAN DOESN’T 

WANT YOU ANYMORE, HE’S WITH ME!! 

Grace: [shouting] I DON’T LIKE HIM ANYMORE. YOU TWO 

DESERVE EACH OTHER!!! 

 [SFX - a loud banging on the door.] 

Ryan: Shut up guys, it’s the cops. 

Isabella: Olivia, Ryan - are you in there? The cops have gone, you 

guys have to go home, party’s over. I have to go to my 
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Dad’s house and I hate my Dad. He’ll be here in 20 

minutes. 

Olivia: It’s Bella, coming. 

 Olivia opens the door and Bella, Lachy, Sasha, Emily, 

Jessica and Sarah and others enter. Ryan verbally 

attacks Grace. 

Ryan: And another thing, [shouting] JUST LEAVE US ALONE 

GRACE, IT’S OVER, get it. You’re like some stalker. 

[shouting] WE’RE OVER. Basically, we were never on. I 

never said we’re going out. So, go and get drunk with 

some other guys and let him take photos of you. Like I 

told you before - [shouting] WE’RE FINISHED. C’mon 

Liv, we’re going.  

Grace is shocked, openly staring at Ryan and at the 

others. Ryan moves to exit with Olivia.  

Grace: Really Ryan, if you’re being so honest why don’t you tell 

everyone here what you told me when you were drunk. 

Ryan: What? That you’re a slapper?  

Grace: About how you might be gay and you might just might 

be in love with Lachy. 

Lachy: Dude, what? 

Ryan: This is all bullshit. 

Grace: Yeah. It’s funny what people say when they have had “a 

lot” to drink. Alcohol is a bit of a truth serum, isn’t it? 

Olivia: Shut up Grace you’re a lying –  

Grace: [angry] Tell them what you said Ryan, about you and 
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Lachy, looking at him in the showers in the footy change 

room. 

Lachy: Dude, what the hell?! 

Ryan: She’s lying. Shut up, no one believes you.  

Sasha: I could believe it! 

Ryan: You’re a fricken lesbian, what would you know! 

Sasha: If I’m a lesbian, then I guess we can go to Mardi Gras 

together.  

 [The group laughs quietly.] 

Grace: So, if I am lying why did nothing happen between us? I 

was drunk and you didn’t try anything, I mean I 

wouldn’t have let you anyway. Any other guy would 

have least tried. But maybe you’re not interested in 

girls. 

  [More laughter from the group.] 

Ryan: Liv, let’s get out of here. 

Olivia: You’re a liar, you know you’re lying! 

Isabella: Okay, everyone go home, my Dad will be here any 

minute.  

 [They all exit except Grace and Sasha.] 

Sasha: You okay? 

Grace: Of all the places I had to hide and I chose the shed 

where my ex and worst enemy were about to have 

underage sex.  
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Sasha: I thought you said – [pause] did you make that up? The 

gay thing? 

Grace: Yes. 

Sasha: Holy crap. When did you start with the quick 

comebacks? 

Grace: It’s been brewing in my head for days what I would say, 

what I would do when I saw him.  

Sasha: [unimpressed] What, and you chose “gay”? 

Grace: So? Let’s go. 

Sasha: Wait for them to leave. [pause] 

Grace: Have they gone?  

[Sasha checks offstage.] 

Sasha: No. [long pause] Well you’re not really helping 

marriage equality by outing a straight guy. 

Grace: He deserved it Sash. 

Sasha: Well hypocrite, I guess two wrongs do make a right.  

Grace: Thanks Mum. 

Sasha: I’m serious, what you did was basically… homophobic. 

Grace: You’re not serious? 

Sasha: I am, you’re as bad as him. 

Grace: Are you insane?  

Sasha: So, it’s not alright for him to share private and 

embarrassing photos of you, but it’s just fine for you to 

tell everyone he’s gay – which in itself is private.  

Grace: He’s not even gay. 
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Sasha: That’s not the point – he might be and he might not be 

ready to come out. 

Grace: You’re making things up now, I already told you – 

Sasha: I have a lot of friends who don’t appreciate ‘gay’ being 

used as a derogatory term.  I don’t appreciate it. 

Grace: You were doing it too - you said he could go to Mardi 

Gras with you. 

Sasha: I have no problem attending Mardi Gras, in fact, I’d love 

to go - even with Ryan – plus I was defending you. 

Grace: And I was defending myself. 

Sasha: Calling someone gay isn’t defending yourself, it’s being 

prejudiced. 

Grace: I can’t believe you’re being like this! Can’t you get off 

your “social justice” high horse for once? 

Sasha: No, I can’t – can you admit when you’re wrong? 

Grace: Okay, I am a terrible friend! I’m an awful person! And I 

don’t know why you hang around with me. [exiting] 

This is not the time to have a go at me Sash! 

[Grace exits.] 

Sasha: And why are you always running away? Can’t we even 

have a decent argument? [pause - to offstage] Grace? 

I’m sorry! That probably wasn’t the best time to bring it 

up, it’s just it’s a personal…thing… for me. But I guess 

you can’t hear me anymore. Grace? I’ll call mum, to pick 

us up. Grace? [checks phone – to herself] Argh! As 

always, my phone is flat.  
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 Blackout. 

SCENE 13 

Projection Text: Grace’s Bedroom 

[Grace sits centre stage in the spotlight holding her phone and/or 

laptop scrolling through messages. The remaining cast enter the stage 

on their phones typing, speaking aloud and reacting to the following 

dialogue. The [TXT] dialogue below signifies a Facebook group chat 

which appears verbatim on the cyclorama as it is spoken by the cast. 

This is interspersed with flashback monologue moments from the cast 

spoken into their phones, to each other or to Grace as indicated. A glitch 

video effect separates these moments and signifies a flashback or 

change in time and/or location.] 

Sarah: [TXT] The party was lit!! 

Olivia: [TXT] Definitely had good vibes…and tunes, can you 

send me your playlist? 

Emily: [TXT] Bet you didn’t know us Year 9s could be so chill, 

right? 

Isabella: [TXT] Um, sure. 

Jessica: [TXT] It was fun, really fun. 

Isabella: [TXT] Is this more of a FB or insta photo? 

 [Projection Image: party image appears on 

cyclorama.] 

Sasha: [TXT] Probs insta 

Isabella:  [TXT] Caption? 

Sasha: [TXT] Just put an emoji. 
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Isabella: [TXT] Cool 

Sarah: [TXT] Too bad about all the stuff with Grace…kinda 

ruined it at the end. 

Sasha: [TXT] Excuse me? 

Emily: [TXT] No it didn’t ruin the party, just made it more 

exciting. 

Jessica: [TXT] Yeah all the stuff with Ryan. 

Olivia: [TXT] You know what we’re talking about, Sash. 

Sasha: [TXT] Yeah I do Liv, but it didn’t ruin the party, the 

party was over, your friends trashed Bella’s house 

remember… 

Emily:  [TXT] Whatever, it was fun to see Ryan get outed.  

Sasha: [TXT] Cool “twelvie”, you know Ryan’s on the group 

chat. 

Ryan: [TXT] She’s a jealous idiot, she has no idea what she’s 

talking about. She’s annoyed because I moved on, 

obviously she can’t do the same, tell her to get a life. 

Sasha: [TXT] Nice of you to chime in Ry –  

Olivia: [TXT] Please, Grace thinks if she can’t have Ryan no 

one can, that’s her mentality. But that’s crap, he’s 

obviously mine, and NOT GAY! 

Sasha: [TXT] Get lost Ryan, are you forgetting who ended it in 

the first place? 

Olivia: [TXT] Does it even matter now? I’m surprised she’s 

even trying to tell people that she broke up with Ryan 

and not the other way around. And do you know why? 
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Because little Gracey loves to play the victim.  

[Glitch effect on cyclorama signifying a flashback to a 

recent phone call] 

 [On phone – speaking to Isabella] …I mean why 

doesn’t she just get over it. She’s bloody pathetic. She’s 

a little attention seeker and what she said about Ryan is 

just so untrue. I am speaking from experience: 

he.is.not.gay. I should know. She’s got everyone’s 

attention and I’ve had enough. But it’s all changing, 

we’re starting to see the real Grace, how tragic she is, 

how flawed she is, how weak she is. 

[Glitch effect signifying a return to the group chat] 

Olivia: [TXT] Everything’s coming into the light now. 

Sasha: [TXT] You’re pathetic, you know that right? 

Olivia: [TXT] You don’t need to protect her anymore Sash, I 

mean we all know you’re only friends with her to bump 

up your community service hours. 
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Sasha: [TXT] What the hell? Grace is my best friend.  

 [Glitch effect on cyclorama signifying a flashback to a 

recent phone call] 

[Sasha is on her phone - speaking to Grace] …Hey, I’m 

really sorry about the argument other night - at the end. 

I have this mutant social justice gene – I can’t let things 

go. I think I empathise too much. [pause] But seriously, 

don’t worry about what everyone is saying. Just come 

back to school and pretend it never happened.  You are 

not naked in the photo, you’re literally passed out with 

a little less clothing than usual. Everyone drinks, 

everyone gets drunk. You included. And people at 

school are only kicking up a fuss because it’s not like 

you to do something like this. They’re petty and it’s all 

pointless. But that’s the culture of school, people trying 

to create drama for something to do. It’s disgusting. 

Grace, honestly you’re like family to me. Come back to 

school.  

[Grace smiles] 

[Glitch effect on cyclorama signifying a return to the 

group chat] 

Sasha: [TXT] And I don’t hang with her for any other reason 

than I like being around her. Too bad I can’t say the 

same for why you’ve always been so desperate to get 

with Ryan, Olivia! You know what I don’t think I’ve ever 

seen you two actually have a conversation. You like him 

because he’s hot and he’s always had eyes for Grace, not 

you. 
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Ryan: [TXT] That’s crap, Sasha. Me and Liv talk all the time, 

especially about… stuff – it’s not your business anyway 

what we talk about. 

Olivia: [TXT] You have no idea what you’re talking about 

Sasha, you’re just trying to defend a hopeless case. 

Isabella: [TXT] Liv’s right, no offence Sash, but have you seen the 

photo, she looks a mess, she was a mess, she is a mess. 

She’s going to get in so much trouble at school for it. I 

wouldn’t be surprised if she gets expelled. 

Sasha: [TXT] Why are we even STILL talking about this photo? 

Olivia [TXT] Because it needs to be addressed. Grace might be 

going for School Captain and I know I don’t want my 

school rep to be a drunk skank. 

[Glitch effect on cyclorama signifying a flashback to 

school.] 

Miss D: [Miss Delaney appears, it’s a school day and she 

directs her speech at Grace centre stage] “I know about 

the photo and I know what you’ve been up to. 

Apparently everyone in this year level knows what 

you’ve been up to, maybe the whole school. Is this the 

kind of person you want to be known as? Your 

reputation is in the hands of other people. You can’t 

control that. All you can control is yourself. Now I don’t 

want to be the one to ring your parents and tell them 

about this photo but someone has to. I suggest you go 

and discuss this with the school counsellor – that’s what 

girls with “problems” do. 
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[Glitch effect on the cyclorama signifying a return to 

the group chat] 

Ryan: [TXT] It’s true. She’s not who she used to be. 

Projection Video - Ryan and Olivia speak over Skype. 

[Speaking to Olivia] Can’t you guys just stop fighting, it 

was better when we could all hang out and now it’s like 

drama every day. Grace used to be… I don’t know… 

chill? And we’d all go out and have fun. But, in saying 

that, she wasn’t always “go, go, go” she liked to hang 

and watch movies and stuff. And she’d like a laugh.  

Olivia: [Speaking to Ryan] So what are you saying, Ryan? You 

want to go out with her again. With her?? 

Ryan: [Speaking to Olivia] No, I’m just saying the old Grace 

was a fun person. She sure as hell wouldn’t break up 

with me over nothing or put all this stuff about the 

photo on me. I mean it’s not even my fault, it’s the 

people who snicker and bitch and laugh about her 

behind her back.  

Olivia: [Speaking to Ryan] What, you mean “like me”? Is that 

what you’re saying? 

Ryan: [Speaking to Olivia] No, why does everyone take things 

the wrong way now?… It’s their fault. But I don’t know, 

maybe Grace has changed. Maybe you’re right. Maybe… 

Olivia: [Speaking to Ryan] I know I’m right, she’s not worth it 

Ryan. 
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Ryan: 

 [Glitch effect on the cyclorama signifying a return to 

the group chat] 

 [TXT] Grace is just some skank now. 

Sasha:  [TXT] You make me sick Ryan, really. 

Projection Text: SASHA HAS LEFT THE GROUP 

CHAT 

Olivia: [TXT] Aw bye Sash! Who’s going to report back to 

Grace now? 

Isabella: [TXT] Is Grace still on this group chat? 

Olivia: [TXT] No. 

Emily: [TXT] Oopsies! Yes she is. 

Olivia: [TXT] Oh wait, you’re right, it says “seen by Grace”. 

[TXT] Hello? 

[TXT] Hello Gracie? 

[TXT] We know you’re there Grace, it says “seen”. 

You’ve seen us, we’ve seen you and God knows we’ve 

seen most of you. 

[TXT] Hello? 

[TXT] Well if you’re not going to respond I’m just going 

to let you know what everyone is thinking: You’re trash 

Grace, and the photo Ryan took of you shows that. No 

one likes you anymore, because guess what? Garbage 

smells like crap and no one wants to be around it. Your 

friends, your ex, probably your parents, I mean even 

Sash has run off because she couldn’t take the heat. Not 

only that, but the school hates you as well, like literally 
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they’d love it if you left. Then they won’t have to expel 

you. Less drama for everyone. 

Grace: [TXT] Less drama for everyone? God, I bet you’d hate 

that, because it’s what you feed off. I mean it’s your 

main meal of the day. All this drama you bloody love it! 

But you can’t just do this to other people to make 

yourself feel good. And you’re really awesome at this 

game Olivia, but I don’t want to play it. I’ve had enough. 

I’ve really had enough. 

Olivia [TXT] So why don’t you just go and DIE Grace? Just 

end it, no one would care! 

Isabella: [TXT] Don’t say that Liv! 

[TXT] Grace, maybe just move schools. It’s better for 

everyone involved. 

Olivia:  [TXT] I’m taking her off the Year 11 group page  

Ryan:  [TXT] Why?  

Olivia:  [TXT] Because if she’s not going to our school anymore 

she can’t be a member!  

Isabella:  [TXT] It’s true, only our school is allowed. 

Olivia:  [TXT] Should I make Grace’s picture the cover photo?  

Isabella:  [TXT] But isn’t she like… the disgrace of our year? Not 

the pride and joy?  

Olivia:  [TXT] Yeah so, she’s the perfect example of how not to 

act.  

Isabella: [TXT] Oh lol right.  

Emily: [TXT] By the way Grace, all the Year 9s hate you. For 
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what you did to Ryan.  

Jessica: [TXT] Tell everyone to unfriend her? 

Emily [TXT] Rules for next party – no Grace.  

Sarah:  [TXT] LOL, do it – tell everyone no more Grace at 

parties.  

Emily:  [TXT] Let’s make an event, and call it “The no Grace 

party”.  

Jessica: [TXT] What about the dis-Grace party.  

Sarah: [TXT] Graceless party 

Olivia:  [TXT] Oh my god yes, I’ll host.  

Jessica:  [TXT] Invite everyone in her year level just to make the 

point and us – 

Olivia:  [TXT] And if you think about it we’re pretty much doing 

her a favour. This way she can’t get drunk and make a 

fool of herself again.  

Jessica:  [TXT] I can’t even – this is actually the funniest thing 

ever.  

Olivia:  [TXT] Click going.  

 [Projection Image: A projection of Facebook event 

“No Grace Party” appears on the cyclorama (going, 

interested, not going). Grace shakes her head.] 

Emily: 

Isabella: 

Sarah:  

Jessica:  

 

              [Together] Going! 

Olivia:  [TXT] I’m posting on the page: Major Rager, come one, 
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come all… oh wait… everyone except the skank of the 

school.  

Emily: 

Isabella: 

Sarah:  

Jessica: 

 

          [Together] Like!  
 

[SFX – An ominous or foreboding ambient sound 

builds as the pitch and loudness of dialogue escalates 

and overlaps. Grace appears more and more upset as 

the insults escalate.] 

Olivia: [TXT] Have you guys seen the “other” photos of her? 

They are WAY worse. 

Ryan: [TXT] Liv, shut up about the photos already!  

Olivia: [TXT] You know what I’m talking about or… was it a 

video Ryan? 

Isabella:  [TXT] I never knew she was such a skank, OH MY GOD!  

Sarah: [TXT] Show us Ryan!!! 

Ryan [TXT] There are no other photos guys. 

Olivia:  [TXT] He probably deleted them… too much of Grace’s 

ugly body on show.  

Emily:  [TXT] Gross, how did you ever put up with it Ryan? 

Ryan:  [TXT] We didn’t do anything… 

Isabella:  [TXT] How was she ever cool? 

Emily:  [TXT] How did she ever have friends? 

Jessica:  [TXT] How did ANYONE ever like her? 
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Emily: 

Isabella: 

Sarah: 

Jessica: 

 

           [Together] How? 

Olivia:  [TXT] Who knows? 

Emily: 

Isabella: 

Sarah: 

Jessica: 

 

            

 

[Together, shouting] FRIENDLESS, LOSER, SKANK 

WHO EVERYONE HATES! 

 [Projection Text: GRACE HAS LEFT THE GROUP 

CHAT] 

 

Olivia:  

[Olivia smiling with a sense of malicious glee] 

[TXT] That’s her, that’s our Gracie!  

 [Grace slumps and cries as she closes her laptop lid.] 

Blackout. 

SCENE 14 

[Projection Text - School Counsellor.] 

[Two chairs on stage. A School Counsellor is sitting at a chair looking 

through some papers.] 

[SFX -  knocking sound] 

Counsellor: Come in.  

Grace: Hi, Miss...? 

Counsellor: Laura.  
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Grace: I’m Grace. 

Counsellor: So really nice to meet you. We don’t know each other 

very well. [pause] Have you ever seen a counsellor…?   

Grace: No. 

Counsellor: Okay. Well, we see lots of students who come and see us 

because there’s something that’s not going to plan... 

Grace: Yeah. [long pause] 

Counsellor: And they – umm – wonder if we can, kind of be helpful 

or – umm – useful, but you get to be the judge of that. 

Grace: Okay… 

Counsellor: And these conversations are private conversations. Is 

that something you would have had a sense of before 

today? 

Grace: Yeah. So, you won’t tell my parents what I say today? 

‘Cos – umm – that might be a… be embarrassing for 

me. 

Counsellor: Really good question. So, what we talk about is private 

information. Sometimes students want other people like 

their parents to understand, and they want our help to 

do that. But if students don’t want us to do that, then 

it’s not okay for us to share that information. 

Grace: Okay.  

Counsellor: However, there are sometimes when young people will 

come and talk with us about things that they don’t want 

us to tell anyone about... 

Grace: Okay... 
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Counsellor: But the law is really clear, that if I’m concerned about 

someone’s safety, or something has happened or is 

likely to happen – the law says we do have to tell 

people, even when they don’t want us to.  

Grace: Right. 

Counsellor: We might need to do other things to make sure that this 

“not okay” thing doesn’t happen again. If that’s the case, 

I want you to know I’d be really up front and honest 

about that with you. 

Grace: [Hesitant] Well, okay, there’s this rumour going around 

school about... me… and this guy, Ryan, we got drunk 

and he took photos of me, but... I don’t remember, and 

now everyone’s seen the photos, and I was like the last 

person to see them. They’re not like naked or 

particularly sexual or anything, but... 

Counsellor: Yeah. 

Grace: You know, they are revealing. 

Counsellor: Okay. 

Grace: And... I’m worried my parents are going to find out. It’s 

pretty embarrassing. 

Counsellor: Okay. I’m so glad that you’ve come in to see me. I’m 

really, really glad. Because this is definitely something I 

can help with.  

Grace: Do you have to tell my parents? 

Counsellor: Look, at this point in time, it’s a bit hard for me to work 

that out. I need to – 
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Grace: I’m not the kind of person that does this kind of thing, 

and I didn’t mean for this to happen at all. 

Counsellor: Okay. 

Grace: It was just a stupid mistake. 

Counsellor: Yeah. Okay. If your parents did find out – 

Grace: They’d just freak out and ground me forever and never 

trust me again, and never let me have a boyfriend again, 

because I thought he was a really nice guy, and 

obviously I was wrong about that... and I’ve talked to 

him about the photo, and he’s just lied to me about it, 

but obviously he’s the one who took the photo. 

Counsellor: Mm-hmm. 

Grace: And yeah. And like the school finding out, and it’s really 

humiliating... 

Counsellor: Mm-hmm. 

Grace: Because I’m—I just don’t think of myself as that kind of 

person. I don’t know how I got myself into this 

situation—well, I do—I got drunk, but I didn’t mean to 

get drunk. It was... 

Counsellor: So... 

Grace: It was… [she stands] You know. It just got, obviously, 

out of control. I mean we were drinking “Cruisers” and 

when that ran out – we had some vodka and I can’t 

really remember what happened after that.  
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Counsellor: I don’t know you very well, Grace, but it sounds like 

what’s happened, and what this guy has done, is 

perhaps going to give people the wrong impression of 

you.  

Grace: I’m not the kind of person who would say, take a photo 

of me. Or I’m going to take my top off and here’s a 

photo of me in my bra. That just wouldn’t happen… If I 

wasn’t drunk...I think that was the drunkest I’d ever 

been. 

Counsellor: So, what you’re saying is you’re the kind of person who 

would not give permission for these photographs to be 

taken? 

Grace: No. 

Counsellor: [Making certain] No? 

Grace: No.  

Counsellor: Have you seen this image? 

Grace: Yeah. I’ve seen it. Yeah. My friend showed it to me. She 

got it from another friend, who got it from another 

friend, which makes me think everyone has this image. 

And maybe I’m overreacting, but … 

Counsellor: Yeah. Look, I think the reaction that you’re having is 

really clearly based on your understanding of what’s 

right and wrong – what he’s done is a betrayal of trust. 

And your reaction is also connected to your refusal to be 

judged... unfairly on that one night. I back you 100 

percent on that, Grace, on both of those fronts. 

Grace: Okay. Thank you. 
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Counsellor: And in fact, I wouldn’t be the only person to back you – 

the law is really clear in this area – what he’s done here 

is actually illegal, okay? 

Grace: Really? 

Counsellor: It’s not okay for someone to take a photograph of you 

with your bra on without your consent. In fact, given 

your age, you’re 16, yeah? [Grace nods] even if you did 

consent and say this was okay, the law would say it’s not 

okay. If you’re drunk and passed out, what do you think 

a fair and reasonable thing for a friend or boyfriend to 

do? 

Grace: To leave me alone, I suppose, or to... 

Counsellor: Okay. Absolutely, or they might… 

Grace: Look after me, maybe. 

Counsellor: …Call your parents, get a bucket, take you home? Ryan 

didn’t look after you; he broke the law. When people 

share this image, without your consent, they’re breaking 

the law as well. You’re going to need the help of experts 

and by that, I mean the police.  

Grace: [embarrassed] Oh God. 

Counsellor: As scary as that sounds the law is there to help protect 

your safety. So, the next step for us is that we’re going to 

need to find a way to let your parents know that you’ve 

done the right thing by telling an adult.  

Grace: Okay. 

Counsellor: I get that that’s really uncomfortable... 
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Grace: Yeah, it is.  

Counsellor: But this is our opportunity now to let your parents know 

in a way that’s not going make things worse or to bring 

panic into the room. 

Grace: [unsure] So how should I tell them? 

Counsellor: So, we can do this one of two ways. I can call them with 

or without you in the room. 

Grace: I think I’d rather not be in the room. 

Counsellor: With your permission. I’ll give your Mum a call? My 

experience is that parents are often reassured if they 

know that their kids have taken responsible and really 

difficult steps. 

Grace: Yeah, you can call her.  

Counsellor: Okay, my guess is that if Mum really understands the 

level of embarrassment that you’ve got, she’s not going 

to want to do anything that’s going to draw more 

attention to you today. Would you like to go home with 

your parents, so that you can go to the police this 

afternoon and get that sorted?  

Grace: I might walk home and clear my head. I don’t really 

want to go back to class. 
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Counsellor: Sure. I’ll get Mum’s okay on that as well, but my main 

interest right now is making sure that coming to school 

feels okay for you... I’m not going to be sharing this 

information with other students, but what I do need to 

do is make sure this school is safe for you. Your parents 

may take you to the police and the police will talk to... 

Ryan?  They may take steps to make him delete the 

photo and explain to him what he’s done is illegal. And 

then anyone at this school who has been sharing the 

photo will be told, in private, to delete it by a deputy or 

the principal. But we’ll negotiate those next steps, once 

we know what the police are going to do. 

Grace: Okay, thanks for listening to me. 

Counsellor: I’ll speak with you after I talk to Mum and if you want to 

we’ll touch base in a few days or sooner if you want to. 

Also, if you don’t want to talk to me about this anymore, 

that’s okay too.  Just remember my door is always open. 

SCENE 15  

Projection Text: Grace’s Kitchen 

[Jennifer waits in the kitchen looking at her phone, suddenly Michael 

enters.] 

Michael: Is she home? 

Jennifer: No, she’s walking home. 

Michael: Why didn’t you get her from school? 

Jennifer: The School Counsellor said she wanted to walk home. 

Michael: I can’t believe this! 

Jennifer: Michael, calm down. 
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Michael: I can’t calm down! 

Jennifer: It’s not her fault this happened. 

Michael: Are you serious, are you seriously suggesting she had no 

part in this? 

Jennifer: I’ve spoken to the counsellor. Grace has made some big 

decisions, she’s doing something about this. 

Michael: Why didn’t she tell us? 

Jennifer: I expect she was embarrassed, she wanted to sort it out 

herself.  

Michael: She is never leaving this house again. 

Jennifer: Mike… 

Michael: She is grounded until she is 25. I may have to arrange a 

marriage for her.  

Jennifer: Okay, I think it’s important we don’t overreact here. 

 [Grace enters unseen by Michael and Jennifer.] 

Michael: I’m not overreacting! She’s my little girl. 

Jennifer: She grew up! 

Michael: I am definitely playing bad cop today, you can be good 

cop, but I’m bad cop. 

Jennifer: I don’t think anyone should be a cop!  

Michael: We need a cop. 

Grace Hi. 

Jennifer: Hi honey. 

Michael: What have you done!! 

Jennifer: Mike! 
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Michael: Sorry, I was being bad cop. 

Jennifer: No one is a cop!  

Michael: I’m sorry, I don’t know how I feel about this. 

Grace: [upset] Dad, I’m sorry! 

Michael: [calming down a bit] Grace, I’m sorry too. It’s just one 

minute you’re being some responsible, bushwalking, 

awesome teenager and the next minute you’re drunk 

and having naked photos taken of you. 

Grace: They weren’t naked. 

Michael: They might as well have been. 

Jennifer: Mike!! It wasn’t her fault, the counsellor said – 

Michael: I don’t care what the counsellor said. How could you get 

so drunk you’d let a boy do this to you? 

Grace: I don’t know. 

Michael: Why don’t you know? 

Grace: I don’t remember. 

Jennifer: When did this happen? 

Grace: At the party, the night before the bushwalking. 

Jennifer: Where did this happen, the photos? 

Grace: At his place. 

Jennifer: Were his parents home? 

Grace: No. 

Michael: No!?  

Jennifer: I thought you were staying at Sasha’s place. 
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Michael: So, you lied? 

Grace: We just went back there to sober up.  

Jennifer: Anything could have happened. 

Michael: Something did happen! 

Jennifer: What I mean is, it could have been much worse. 

Grace: Ryan’s not that kind of guy. He would never take 

advantage. 

Michael: He clearly took advantage. 

Grace: Dad, I’m sorry this happened, alright?  

Michael: No, it’s not alright. None of this is alright.  

Jennifer: What your Dad means is he’s disappointed, both of us 

are disappointed.  

Grace: I know. 

Jennifer: Why were you drinking so much? We didn’t even know 

you drank. 

Grace: It was a party Mum. Everyone drinks at parties. I’m a 

teenager, it’s what we do. You let me drink champagne 

at cousin Jacqui’s wedding.  

Jennifer: You were with your parents and you had a ‘sip’ of 

champagne. I thought you were old enough to be 

responsible. That’s not having licence to do what you 

want and go crazy. Is it? [Pause – then Grace shakes 

her head ] Where did you get the alcohol? 

Michael: [Exiting] If you took my Johnny Walker Double Black - 

I will lock you in your room for eternity. [Michael runs 

offstage]  
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Grace: Ryan got it. He looks 18. 

Michael: [offstage] No, it’s okay, it’s all there.  

Jennifer: So, Ryan got you the alcohol. [Michael re-enters] What 

were you drinking? 

Grace: Some Vodka Cruisers. 

Jennifer: How many? 

Grace: Six.  

Michael: Six! Your Mum can’t walk after two white wines. 

Grace: It was a party Dad.  

Michael: Doesn’t mean you have to get paralytic. 

Grace: I know, I didn’t mean to. 

Jennifer: So, nothing else happened at Ryan’s? 

Grace: No. 

Jennifer: Are you sure? 

Grace: Yes, I’m sure. 

Michael: Cos if he touched you I will kill him – I mean I’m going 

to kill him anyway. But I will kill him twice.  

Jennifer: Mike, let the police deal with Ryan. You’re not killing 

anyone.  

Michael: Can’t I hurt him a bit? 

Jennifer: No! Can you leave us alone for a few minutes? 

Michael: Fine.  

[Michael exits muttering.] 

Jennifer: Your Dad’s not coping very well.  
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Grace: I thought this was about me not coping. 

Jennifer: Your Dad’s not coping with the fact that you’re not 

coping with life very well. 

Grace: But that’s the thing. I am coping with life. Until this 

happened everything was great. I am just sick of being 

judged by everyone for this one night, this one stupid 

moment when I trusted someone and they betrayed me.  

Jennifer: You shouldn’t trust people you don’t know very well. 

Grace: I did know him. And I liked him, a lot. 

Jennifer: And did he like you a lot? 

Grace: I don’t know.  

Jennifer: Probably not. 

Grace: No. 

Jennifer: So, probably not a great idea to go get drunk with some 

guy and then go back to his house, especially when you 

told us you were staying somewhere else. 

Grace: No. 

Jennifer: Perhaps get to know him first, maybe introduce him to 

us? 

Grace: Yes. 

Jennifer: I have an excellent sexual predator radar. It’s even more 

refined than my “gaydar”. Why didn’t you talk to me, 

when this happened? 

Grace: I don’t know, I wanted to deal with it myself. 

Jennifer: And how did that work out for you? 
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Grace: Badly. 

Jennifer: So maybe next time?  

Michael: [re-entering with empty red wine bottle] I just found 

this in the recycling, did you drink this too? Are you 

stealing wine from us? 

Grace: Dad, no one my age drinks red wine! 

Jennifer: I drank that with the girls from work the other night. 

Michael: [exiting] I’m just checking. 

Jennifer: See, now your father is going through our recycling bin 

like a hobo.  

Grace: Mum, what’s going to happen? 

Jennifer: First show me this image. [Grace shows Jennifer her 

phone] Right, well it’s nice to see your bra was matching 

your top.  

Grace: Mum! 

Jennifer: Did you pee your pants? 

Grace: It was water Mum.  

Jennifer: Well, according to the school, we have to go to the 

police station. Today. They have people who will deal 

with this and speak to Ryan and the others and have the 

image deleted. This image is out there now and it’s 

going to be pretty hard to stop but one thing for sure is 

we can stop this from happening again. 

Grace: Okay. 

Jennifer: And for heaven’s sake, lay off the Vodka Cruisers - 

you’re 16 for god’s sake. 
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Grace: I will. 

Jennifer: And next time, if there ever is a next time, talk to me. 

Don’t wait until it all turns to crap – we’re your parents, 

we’re here to help. 

Grace: Even when I make mistakes? 

Jennifer: Especially when you make mistakes!  

Michael: [re-entering] This Tia Maria is nearly empty, Grace 

what have you go to say about that? 

Jennifer: I made a Tiramisu with that two months ago.  

Michael: [exiting] I am marking every bottle of alcohol in this 

house with a line.  

Grace: When will Dad be normal again? 

Jennifer: Honey, he’s never been normal. And you wouldn’t have 

him any other way.  

Grace: Do we have to go to the police now? [Jennifer nods] Is 

there any other way? [Jennifer shakes her head]. Okay 

just give me a minute, I have to do something.  

Michael: [offstage] Did we have vodka? I’m sure we once had 

vodka. 

Jennifer: [exiting] Mike, can you stop it with all the “bottles”, 

please! 

 Grace re-enters with a hammer and walks to centre 

stage. She takes out her “dummy” brand new iPhone. 

Takes a deep breath and holds the hammer high before 

hitting the phone. 

Blackout. 
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SCENE 16 

Projection video: A split video projection of two suburban front 

doors. A police officer enters the screen and knocks on both doors Ryan 

and Olivia open their respective doors and they look shocked or 

worried. A brief verbal exchange is seen and they reluctantly hand over 

their phone before and call out to their parents who enter the scene as 

the video fades to black. A voice over of snippets of dialogue is heard: 

“Are your parents home?…Mum! There has been an allegation… 

distributing an image of a minor… Phone will be seized pending further 

investigation… if this image… child pornography… you may be taken to 

court…”] 

SCENE 17 

Projection Text: Epilogue[A rewind SFX is heard]   

Projection Text: 

That Night 

2 weeks earlier 

Bianca’s 17th 

The second best party of the year  

[according to Isabella] 

Later at Ryan’s House 

A short version of first party video is played. 

[Grace and Ryan enter the stage clearly giggly and very drunk. [LX] 

Half the stage is in darkness and there is a beanbag in the dark.] 

Grace: Ryan, I can’t come in, my parents will kill me if they 

find out. 
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Ryan: No one will know.  

Grace: My Mum and Dad will kill me if they find out I’m here! 

Ryan: It’s all good, come inside, they won’t find out.  

Grace: We’re not going to do, what you think we’re going to do! 

Ryan: C’mon, just come in for a drink. 

Grace: One drink  of water Ryan – I have, have to bushwalk 

tomorrow. 

Ryan: Okay, okay, I’ll get you some water. I think I need some 

water too.  

 Grace collapses on a beanbag, body facing away from 

the audience. Ryan exits to get a water bottle. 

Ryan: [re-entering] Grace, Grace here’s your water bottle. 

Grace wake up. 

 [Grace mumbles something and holds her hand up. He 

gives her the water bottle but it spills on her lap as 

Ryan leans over to take a selfie with her. Ryan drops 

his phone near the beanbag.] 

Grace: [laughing] Ryan!! Oh great, it looks like I peed myself. 

Thank you for that, time for me to go home. [she tries to 

get up] I mean go to Sasha’s, I mean where is Sasha? 

Sasha!!! 
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Ryan: She’s at the party still. Just stay here the night. Maybe 

in the morning we can– we can – oh my god too many 

shots. [His face changes and he looks like he might 

throw up and he retches a few times and runs 

offstage].  

[SFX – Vomiting sounds offstage.] 

Time passes. Grace falls asleep. 

[SFX – “tick tock” clock sound that fades after 10 

seconds] 

[SFX - the door creaks open]. 

Olivia: [whispering] Ryan? Ryan are you here? Why did you 

leave the party? Hello? 

 Olivia walks over to the beanbag and sees it’s Grace. 

Olivia: Wake up Bitch, Ryan is mine. Wake up Grace! 

 [SFX –vomiting sounds offstage] 

[Olivia looks towards the toilet and back at Grace]. 

Olivia: Oh my god have you peed yourself? What a loser!  

 Olivia gets out her phone to take a photo. 

Olivia: Flat battery, damn it.  

 [Olivia sees Ryan’s phone on the floor. She picks it up 

and goes to take a photo.] 

Olivia: Something’s not quite right. 

 Olivia leans over Grace and opens up her top [unseen 

by audience] 

Olivia: Nice bra, Gracie. 

 Olivia takes a photo 
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Olivia: [to herself] Now, who to send this too? How about me? 

Why thank you Ryan, I would love this photo. Now 

Ryan you should really delete this photo, it’s not very 

nice [SFX - delete sound]. There, all deleted.  What a 

lovely image of Grace.  

 [Olivia walks offstage.] 

THE END 
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Key Verbatim texts 

Title Playwright(s) Year Theatre Company 

Aftershocks Paul Brown 1991 The Workers 

Cultural Action 

Committee 

Bloody Sunday Richard Norton-

Taylor 

2005 Tricycle Theatre  

Called to Account Richard Norton-

Taylor 

2007 Tricycle Theatre 

Cruising Alecky Blythe 2006 Bush Theatre 

Come Out Eli Alecky Blythe 2004 The Arcola Theatre 

Fires in the 

Mirrors 

Anna Deavere 

Smith 

1992 Anna Deavere Smith 

projects 

Falkland Sound Louise Page 2002 Culturcated Theatre 

Company 

Guantanamo Richard Norton-

Taylor 

2004 Tricycle Theatre 

Half the Picture Richard Norton-

Taylor 

1994 Tricycle Theatre 

Justifying War Richard Norton-

Taylor 

2003 Tricycle Theatre 

Letters to Lindy Alana Valentine 2016 Merrigong Theatre 

Co. 
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Title Playwright(s) Year Theatre Company 

London Road Alecky Blythe 2011 National Theatre 

Minefields and 

Miniskirts  

Terrence O’Connor 2004 Playbox Theatre Co. 

Nuremberg Richard Norton-

Taylor 

1996 Tricycle Theatre 

Parramatta Girls Alana Valentine 2007 Company B Belvoir 

Run Rabbit Run Alana Valentine

  

2006 Wollongong 

Workshop Theatre 

Srebrenica  Richard Norton-

Taylor 

1997 Tricycle Theatre 

Tactical 

Questioning 

Richard Norton-

Taylor 

2011 Tricycle Theatre 

Taking Care of 

Baby 

Dennis Kelly 2007 The Door Theatre 

Talking to 

Terrorists  

Robin Soans 2005 Royal Court 

The Colour of 

Justice   

Richard Norton-

Taylor 

1999 Tricycle Theatre 

The Girlfriend 

Experience 

Alecky Blythe 2009 Royal Court / Young 

Vic 

The Laramie 

Project  

Moisés Kaufman 

et al 

2000 Tectonic Theatre 

Project 

The Laramie 

Project: Ten Years 

Later 

Moisés Kaufman 

et al 

2010 Tectonic Theatre 

Project 
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Title Playwright(s) Year Theatre Company 

The Permanent 

Way  

David Hare 2003 Out of Joint/ 

National Theatre 

Twilight Anna Deavere 

Smith 

1994 Anna Deavere Smith 

projects 

Stuff Happens David Hare 2004 National Theatre 

 

Australian 

Verbatim Plays 

 

   

Aftershocks Paul Brown et al

  

1991 Newcastle Workers 

Club 

Apocalypse Perth  Kate Rice  2008 Always Working 

Artists 

April's Fool David Burton 2009 Empire Theatre 

Project 

The August Moon  Adam Grossetti et 

al  

2009 Queensland Theatre 

Co. 

Beautiful Day Aka 

Windows On The 

World  

Colette F. Keen

   

2017 Blank theatre Co. 

Behind The Cane Margery Forde et al 2011 Bowen Soundshell 

Beyond Priscilla: 

The Play 

Gavin Roach 2016 Gasworks Arts Park/ 

Midsumma Festival 

Beyond The Neck  Tom Holloway

  

2008 Tasmania Performs 
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Title Playwright(s) Year Theatre Company 

Cribbie Margery & Michael 

Forde 

2009  Metro Arts 

Coranderrk: We 

Will Show the 

Country  

Andrea James & 

Giordano Nanni

  

2015 La Mama 

Dead Man Brake Alana Valentine

  

2013 Merrirgong Theatre 

Co. 

Driving Into Walls Suzie Miller 2012 Barking Gecko 

Theatre Co.  

Doing Dawn  Alana Valentine

  

2009 Playwriting 

Australia’s Creative 

Development Studio 

Embers  Campion Decent 2006 HotHouse Theatre 

Fast Cars And 

Tractor Engines

  

Roslyn Oades 2006 Urban Theatre 

Projects 

Gaybies  Dean Bryant 2013 Melbourne Theatre 

Company 

Go by Night Stephen House 1996 Theatre 62 / Lunist 

productions 

I'm Your Man Roslyn Oades

  

2013 Belvoir St Theatre 

It All Begins With 

Love 

Rod Ainsworth 2014 Creative Regions / 

Playlab 

Jack Charles V The 

Crown  

Jack Charles 2010 Melbourne Int. Arts 

Festival 
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Title Playwright(s) Year Theatre Company 

MP  Alana Valentine 2011 The Street Theatre  

Night Breakfast  Merrilee Moss

  

2009 La Mama 

Onefivezeroseven  Suzie Miller 2014 Barking Gecko 

Theatre 

Soft Targets Troupe Theatre 1986 Troupe Theatre  

School Of Life Anni Finsterer

  

2013 n.a.  

Stories Of Love 

And Hate 

Roslyn Oades

  

2008 Urban Theatre 

Projects 

Student Body Alana Valentine

  

2011 Boobook Theatre 

The Red Cross 

Letters 

Verity Laughton 2017 State Theatre Co. SA 

The Hansard 

Monologues  

Paul Daley & Katie 

Pollock 

2016 Seymour Centre 

The Death Of 

Kings 

Colette F. Keen 2016 Sydney Gay and 

Lesbian Mardi Gras 

The Dictionary Of 

Imaginary Places  

Anna Tregloan

  

2010 Melbourne Int. Arts 

Festival 

The Pyjama Girl Emma Gibson

  

2013 HotHouse Theatre 

The Soldier  Frank Wilkie 2015 n.a. 

This House is Mine Maree Freeman 2015 Milk Crate Theatre 

Co 
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Title Playwright(s) Year Theatre Company 

Today We're Alive Linden Wilkinson

  

2011 Myall Creek 

Memorial Hall 

Watermark  Alana Valentine 2010 Darwin Festival 
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Appendix B – Verbatim Theatre Resources 

Resources vary widely amongst verbatim projects. The table below 

demonstrates the wide variance of resources (people, time, money) 

different writers and companies have at their disposal.  

Title Writer Method Subject  

Aftershocks 
1991 
Australia 

Paul Brown 23 interviews, 
8 researchers 

Earthquake (single event 
and its aftermath). 

Fires in the 
Mirror 1992 
America 

Anne - 
Deirdre Smith 

20 interviews Crown Heights riot in 
response to a Jewish 
motorcade running over 
and killing a black 
teenager and injuring 
another (single event and 
its aftermath) 

The Laramie 
Project 
2000 
America 

Tectonic 
theatre Project 

200 
interviews, 
over six visits, 
5 workshops 

Gay hate crime (single 
event and its aftermath). 

Minefields 
and 
Miniskirts 
2004 
Australia 

Terrance 
O’Connell 
Based 90% of 
his adaptation 
on Siobhan 
McHugh’s 
book  
  

McHugh 
initially 
interviewed 
50 women. 

Women and Vietnam 
War 1964-1972. 
(Several events: 
interviews conducted 
with women who went to 
war and the wives and 
widows who stayed 
behind in Australia.) 

Parramatta 
Girls 
2007 
Australia 

Alana 
Valentine 

35 women 
interviewed 
about their 
experiences 
from 1930s-
1970s 

Young women in 
government institutions. 
(Several events) 

Note: some of the table is derived from Brown and Wake (2010).  
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Appendix C – List of student questions for verbatim interviews 

 

  

• How frequently do you consume social media? 

• Do you consider social media to be a good or bad way of 

communicating? 

• Do you converse with people online that you haven’t met in 

everyday life? 

• If so, how would you describe your relationship with these people 

you only know online. 

• Does social media distract you from your regular activities (such 

as schoolwork, employment or home life)? 

• What is the longest period you’ve gone without social media? 

• Are you kept awake by using social media or your smart phone?  

• Does using social media technologies make you feel lonely?  

• Would you ever put off visiting friends to spend time on your 

computer? If so, why? 

• Have you personally experienced cyber bullying? 

• Have you ever bullied anyone online? 

• Has social media strengthened any of your friendships? 

• I am writing a play that is based on the use of media technology 

by young people aged 14-18 years, which will also be performed to 

this age group. What do you think would be important aspects to 

be included in this play?  What would you like to see on the stage? 
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Appendix D – Photos from An Image of Grace production 

Permission has been granted for publication of these photographs 

 
 

Image 1 – Scene 11, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas, October 31st 2016. 
Olivia and Ryan text one another, which is projected on the cyclorama. 

 

 
 

Image 2 – Scene 7, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas, October 31st 2016. 
Grace confronts gossiping students in the schoolyard. 

 

 
 

Image 3 – Scene 6, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas October 31st 2016. 
Grace has arrived at Ryan’s home to confront him. He ignores her, playing a video game.   
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Image 4 – Scene 13, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas, October 31st 2016. 
Grace is harassed online (projected) and on stage by other actors.  

 

 
 

Image 5 – Scene 1, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas, October 31st 2016. 
Grace, Sasha and other students in a Religion lesson.  
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Image 6 – Scene 12, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas, October 31st 2016. 
Teenagers dance at a Isabella’s party before the police arrive.  

 

 
 

Image 7 – Scene 12, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas, October 31st 2016. 
Grace and Olivia confront one another in a shed after the party.  

 

 
 

Image 8 – Scene 13, An Image of Grace, by Tom Coultas, October 31st 2016. 
Isabella and Sarah take a series of photos for social media. 
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The emergence of verbatim theatre companies and playwrights was 

centred mainly in the United Kingdom and the Unites States.  In the 

following section I focus upon the history and practice of key verbatim 

practitioners that I have drawn upon or been inspired by in the early 

research stages of my project. I have been fascinated with verbatim plays 

using alternative forms of data such as court room transcripts, landmark 

and contemporary verbatim plays which have demonstrated the wide 

variety of approaches and the scope of verbatim. Significantly, the voice or 

voices of female verbatim playwrights have been at the forefront of my 

project as I was working with an all-female student cast. Although the 

focus of this section is centred on the United Kingdom and the United 

States, there have been multiple verbatim production and projects world-

wide68. Verbatim theatre has become a world-wide phenomenon. As Will 

Hammond (2008) states, “verbatim is ‘re-contextualising theatre process’ 

and ‘inhabits a spectrum between reality and fiction’ ” (pp. 73-74). 

Tricycle Theatre (U.K.) 

London’s Tricycle Theatre was established in 1980 from Ken Chubb and 

Shirley Barrie’s 1974 Wakefield Tricycle Company whose mission was to 

present new writing, children's shows and theatre for the community. The 

theatre’s current mission is to bring unheard voices into the mainstream 
                                                 
68 Director, Elyse Dodgson (2005), who wrote Motherland: West Indian Women to 
Britain in the 1950s (1984) with a group of school children, has created verbatim projects 
worldwide under her direction of the Royal Court theatre company. Her verbatim projects 
include work in Uganda where women prisoners were interviewed; in Bethlehem check 
point stories were gathered from people crossing into the West bank; in Russia people 
were interviewed on ethnic discrimination, homelessness, drug use, coalminers and those 
affected by the Kursk Submarine tragedy (Dodgson, 2005). 
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and present high quality, innovative work. (“Tricycle Theatre”, 2017). 

Tricycle Theatre has presented and commissioned plays by established 

British and international playwrights and has hosted four seasons of plays 

exploring the impacts of war (The Great Game 1-4, 2009-2010). Tricycle 

Theatre is also renowned for presenting Irish Theatre and Black Theatre 

from Black British, African American and Caribbean born playwrights, 

reflecting the diversity of the London area where Tricycle Theatre is based, 

and a resolution to show stories from diverse writers (Goddard, 2015). 

From 1984-2007, the theatre’s artistic director, Nicolas Kent and the 

playwright, Richard Norton-Taylor have worked together on eight 

“tribunal plays” based on verbatim re-constructions of public enquiries 

where plays have been written from court accounts (Tricycle Theatre, 

2017). Norton-Taylor uses a technique he calls “verbatim testimony”, the 

goal of which is to expose the truth, provide information, to explain, and 

expose, and to provoke debate. (Hammond and Steward, 2012). Norton-

Taylor’s plays also address the broader issues – honesty, truth and the 

accountability politicians and powerful figures (Hammond and Steward, 

2012). 

Richard Norton-Taylor notes that while the sources seem to have had 

limited dramatic appeal as they had “little or no movement, not much of a 

plot…but [he notes that they] had something else. “[They] had 

dissembling, buck-passing, hiding behind euphemisms, word play, 

facetious use of aphorisms and above all cynical and amorality of arrogant 

and unaccountable officials” (Hammond and Steward, 2012, p. 106). 
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Norton-Taylor considers theatre and journalism to be complementary art 

forms and the journalistic search for truth and accountability remain 

constant themes in his tribunal plays.  

 Nicholas Kent notes the surprising audience reactions at Tricycle Theatre 

to Norton Taylor’s plays including from figures who have encountered the 

realities of the plays:  

An elderly woman, a German refugee [watching the play 

Nuremberg] stood up and started to shout “Don’t listen to him, it’s 

all lies”…then she suddenly realized she was in a theatre and she sat 

down and started to cry (Kent, 2012, p. 166). 

Using court transcripts of long public enquiries, Norton-Taylor (2008) 

found ways to introduce dramatic tension by using what collaborator and 

theatre director Nicolas Kent called “changes in tone and tempo” (p. 125). 

Kent suggests that the tone and tempo of a script may be affected by 

moving away from journalistic sensationalism such as just focusing on 

shocking news events and including human interest or smaller details. To 

this end, Norton-Taylor includes scenes that “wouldn’t normally interest a 

journalist because they would seem so inconsequential” but included them 

because they “in fact they offered telling insights” (p. 125).  As an example, 

in The Colour of Justice, Norton-Taylor chose to include verbatim stories 

of dying man being held by a female bystander, as the woman says, “you 

are loved” to him. After his death, another bystander washes the victim’s 

blood off his hands and pours it over a rose bush at home (p. 127). Norton-
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Taylor also uses statements from the victim’s mother. She had originally 

provided a list of suspects to the Police, and in her testimony, she alleges 

that they threw the list into the bin (p. 127). These inclusions in the play 

move away from the basic facts of public enquiries and offer a broader 

perspective of the events surrounding the enquiries themselves.    

Tricycle Theatre’s mission to promote writing from diverse ethnic 

backgrounds, to inform audiences and critique politics and politicians 

using an offshoot of verbatim theatre has been successful since 1974 and 

continues to under their change of name to Kiln Theatre. Although the 

focus of my project was not based in courtroom testimony, I was surprised 

at the power of the tribunal verbatim form and considered many legal and 

ethical aspects of my own project regarding young people, consent and the 

law.  

Anna Deavere Smith (U.S.A.) 

A crucial female voice in early verbatim theatre emerged in America 

during the 1990s. Anna Deavere Smith is a documentary theatre maker, 

academic and political activist who creates works aiming to represent 

minority perspectives which she performs with great accuracy in her own 

one woman performances. In exploring “language and its relationship to 

character”, Smith’s goal is to find the American character in the “ways 

people speak” and upon meeting interview subjects she would state, “if you 

give me an hour of your time, I’ll invite you to see yourself performed” 

(Smith, 1992, p. xxiii). Smith has used tape-recorded interviews for Fires 
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in the Mirror (1992), Twilight (1994) based on the 1992 Los Angeles 

“Rodney King” riots. More recently Smith’s The Pipeline Project (2013), 

used interviews of 250 people in four main geographic areas: Northern 

California, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and South Carolina on issues such as 

the lack of opportunity and resources for young people living in poverty 

and who are often suffering with regard to their physical and mental 

health, and how these circumstances often lead them into the criminal 

justice system (Smith, 2017)   

Smith’s journalistic theatre method draws on interviews and media reports 

to create real-life characters of different classes, races, ages and genders to 

explore issues of identity and community (Cantrell, 2010). For example, in 

response to race riots in New York in 1992, Smith interviewed twenty six 

bystanders and witnesses to create her solo performance Fires in the 

Mirror (1992).  Smith states that she uses theatre to, “convene, inform, 

and motivate civic stakeholders” (Anna Deavere Smith Projects, 2015). In 

Fires in the Mirror (1992) Smith interviewed Jewish and Black Americans 

regarding the 1991 race riots following the stabbing of a Jewish male by a 

group of black African American men in New York.  Smith performed 

twenty six monologues based on her interview testimony. Smith sees 

language as a mediator or at times creating discord between groups and 

she does not see her mimicry as impersonation or stereotyping (Cullen, 

2012). 

In performing the recorded voices of the interviewees, Richard Schechner 

(1993) suggests Smith doesn’t “act” the characters but “incorporates” them 
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as though possessed, Smith “works by means of deep mimesis, a process 

opposite to that of ‘pretend’. To incorporate means to be possessed by, to 

open oneself up thoroughly and deeply to another being” (p. 64). 

Katherine Cullen (2012) asserts that Smith is less interested in what the 

interviewee discusses rather than the manner in which they speak. Critics 

such as Ben Brantley (2016) applaud Smith’s skills as an actor, “paying 

scrupulous attention to the varied people she embodies with such 

precision… [her] mimetic talent wouldn’t count for much if it didn’t make 

us share the intense focus she brings to her subjects” (2016, para 3). 

However, Brantley also Criticises Smith latest work, Notes from the Field 

(2016) for being more conciliatory and less “bracing, abrasive, [and] 

journalistic” than her early more powerful plays (2016, para. 18).  

Moisés Kaufman, Tectonic Theater Project and The Laramie 

Project Cycle (U.S.A.) 

Formed in New York in 1991 by Moisés Kaufman and Jeffrey LaHoste, the 

Tectonic Theater Project is a company committed to developing innovative 

theatre that explores theatrical language and form, and social, political, 

and human issues (Tectonic Theater Project, 2015).  Perhaps one of the 

most famous and widely performed verbatim plays is Tectonic Theater 

Project’s The Laramie Project (2000) which was written by Kaufman in 

collaboration with company members Leigh Fondakowski, Stephen 

Belber, Greg Pierotti, Barbara Pitts, Stephen Wangh, Amanda Gronich, 

Sara Lambert, John McAdams, Maude Mitchell, Andy Paris and Kelli 

Simpkins. Based on a gay hate crime in Laramie, Wyoming in which a 
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young man, Matthew Shepherd, is fatally assaulted. The Laramie Project 

has been performed across the world, including in Laramie itself, since its 

initial performance in 2000 at the Denver Center Theatre Company, 

U.S.A. This play has been internationally successful and staged and around 

the world. It is one of the most extensively researched verbatim plays, 

using testimony from over 200 interviews and workshops producing a 

script containing 60 characters (also see Appendix ? for further verbatim 

resources). The play incorporates direct address, film projections and 

testimony (Brown & Wake, 2010, p. 28).  

Moisés Kaufman is credited as the writer and developer of a new style of 

theatre called “Moment Work” (2011): a technique for creating and 

analysing the dialectical relationship between the rehearsal, the writing 

process and the creation of a theatrical form (Kaufman, 

Tectonictheaterproject.org, 2015). In developing Moment Work, 

Jacqueline O’Connor writes: 

Kaufman has developed a new kind of wordplay – a polyphonic 

pastiche that requires the actors and members of the audience to 

almost repeat the process of research, interpretation and evaluation 

he engaged in to construct the play …Kaufman stipulates in his 

script, [to allow] for a Brechtian approach to inform the acting style 

that the performers “should portray the characters in the play 

without 'disappearing' into the parts; and that it should be an ‘actor-

driven event’; with actors making all the set and costume changes” 

(O’Connor, 2013, p. 147). 
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Moment Work places equal emphasis on all theatre elements (acting, set 

design, sound, lights, costume, etc.) in order to enhance the theatrical 

narrative and create a series of strong individual moments in preparation 

for a performance. When put together, these moments become the play 

and therefore Tectonic Theater aims to “write performance” as opposed to 

simply writing plays.  

Kaufman’s other works include Gross Indecency 1997 (based on the 

courtroom testimony of the trials of Oscar Wilde), a film version of The 

Laramie Project (2002) and a new play called The Laramie Project: Ten 

Years Later (2009). This play revisits Laramie, and draws on new 

interviews and is able to show the longer impacts of the original event on 

the people affected by the crime. 
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Appendix F – Types of Ethnographical Theatre  

(Compiled from Saldaña, J. 2011, pp. 13-14)  

Autodrama  

Autoperformance 

Commemorative 

Drama 

Conversational 

Dramatism 

Conversational 

Performance  

Docudrama  

Documentary Theatre  

Docu-Performance  

Dramatic Commentary 

on Interviw Data  

Dramatized Report  

Embodied 

Methodological 

Praxis  

Ethnodrama  

Ethnodramatics 

Ethnodramatology 

Ethnographic Drama 

Ethnographic 

Performance Text  

Ethnographic Theatre  

Ethno-Mimesis 

Ethnoperformance 

Ethnostorytelling 

Ethnotainment 

Ethnotheatre  

Everyday Life 

Performance 

Everyday Theatre  

Factual Theatre  

Generative 

Autobiography 

Heritage Theatre  

Historical Drama  

Historical Reenactment  

Informance  

Interview Theatre 

Investigative Theatre  

Life Review  

Life Writing 

Lifeworld Theatre  

Living Newspaper  

Living Theatre Verbal 

Art  

Memory Theatre  

Metadrama  

Metatheater  

Mystory  

Narradrama  

Natural Performance  

Nonfiction Playwriting  

Nonfiction Storytelling  

Oral History 

Performance 

Performance   

    Anthropology 

Performance 

Ethnography 

Performance Science 

Performative Inquiry 

Performative Social 

Science  

Performative Writing  

Performed 

Ethnography 

Performed Theory 

Performing 

Autobiography 

Presentational Theatre 

Public Voice 

Ethnography  

Reality Theatre  

Reflexive Anthropology 

Reminiscence Theatre 

Research as 

Performance 

Research Staging  
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Research-Based 

Theatre  

Scripted Research  

Self-Revelatory  

Performance  

Self-Performance 

Semi-documentary Play 

Social Drama  

Stand-Up Storytelling 

Stand-Up Theory 

Testimonial Theatre  

Theatre as 

Representation 

Theatre of Actuality  

Theatre of Fact  

Theatre of  

Re-Enactment  

Theatre of Reportage 

Theatrical 

Documentary 

Theatrical Research-

Based Performance 

Transcription Theatre 

Tribunal Play  

Verbatim Theatre  

Word-for-Word 

Theatre
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